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Abstract

ABS TRA CT
During the last three decades the Asia-Pacific region has grown rapidly
. In close
parallel, the reliance on maritime transport has also grown significantly
to keep pace
with the regions rapid economic growth. Yet, despite the steady escala
tion of research
exploring the critical dimensions of selection criteria in shippi
ng (Evans and
Southard, 1974, Brooks, 1985, 1990; McGinnis, 1989; Foster and
Strasser, 1990;
Mat ear and Gray, 1993; Durvasula, L ysonski and Mehta, 1999) few
have made an
effort to identify the dimensions for selection in an Asia-Pacific
context. An
exploratory study by Dixon (2001) is one of the few studies to exami
ne the choice
preferences and trade-offs exhibited by shipping customers in the Asia-P
acific region.
Dixon (2001) examined New Zealand shippers' selection criteria in
the purchase of
North Asia (Japan, Korea, North China) shipping services. In that contex
t, variables
such as sailing frequency, freight rates and specific port calls were found
to be more
impmiant than schedule reliability, high flexibility and documentation
accuracy.
This thesis explores the other half of the equation, specifically the
perspectives of
Chinese shippers'. It is proposed that through examining the selecti
on criteria of
Chinese shippers alongside the New Zealand shippers' perspective,
a service design
strategy can be advanced that provides Asia-Pacific shipping compa
nies with a
strategic point of differentiation. However, the challenge in designing
a service that
creates superior value and facilitates a strong competitive edge lies
in being able to
accurately acquire an understanding of the web of interactions that influen
ce customer
selection and choice. In an industrial service context - like that
of the shipping
industry the web of interactions impinging on the customers' selecti
on processes are
generally poorly understood. Furthermore, in a Chinese context, little
cross-cultural
research has been conducted examining the Chinese shippers' selecti
on criteria. The
literature acknowledges that significant knowledge gaps still exist within
industrial
services literature in relation to the service dimensions that are of optima
l importance
to shippers.

Methodologically, the research integrated both inductive and deduc
tive research
approaches in a multi-stage capacity. In the first stage of the resear
ch, 18 semi
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structured qualitative interviews were conducted with Chinese shippers. From these
interviews, the salient service attributes important to shippers were identified.
Assimilating the interview results with prior freight transportation literature on service
selection produced a set of 10 attributes that were deemed influential in shipping
service selection. Choice modelling was employed in the second stage of the research.
A discrete choice model was constructed, comprising 36 service alternatives. The
choice model allowed decision outcomes and choice processes to be assessed.
The research findings suggest that Chinese shippers are highly price conscious, a
result inconsistent with prior empirical research in transportation selection literature
(Kent & Parker, 1999). Furthermore, Chinese shippers indicated that they were
opposed to a service offering that excluded New Zealand's port of Auckland as a port
of call and the Chinese ports of Yantian, Xin-gang and Shanghai. Lastly, customer
service, frequency and schedule reliability were also used as potential selection
criteria for Chinese shippers.

In conclusion, the results of this study provide shipping carriers operating in the AsiaPacific region (specifically between New Zealand and China) with a unique dilemma.
The literature would suggest that in order to provide customers with better service,
firms must know exactly what the customers see as being important and design an
offering to meet these needs (Kent & Parker, 1999). However, the results drawn from
the present research highlight that the service dimensions that international shipping
customers ask for, do not the same value. Hence, developing an optimal service
design strategy in the realm of the international shipping industry presents the
industrial marketing strategist with a formidable paradox. That is; is it optimal to
design a service that meets the needs of only one industrial buying segment, or better
to satisfy and marginalise service quality in an attempt to serve the entire international
customer base? It is hoped that further research will focus on answering the above
questions and obtain a better understanding of the level of flexibility and
responsiVeness shipping lines need m their serviCe design strategies.
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Glossary

GLOS SARY
'THE WORLD OF SHIPPING DEFINED'

Break
(BIB)

Bulk General Cargo, as opposed to cargo in containers. Can include cargo in
packages, pallets or bulk form (dry or liquid).

Bill of Lading

CIF

Consignee

Consignor

Container

Container
Terminal
Dwell Time
FCL
FEU
FOB

Freight
Forwarder
Hub
Port
Service
LCL

A document that establishes the terms of contract between a shipper and a
transportation company under which freight is to be moved between
specified points for a specified charge. Usually prepared by the shipper on
forms issued by carrier, it serves as a document of title, contract of
carriage, and a receipt for goods.
Cost/Insurance/Freight - seller is responsible for inland freight, ocean/air
freight, and marine/air insurance to the port of final entry in the buyer's
country. The buyer is responsible for inland transportation to his/her
location.
The individual or company, to whom the seller or shipper sends
merchandise and who, upon presentation of necessary documents, is
recognised as merchandise owner for the purpose of declaring and paying
customs duties.
A term used to describe any person who consigns goods to himself or to
another party in a bill of lading or equivalent document. A consignor
might be the owner of the goods, or a freight forwarder who consigns
goods on behalf of his principle.
Metal box structure of standard design used to carry cargo in units.
Containers can be 20 or 40 foot in length. The standard container is a TEU
(20-foot equivalent unit).
Facility designed to handle containers, with special- purpose equipment
such as container cranes, straddle carriers and container stacking areas.
The length of time cargo remains in port before being loaded onto a ship
or collected for domestic distribution.
Full Container Load
40' - foot equivalent container
SeHer is responsible for inland freight and all other costs until the cargo
has been loaded on the vessel/aircraft. Buyer is responsible for ocean/air
freight and marine /air insurance.
An individual or company, acting on behalf of a shipper, who arranges all
necessary details of shipping an documentation for the manufacturer or
exporter, which includes employing the services of a carrier or carriers.
I Refers to the practice where shipping lines call at one port in a country or
region rather than several ports.
Less than a Container Load

Letter of Credit

A document issued by bank at a buyer's request honouring debt
obligations to the seller upon receipt of document.
of Port where vessel is off loaded and cargo discharges.

Port
Discharge
Port of Entry
Port of Loading

A port at which foreign goods are re-admitted into the receiving country
Port where cargo is loaded aboard the vessel lashed and stowed.
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Reefer
Container
Shipper
TEU
Ton

Tracking
Tranship

Turnaround
Time

Glossary

Controlled temperature container suitable for chilled or frozen cargos.
Also referred to as refrigerated container.
Term used to describe 'Exporter'.
20' - foot equivalent unit is the international standard measure for
containers.
Freight charges for linear cargo generally are quoted on the basis of a
certain rate per ton, depending on the nature of the commodity. This ton,
however, may be weight ton or a measurement ton.
A carriers system of recording movement intervals of shipments from
origin to destination.
Cargo landed at terminal and shipped out again on another vessel without
leaving the p01i area. Can be international (a container arrives from one
country and is transhipped to another) or domestic (a container arrives
from overseas and is transhipped to another domestic port by a coastal
service).
Time taken for a vessel to arrive in port, unload and depart.

Source: Ports of Auckland Annual Report 2001
Branch, Alan E. (1988), Economics of shipping practice and management. 2"d ed. New York:
Chapman & Hall.
Branch, Alan E. (1996), Elements ofshipping. 71h ed. London: Chapman & Hall
http://www. [ibre2(ashion. com/textterms/shipping terms/
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CHAP TER ONE
1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background to the Research

Internationalisation refers to the growing economic interdependence of countries
through the increasing volume and variety of cross-border transactions in goods and
services, capital, technology, information and people (International Moneta ry Fund,
2002). Today the process of internationalisation continues to deepen, causing the
economic distances between countries to shrink further and the level of dependence
amongst countries for goods and services, technology, information and capital to
dramatically intensify.

The rapid market integration of the Asia-Pacific region is
testament to the power of the internationalisation process.

Over the last three decades, the Asia-Pacific region 1 has sustained remarka bly high
growth. This rapid growth momentum has driven many to believe that the 21st century
will be the 'Asian' or 'Pacific ' century, as the region is touted to dominate world trade
in the coming decades (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research, 2000;
Association of Southeast Asian Nations 2001). In 2000, Asia and its transitional
economies 'recorded both the highest export growth among the world's regions and
the largest increase in imports ' (World Trade Organisation, 2001, p. 15). Today, the
region accounts for approximately 26% of total world trade, in contrast to NAFTA 's
19% share and the European Union's 37% share (Hawkins and Gray, 2000; World
Trade Organisation, 2001). Further, Hawkins and Gray (2000) note that 'when the
region's share is added to other members of APEC, the total share rises to almost half
of the entire world trade' (p. 23).

Yet, despite its overall importance to aggregate world trade, a more critical aspect of
Asia-Pacific trade is the fact that it has largely become its own biggest market
(Hawkins and Gray, 2000). The economic growth of the Asia-Pacific region is
1

To complement the scope of the present study, the narrower definition of 'Asia Pacific'
is adopted. As
such 'the Asia-Pacific region' in the present context refers only to those countries
located on the
Western rim of the Pacific Ocean.
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likened, to the wild geese flying pattern: in a sequence of relatively rapid fire growth,
the region's economic development has over the last two decades spread dramatically
outward (Nishiguchi, 2002). Japan is attributed to have started the growth momentum
with its diversification into Asian New Industrialized Economies (NIBs). The pattern
of growth since then has seen countries in the region advancing and growing together,
resulting in an increase in the proportion of intra regional trade (import and export).
Pan and Maby (1999) note that in the Asia-Pacific rim, the Asian economies in
particular have 'begun to form a new self-sustaining stmcture based on export
markets' (p. 94).

In particular, the rising growth of the Chinese economy has come to play an
increasingly importa nt role in the advancement of Asia-Pacific trade. Overt he I ast
decade, China has dramatically opened up its economy to external market forces.
From 1979 to 2000, China's real GDP grew at an average rate of 9.5%, making it one
of the world's fastest growing economies (Morrison, 2001 ). In tandem with this, total
Chinese trade (exports plus imports) rose from US$21 billion in 1978 to US$382
billion in 2002 (The APEC Region Trade and Investment, 2002). Today, with Japan
recovering from a period of economic stagnation, China has fast emerged to take over
the leading role in advancing Asia-Pacific economic development (Pan and Maby,
1999).
From a trade perspective, the growth of intra-regional trade has been significantly
strengthened by China's growing economic presence in the region. Inter-regional
trade has continued to intensify as China endeavours to transform itself into one of the
world's largest economies. In ASEAN alone, trade between the region and China has
risen significantly to about US$42 billion in 2001 from only about US$8 billion in
1991 (ASEAN, 2001). Likewise, China's trade volume with other APEC members
increased to US$351. 7 billion in 2000 from US$236.6 billion in 1998 (United
Nations, 2001).
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New Zealand's Opportunity

Given the limited size of the New Zealand domestic market and its remoteness from
major markets, New Zealand has pursued opportunities to foster new trade
engagements in order to sustain high economic growth (Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, 2002). Largely because of the burgeoning growth of the Asia-Pacific
region over the last two decades, New Zealand's trading relationships have undergone
significant changes. Traditional trading partners have gradually been replaced with an
increasing number of new trading partners, the majority of whom have been member
countries within the Asia-Pacific rim (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research,
2000).
In particular, New Zealand has substantially expanded its level of trade with China.
China is now New Zealand's fourth largest trading partner and sixth largest export
destination (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2002). Today, New Zealand 's bilateral
relationship with China is one of New Zealand 's most important. Furthermore, it is
predicted that the strength of New Zealand's trade relationship with China will
continue to develop in the future (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research,
2000). Indeed, New Zealand is seen as having a natural fit with China in tenns of
trade. A recent report complied by the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research
explains how the growth of China bodes well for New Zealand traders.
'China is likely to be a 'natural trading partner ' for New Zealand.
China possess es only 7% of the world's arable land, yet it has one
quarter of the world's population. China is referred to as a 'natural
factory'. Its competitive advantage lies in manufacturing rather then in
produci ng land intensive products. As the industrialisation process
continues, the need for importing primary products will grow'.
(New Zealand Institute of Economic Research, 2000, p. 6)

Based on recent trade statistics, it would appear that this brave prediction has some
merit. In the year to March 2001, New Zealand exports to China were valued at $NZ
971 million, an estimated 48% increase on the previous year. Figure 1.0 shows the
growth ofNew Zealand exports to China.
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Figure 1.0: New Zealan d's Princip al Exports to China (FOB)
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The main commodities driving this growth are primary products. As Table 1.0
reveals
dairy and forestry-based products are the key products driving New Zealan d's
export
growth (Statistics New Zealand, 2002). (For a more in-depth overview
of New
Zealand - China trade refer to Chapter 4).
Table 1.0: New Zealan d Exports to China

New Zealand Exports to China: December Years (NZ$000 FOB)
Commodity Description
Wool
Milk Powder

1999
93,888

2000
148,944

2001
209,268

%Change
41%

106,425

109,144

160,894

47%

Logs

20,460

39,277

97,768

149%

Chemical wood pulp

20,247

31,329

88,150

181%

2,307

66,990

81,076

Raw skins, sheep

21%

13,205

36,969

65,648

Offal

78%

34,017

34,821

50,894

Sheep meat

46%

14,198

23,306

41,659

Meat or fish meal

79%

26,909

40,692

41,155

1%

2,031
623,797

10,338
902,236

39,948
1,353,439

286%
50%

Confidential

Wood pulp, mechanical
New Zealand's Total Exports to China

Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2002- Principal Market Trade Statistics
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Rise in Deman d for Asia-Pacific Shipping Services

The Asia-Pacific region is unique in the fact that it is defined to be highly
'archipelagic' in nature, implying that 'trade within the region, as well as within
individual countries, almost always implies the use of water transport' (Hawkins and
Gray, 2000, p. 26). The economic advancement of the small band of nations within
the region, such New Zealand and China, is naturally highly dependent upon maritime
transport. The archipelagic nature of the region is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1. 1: Archipelagic Nature of the Asia-Pacific region.

Source: Hawkins &Gray (2000) 'Strategies for Asia-Pacific Shipping'

Further, it is apparent that beyond the fact that the region is characterised by vast and
varying distances between landmasses, the Asia-Pacific rim is also a region with
varying stages of development amongst its economies (APEC, 2001). The region is a
composition of developed, developing and transitional economies. This unique
characteristic means that not only is there economic advancement at varying levels
between countries but there is structural development is also. Hence, as Lloyd's
Maritime Asia (1997) reports, the lack of reliable and extensive land-based
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infrastructure facilitates the transport of goods, forcing fast-growing manufacturing
based economies of the region to significantly increase their use of shipping services.
It is of no surprise that under such a umque set of conditions, the structure and

intensity of competition in shipping within the Asia-Pacific rim has changed
(Panayides and Gray, 1999). Coupled with the fact that the demand for shipping is a
derived from the demand for goods (Branch, 1995), the rising growth of intra-regional
trade in the Asia-Pacific rim has created fonnidable challenges for Asia-Pacific
shipping. Hawkins and Gray (2000) note that shipping companies operating within the
Asia-Pacific rim are confronted with the challenge of meeting increased demands
amidst more intense competition, in what can only be described as a highly dynamic
environment.

A historical perspective reveals that, in 1970, the region accounted for only 1% of the
world's container traffic, yet by 2000 the region was estimated to control nearly 50%
(Hawkins and Gray, 2000). As a 1997 OECD report notes, 'in terms of annual growth
rates, the Asia-Pacific region has been leading the way (cited in: Hawkins and Gray,
2000, p. 27). The implications of such rapid growth have been immense. The quest for
greater levels of efficiency and competitiveness has become operationally formidable.
As such, shipping companies have been forced to re-think current strategic initiatives
in order to attain market survival (Panayides and Gray, 1999). It appears, if shipping
companies continue to compete in the region, they need to develop competitive
strategies that leverage a profitable and sustainable position in the marketplace.
1.1.3

Achieving competitive advantage in Asia-Pacific shipping

The need for firms to establish a competitive advantage is not a new phenomenon.
Literature surrounding strategic management advocates that, central to all competitive
strategy is the pursuit to achieve and sustain a competitive advantage (Narver and
Slater, 1990; Barney, 1991; Bharadwaj, Varadarajan, and Fahy, 1993; Porter, 1980,
1985; Day and Wensley, 1988; Aharoni, 1993; Hunt and Morgan, 1995; Fahy, 2000).
Yet the process of successfully attaining a sustainable competitive advantage is a
formidable challenge. It requires a firm not only to execute the necessary discrete
activities in a more effective and efficient way than its competitors, but also combine,
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accumulate and deploy rent-yielding competencies m umque and endurin
g ways
(Barney, 1991 ). To add further to the challenge, it is accepted within the literatu
re that
a firm's competencies will only led to a sustainable competitive advantage when
they
are transformed into a product or service offering that is imperfectly imitabl
e, has
unique rarity and a lack of strategically equivalent substitutes (Matthyssens
and
Vanderbempt, 1998).

Understanding how firms can better attain a sustainable competitive advantage
is one
of the marketing strategist's primary goals. For if one might understand how firms
can
best reach a sustainable competitive advantage, one can advance an organis
ation to
achieve consistent levels of superior market performance. However, in a
service
context there appears to be an underdevelopment of discussion surrounding how
best
to procure a sustainable competitive advantage (Matthyssens and Vanderbempt,
1998,
Mon·is and Davis, 1992). It is evident that despite the advances in compe
titive
advantage literature, little research has examined how service-based industr
ies, such
as the shipping industry, can best create a competitive advantage.
In this study, the boundary is drawn at service design. That is, the orientation
of this
thesis places emphasis upon the design of service offerings as a key factor
in the
creation of sustainable competitive advantage for service firms; in particular,
shipping
firms operating between New Zealan d and China. The design of a service
offering
that creates superior service quality and thus superior value to the customer is
a highly
effective means to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Yet, to
create
superior value for customers, shipping companies need to understand the prefere
nces
customers have for individual service attributes. Towards this end, it is vital
that an
accurate understanding of customers' buying behaviour is attained,
as an
understanding of customers' needs and a firms' success in meeting those
needs,
underpins value creation in service-based industries.
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Objectives of the Research

The primary goal of this study is:

"To develop an understanding of the factors influencing the purchase process of
Chinese shippers, when selecting a New Zealand-based shipping service. "

Acquiring an understanding of the influential factors contributing to Chinese shippers'
selection requires that the components integral to the service offering be examined.
Likewise, the factors and interactions impinging on the Chinese buyers' selection
decisions require investigation. Therefore, in order to achieve such an understanding
the following research objectives were developed:
1. To identify the volume of trade flowing between New Zealand and China
ports and the commodity's driving the trade between ports.
2. To determine what service attributes are influential in Chinese shippers'
selection process of a New Zealand-based shipping service.
3. To expose what trade-offs Chinese shippers are willing to make between
service attributes when selecting a New Zealand based shipping service.
4. To reveal the key interactions and influences that interplay upon the Chinese
shippers' selection decision in the industrial shipping context.
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Justification for Research

Given the dynamic and complex environment m which Asia-Pacific shipping
companies operate and compete within, shipping service design represents a
challenging area of study. The practical importance of understanding how sustainable
competitive advantage can be achieved undoubtedly makes the subject worthy of
scholarly attention. Furthermore, as a shipping service crosses national boundaries
and serves multiple customer bases, success is largely determined by the way in
which the service engages the foreign culture it encounters. To design a service
offering, which transcends national boundaries poses a unique and testing challenge.
It appears that there is limited research on service design in an industrial service
context. Empirical research examining industrial services is still regarded to be in its

early infancy. Furthermore, despite the steady escalation of research exploring the
critical dimensions of selection criteria in shipping (Evans and Southard, 1974, Brook,
1985, 1990; McGinnis, 1989; Foster and Strasser, 1990; Matear and Gray, 1993;
Durvasula, Lysonski and Mehta, 1999), significant knowledge gaps still exist in
relation to service dimensions that are of optimal importance to shippers.
Additionally, little research has made the effort to identify the dimensions for
selection in an Asia-Pacific context. The overwhelming majority of prior
transportation research has been grounded in the United States and Europe. An
exploratory study by Dixon (2001) is one of the few to examine the choice
preferences and trade-offs exhibited by shipping customers in the Asia-Pacific region.
Dixon (2001) examines New Zealand shippers' selection criteria in the purchase of
North Asia (Japan, Korea, and North China) shipping services.
This study provides an opportunity to build on this research and develop a more
holistic picture of the critical dimensions underlying service selection in this context.
Through developing a clear understanding, of the choice processes that govern
shipping service selection from the Chinese shippers perspectives, a service design
strategy can be formulated that creates both superior customer value and a source of
competitive advantage for shipping operators. In a New Zealand-China context this
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research is timely, as the growth in trade between the two countries continues to
intensify the level of competition in the shipping industry.

1.4

Methodology

To achieve the research goal and associated research objectives, a pluralistic research
approach is employed. Methodologically, the research integrates both inductive and
deductive research approaches in am ulti-stage capacity, togethe r with the in-depth
analysis of secondary data.
In the first and initial stage ofthe research, a trade analysis is conducted on the ChinaNew Zealand seaborne trade market. External data, spanning a five-year period, is
reviewed in order to develop an accurate understanding of the trading dynamics
between the two countries. Specifically, the data is used to:
Determine the size, growth and regional trade dispersion within the market,
Establish the major shipping sectors operating in the market, and
Identify the export and imp01i commodity drivers between the two countries.
Furthermore, secondary assessment allows the researcher to learn and develop
valuable tactical knowledge of market and industry trends. This knowledge is
considered to be integral in the successful development and execution of the later
qualitative and quantitative stages of the research. Beyond this, the secondary analysis
also provides a basis upon which the primary data could be triangulated.
The second stage of the research uses a qualitative research approach, specifically
involving exploratory interviews. The interviews were executed face-to-face and in a
semi-structured

fashion,

to

ease

cultural

understanding

and

interpretation.

Interviewees were recruited from the sponsoring company's customer database, with
the provision that within the last 12 months interviewees had e xportedlimported or
facilitated trade between New Zealand and China.
The exploratory interviewing technique is adopted as it is deemed to be the most
appropriate qualitative interview technique to address the research questions. Semistructured interviewing has been noted as an effective technique that defines,
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efficiently, the most salient issues in, for example, a community or organisation or the
like. It is widely used to explore a respondent's perception and opinions about a topic,
in a structured and progressive way. In the present research, exploratory interviewing
permits the researcher to confirm, negate or extend the findings from the
transpmiation literature.

The qualitative data from the interviews is complied into an Excel database. The data
reveals salient service attributes that arise across the interviews. Likewise, the
attributes of moderate and low importance are also established. The final level of
qualitative interpretation requires salient service attributes to be compared and
contrasted with those in prior transportation literature. The key service attributes that
are in common across studies are then established.
The third and final stage of the research requires the development and administration
of a quantitative survey. To gather accurate data on shippers' service selections and
decision trade-offs, a choice modelling technique was employed. Choice modelling
provides rich quantitative data on customers' relative preferences, while being
relatively straightforward to administer and understand. The salient service attributes
disclosed from the exploratory interviews were integrated into the choice model. To
determine the independent levels for the respective attributes, the statistical
experimental design and analysis software programme, SAS (Version V 8.2), is used
to generate a full factorial design.
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Limitations and Scope of Research

The present research draws on the work of Dixon (2001). Dixon's research made
significant inroads into developing a more in-depth understanding of customer
expectations and preferences within the New Zealand-North Asian shipping market.
The focus of Dixon's study was solely on the choice preferences of, and trade-offs
made by New Zealand shipping exporters and importers. However, study did not
undertake an empirical examination of the choice preferences ofNorth Asian shipping
customers. Thus, it is not known how a shipping service in the New Zealan d- North
Asian industrial shipping market could create value for North Asian customers
because the service attributes that most important to these customers in their selection
decisions have not yet been identified.
It is thus the purpose of this research to examine the other half of the equation;
the

relative importance of the selected service attributes to North Asian customers who
ship goods between New Zealand and North Asia. As shippin g compan ies provide
services to both New Zealand and North Asian customers alike, and both make
selection decisions, the preferences of North Asian customers are equally important to
consider when designing a service for the two regions.
The scope of this research is limited to Chinese exporters and importers who regularly
ship cargo between China and New Zealand. As the complexity of international
research presents a number of challenges, investigation into one single international
market is deemed appropriate. To broaden the scope of the research to include
additional North Asian countries is beyond the scope of the research. The cultural,
language, and relationship differences prevalent between Eastern and Western
cultures would raise the complexity of the research further, not to mention the cost
and time involved. The rationale for selecting China stems directly from the
continuing escalation of trade between New Zealand and China and the growing
importance of China on the world stage.
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Thesis Overview

This thesis is presented in seven chapters. Chapter one introduces the background to
the research, the research objectives, the justification for the research, the research
methodology and outlines the scope ofthe research study.
Chapter two provides a comprehensive review of the main literature streams pertinent
to the present research. The initial literature introduces relevant theoretical
assumptions from service literature, specifically industrial service literature and
outlines the practical importance of service design in the quest to achieve higher
levels of competitiveness. Furthermore, it provides a conceptual review of the
concepts and findings from past industrial buyer behaviour literature and draws from
decision theory in an attempt to comprehensively understand the dynamics of
individual industrial buyer decisions and the choice strategies they employ.
Chapter three presents details of the research methodology to be implemented in the
research study. The rationale for adopting a pluralistic research approach is discussed,
and the secondary, qualitative and quantitative research stages are outlined. The
procedures used for data collection and data analysis are detailed and discussed,
including the selection of the sample frame and the profile of the sample respondents.
Finally, the limitations of the research methodology are presented.
Chapters four outlines the results from the secondary analysis conducted. A detailed
overview oft he New Zealan d- China trade environment i s presente d, focusing in
particular on the growth, regional distribution and nature oft rade betwee n the two
countries over a five-year period.

Chapter five and six presents the findings from the qualitative and quantitative stages
of the research respectively. The chapters build upon one another and outline the
service attributes of optimal importance to Chinese shippers and the trade-offs made
between respective attributes. The factors influencing service selection are also
presented and discussed.
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The seventh chapter brings together the noteworthy implications of
the research for
theory and practice. The limitations of the research are highlighted and
directions for
further research are suggested. As a guide, the conceptual flow
of the thesis is
outlined in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Conceptual Outline of Research
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~
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~
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Qualita tative Results
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Quanti tative Results
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Source: Adapte d from Hastings (2000).
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERATURE REVIE W
2.1

Introduction

The purpose of the present study is to develop a better understanding of the factors
that influence the purchasing process of Chinese shippers when selecting a New
Zealand-based shipping service. It is proposed that through examining the selection
criteria of Chinese shippers, a theoretically ideal service design strategy can be
advanced that has the potential to provide Asia-Pacific shipping companies with a
strategic point of differentiation.
In light of this, this chapter serves to identify and critically review the streams of
literature pertaining to service design in an industrial context. The chapter is divided
into four separate sections; each section is designed to review distinct disciplines of
literature. The disciplines of literature include, service design for industrial services,
industrial buyer behaviour, choice behaviour, and Chinese business decision-making.
The service design for industrial services section begins by outlining the theoretical
deficiencies in industrial service literature and describes the challenges posed by
services. The service quality and service design synergies are reviewed to gain a
greater understanding of the service dynamics which facilitate superior service quality
and shape the design and development of a service offering. The focus of the
discussion then tums to the service design and development process, focusing in
particular on the importance of understanding the customer's logic and the nature of
the industrial shipping service encounter. The rationale behind the review of this
stream of literature is that it provides the necessary theoretical platform to better
understand the requirements essential for designing an industrial shipping service.
Underlying the need to understand the customer's logic in an industrial service setting
directs the discussion to examine and review the literature on industrial buying
behaviour. The second section is therefore devoted to reviewing the theoretical
conceptions of industrial buyer behaviour and describing the processes and factors
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that come into play in shaping the industrial buyers' final selection decision. This
review is dominated by the traditional normative models of industrial buying
behaviour, which assume buying behaviour to be based upon the implicit assumptions
of managerial rationality. In practice, such nonnative models of buyer behaviour fail
to provide a clear description of the industrial buyers' choice decision. However,
intuitively developing an understanding of the industrial buyers' choice decision is a
necessary and integral component in understanding the industrial buyers' selection
decisions. Choice is, after all, the end outcome of the industrial buyers' decision
processes. Yet to date, literature examining industrial services from an industrial
buying perspective overlooks the significance of understanding the choice decision. A
'black box' prevails in fully understanding the selection outcome, because the choice
behaviour of the industrial service buyer has not been explored.
The third section of the literature thus reviews literature examining choice behaviour.
In pmiicular, the discussion concentrates on examining the key factors found to hold
value in explaining choice behaviour. Given the paucity of literature and research
examining group choice process, individual consumer-based perspectives of choice
are examined. A stylised model of individual consumer choice is presented. The
model provides a starting point from which to discuss the issues and individual logic
surrounding choice behaviour and, to this end, provides insights into understanding
the industrial buyers' logic prior to industrial service selection. The focus of the
literature discussion then turns to examine the choice criteria of industrial shippers.
The literature review concludes with an examination ofhow, in a Chinese context, the
buyer behaviour and choice processes presupposed to underpin the design and
development of an optimal industrial service may come to differ. In light of the
importance of gaining an understanding of the customers' logic in the service design
process, it is fundamental that an understanding of the decision and choice processes
of the Chinese industrial buyer is also developed. Yet, while extensive literature exists
on how organisational buyer behaviour and supplier selection operates in the context
of western markets, little literature exists to extend the industrial marketers
understanding of buyer behaviour in the non-Western context. Thus, the literature
review concludes with a discussion of the role Chinese culture has in shaping
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management practices and decision-making processes and attention is drawn to the
potential differences prevalent between Western and Eastern industrial buyers'.
Figure 2.0: Conceptual Structure of Literature Review
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Service Design for Industrial Services
2.2.1

Introduction

It is widely recognised that the marketing of services presents its own set of unique

challenges (Shostack, 1987; Gronroos, 1984; 1990c; Lovelock, 1983; Zeithamal,
Parasuraman, Berry, 1985, 1990). In an industrial business setting, the unique
challenges encountered by service marketers are further complicated by the nature of
the industrial marketplace. Industrial marketing is largely considered more complex
than consumer marketing. Industrial buying behaviour involves a more intricate
network ofbuyin g influences (Jackson and Cooper, 1988). On the surface, the nature
of industrial buying is rational and deliberate with a number of organisational
constraints imposed, buyer-seller relationships have a longer orientation, and multiple
people interact in the buying process. Furthermore, parallel to the traditional
marketing of consumer services, the four common characteristics of services intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity and perishability transfer readily to
industrial services without modification. Consequently, the challenges posed by the
distinctive nature of industrial services add to the complexity of successfully
developing a competitive edge.

Despite the fact that the realm of services marketing has produced a wide body of
literature, it is apparent that theoretical work examining industrial services is
underdeveloped. Morris and Davis (1992) and Moore and Schlegelmilch (1994) have
pinpointed the relative underdevelopment of industrial services marketing literature,
highlighting the need to focus on industrial marketing service topics. Moreover, it is
evident that despite the extensive empirical research examining aspects of competitive
advantage, little research has been merged together to examine how industrial servicebased industries, like the shipping industry, can best develop a competitive edge.
Advances in strategic management literature have drawn heavily on the influential
works of Porter (1980, 1985) and Wemerfelt (1984), yet there has been limited
discussion and theoretical development that have addressed the unique charact er of
industrial services (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt, 1998).
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The purpose of this section is to discuss the role that service design has in the strategic
management of industrial service provisions. The key focus is on the interface of
service design, industrial service marketing and management and competitive
advantage. The section is structured as followed. Firstly, the unique challenges
services pose to strategic marketing management are described and outlined. Second,
the synergies between service design and service quality are detailed, and a more
specific evaluation of the design and development of service offerings introduced.
Third, the importance of understanding customer logic in the effective development of
service design is stressed. Finally, the nature of the industrial shipping service
encounter is presented.
2.2.2

The Challenge of Services

For the most part, academic studies that have investigated competitive advantage in
service industries (Lindahl and Beyers, 1997; O'Farrell, Hitchens and Moffat, 1993;
Matthyssens and Vandenbempt, 1998) highlight that the creation of a competitive
advantage will display unique characteristics, given the differences between product
and service offerings. In contrast to product offerings, the four common
characteristics of services
intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity and
perishability, all add greater complexity to the pursuit of creating a sustainable
competitive advantage. It is argued that the unique characteristics services display
moderate the skills and resources underlying businesses competitive positional
advantages (Bharadwaj et al. 1993). Matthyssens and Vandenbempt (1998) note that,
'the most essential requirements for sustainable competitive advantage (e.g. rarity,
imperfectly imitable and lack of strategically equivalent substitutes) are more difficult
to satisfy in service businesses' (p. 342).

Gronroos (1984) proposes that 'a service is built up around an immaterial core, which
can be viewed as an abstract idea' (p. 21). Service encounters are highly difficult to
standardise, as quality control is difficult and production and consumption processes
are frequently simultaneous. Owing to such characteristics, the customer encounter or
buyer seller interaction cannot be demonstrated in a concrete form and the service
transaction is, to a great extent, translucent. Strategic decisions centred upon creating
sustainable competitive advantage in service are forced to concentrate upon past
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service encounters and service operations as a measure of success. The literature
advocates that the ultimate understanding of the service encounter is a function of the
degree and discrepancy between a customer's services perceptions and expectations
(Parasuramen, Zeithaml, Beny, 1985; Beny and Parasuramen, 1991; Zeithaml,
Parasuramen, and Berry, 1990).

The aforementioned literature emphasises the need to manage customer expectations
and improve understanding of business customers' relative perceptions. Parasuramen
(1998) highlights that given the complexity of buyer seller interactions in business-tobusiness markets (e. g. "the fabric o f interwoven business strands" that characterize
business relationships), more in-depth examination of business customers' relative
assessment is required. Therefore, in t enns of achieving competitive differentiation
and advantage, the development and design of the industrial service offering must
reach the desired service level specified by the business customer. That is, the
business customer's service perceptions and expectations have to be exceeded. Linked
inevitably to such service performance is the fundamental need to achieve superior
service quality.
This research endeavours to identify the specific service attributes integral to the
development of a service offering for Chinese shippers, and thus requires an
examination of the service perceptions of Chinese shippers. Furthermore, the study
integrates service design as the necessary starting point for the conceptual
development and planning of a service offering. The following section allows for a
better understanding of the service management and service design synergies, with a
specific focus on the symbiotic relationship between achieving service quality and
placing attention on service design provisions.
2.2.3 Service Quality and Service Design Synergies

Gronroos (1990, 1994, 1998), together with fellow members of the Nordic School of
Services, finds that service quality may be the key to competitiveness in service firms
(Gummesson, 1990). In recent years, researchers in service marketing have examined
the relationship between the level of service quality and the performance of a service
(Bienstock, Mentzer and Bird, 1997; Bitner, 1995; Caruana, Pitt and Monis, 1995).
Research conducted by Caruana et al. (1995) into UK service-based firms, provides
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empirical supp01i for the belief that the higher the quality of the service offering
delivered by service firms, the greater their business performance. As Durvasula et al.
(1999) note 'offering a high quality service is one visible way by which a company

can distinguish itself from its competitors in building a close relationship and
attaining a competitive advantage'. Yet as Parasuraman et al. (1985) note 'quality is
an elusive and indistinct construct'
customers (p. 41 ).

difficult to define and not easily articulated by

The critical question requiring answering therefore is, what

precisely comes to constitute a high quality service?
2.2.3.1

Service Quality

Research examing service quality emphasises that the concept of quality in a service
context is more difficult to control, communicate and develop, than that in a goods
context (Parasuraman et al. 1985, Gronroos, 2000). Service marketers acknowledge
that although it is apparent that there are tangible elements to a service, their
prominent intangibility, both physically and psychologically, impact on the
customer's ability to develop a quality evaluation (Parasuraman et al. 1 985; Edgett
and Parkinson, 1993; Gronroos, 2000).

The realisation that more than the tangible elements of a service may govern the
customer's quality evaluation provides valuable insights into how the customer
conceptualises what quality is. The specific models and concepts in service
management and marketing have come to recognize that in the absence of tangible
elements, the customer is forced to detetmine service quality from other dimensions
of the service. The nature of these other dimensions dominantly includes what is
deemed to be the invisible part of the service process (Gronroos, 2000).
Gronroos (2000) states that a service is:

'is a process consisting of a series of more or less intangible activities
that normally, but not necessarily always, take place in interactions
between the customer and service employees and I or physical
resources of goods and I or systems of the service provider, which are
provided as solutions to customer problems. '

(Gronroos, 2000, p. 46)
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Hence, service is not a thing but is a process consisting of a series of activities, which
are produced and consumed simultaneously. That is, a series of broad overlapping
processes exist that result in much oft he service process being invisible except it,
would appear, in the mind ofthe customer.
The consequence of customer participation in the delivery of services is that the
customer's perceptions of quality are influenced by the observation of the service
environment and thus the service process in general (Dotchin and Oakland, 1994).
This observation process is invisible to the service provider, yet the service literature
holds that it is fundamental to how the customer comes to assess quality (Gronroos,
1984; 2000; Dotchin and Oakland, 1994).
Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue therefore that the quality of a given service depends on
how well a myriad of elements come to function together in the same service process
to meet customers' expectations (p. 158). This statement appears to highlight what is
deemed to be a recurring theme in the literature surrounding service quality. That is,
that customers' perceptions and, or, expectations come to play an integral role in
determining service quality standards. Service quality has been discussed in the
literature to thus be 'whatever the customer perceives it to be' (Gronroos, 2000).
In line with this thinking, researchers and managers of service firms concur that
service quality nearly always involves a comparison between the customers'
expectations of a service and the performance of the service. As Lewis and Booms
(1983) advocate, service quality is a function of how well the service delivered
matches customer expectations. Delivering quality service thus has come to mean
conforming to customer expectations on a consistent basis (Lewis and Booms, 1983;
Parasuraman et al. 1985).
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Quality Dimensions

Research dedicated to investigating the service conditions or dynamics that shape
service quality has adopted various approaches to better understand the requirements
facilitating quality through the eyes of the customer. Gromoos (1990, 2000) claims
that customers often perceive quality during a series of 'moments of truth'. These
moments of tmth refer to the interactions between the customer and the service
provider (i.e., buyer- seller interactions or service encounters). In essence, it is what
customers experience in these 'moments of truth' that determines their quality
evaluation. Knowledge about the characteristics of services suggests that a series of
interactions or 'moments of truth' may come to exist during a service transaction.
Hence, service quality research postulates that altering dimensions of service quality
exist (Gronroos, 1990, 2000; Gummesson, 1993; Brogowicz, Delene and Lyth, 1990).
Gronroos (1982) and Lehtinen and Lehtinen (1982) outline different types of service
quality, proposing that customers evaluate service not only at the final output stage
but also during the process stages preceding the final outcome. Lehtinen and Lehtinen
(1982) suggest that service quality is produced in the interaction between a customer
and elements in the service provider's organisation. Their approach defines three
quality dimensions; physical quality, corporate quality and interactive quality. In a
similar manner, Gronroos's (1982) basic premise is that services have two types of
service quality: technical quality and functional quality. Technical quality is defined
to be the technical result of the final outcome of the service, whereas functional
quality is the quality linked to the process of service delivery (Gromoos, 1982, 2000).
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Figure 2.1: Service Quality Dimensions

'Technica l Quality'
of the outcome

'Functiona l Quality'
of the process

Firm Image

Total Quality: Experienc ed Service
Source: Adapted fi·om Gronroos (2000)

Hence, the recurring theme raised by the classifications of Lehtinen and Lehtinen
(1982) and Gronroos (1982) is that customers evaluate service on the basis of, not
only the final outcome, but also the series of interactions (processes) associated with
it. To determine the quality of a service encounter, Gronroos (1990) argues that
customers formulate evaluations on both the technical features of the service and the
functional encounters involved during the consumption and purchase of the service.
Furthermore, additional services marketing literature suggests that perceived service
quality is positively correlated with the perceived value of the service (Anderson,
Farnell and Lehman, 1994). Empirical research findings suggest that a positive
relationship prevails between perceived value and customer satisfaction (Storbacka,
Standvik and Gronroos, 1994).

In the context of the transportation industry, a struggle exists concerning service
quality. Transportation and logistics literature suggests that, within the industry,
differences prevail between the service expectations shippers receive and those that
they expect (Hopkins, Strasser, Hopkins and Foster, 1993; Kent and Parker, 1999).
Empirical research findings suggest that shippers have increased expectations
concerning the quality of service they receive, however, carriers struggle to meet
these expectations (Hopkins et al. 1993). As Hopkins et al. (1993) note, 'this struggle
between shippers and carriers would suggest that there is room for improvement in
carrier managements' understanding of how shippers define service quality' (p. 145).
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Further claims also urge that service management and the attainment of service
quality will take on greater significance in ship management in the future (Panayides,
2001 ). Yet it would appear, to date, that the role of such relationships in an industrial
marketing setting have received relatively limited attention in the service marketing
literature (Panayides and Gray, 1999; Panayides, 2001). Nonetheless, as mentioned in
section 2.2.3, the extant literature highlights the continued need to uncover and
develop a clearer understanding of the service conditions that facilitate high levels of
service quality likely to foster a competitive differentiation and advantage in an
industrial or business-to-business context.
2.2.3.3

The Potential Role of Service Design

In the context of industrial services, the attainment of superior service quality is
proposed to be a function of both technical and functional quality (Homburg and
Garbe, 1999). From this conceptual foundation, pursuing service quality in an
industrial services context thus demands a thorough understanding of both the
technical and functional (process-related features) of the industrial service encounter.
Yet, it appears that very little research has explored the holistic nature of industrial
services, with literature entrenched in consumer rather than business-to-business
contexts. Furthennore, relatively little attention has been devoted to the importance
service design could hold for capturing a better understanding of the links between
service quality, competitive advantage creation and superior industrial service
management.

Gronroos (1990) notes that, predominantly, 'services are not carefully designed before
they are produced' and this leads to quality problems (p. 57 - 58). He argues that,
customarily, services unlike goods have not had a design tradition. Yet, ' if service
managers are to be effective in anticipating or meeting customer needs, they must
understand the processes comprising their service' (Congram and Epelman, 1995, p.
6). It is thought that service design offers the potential to integrate customers'
expectations and alter service process stages to generate higher levels of service
quality and thus develop competitive differentiation and advantage.
The design stage is viewed as the first opportunity service managers have to influence
service quality, or rather, the first time systems and, or, activities can be imposed to
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prevent service error. Thus, the process of service design comes to assume significant
importance in the pursuit and acquisition of service quality. As Gummesson (1990)
notes (in reference to the pursuit of service quality), 'gradually service design stands
out to be the master key' (p. 97). The following section examines service design and
details the importan ce of understanding customer I ogic in the successful pursuit of
service design strategy.
2.2.4

The Design and Develop ment of Service Offerings

It is only in recent years that research has turned to focus upon the development and

design of services. Previously, the process of service design was seen to be
generically equivalent to the design process of tangible products (Johne and Storey,
1998). Past literature examinin g service design thus tends to focus on the different
stages in the development process, in much the same manner as the literature
surrounding new product development ( Booz, A lien and Hamilton , 1 982). Yet, the
development processes of product screening, concept testing, marketing testing and
market trial techniques have limited use in service development (Bowers, 1989).
Moreover, it is frequently cited within the contemporary literature that the design and
development of a service offering is different from the development of a tangible
product (Gummesson, 1994; Johne and Storey, 1998).
According to Gummesson (1994) service design covers 'the hand-on activities to
describe and detail a service, the service system and the service delivery process' (p.
85). Although a somewhat amorphous definition, Edvardsson and Olsson (1993) add
that service design should be considered part of the wider concept of service
development and, as such, requires time and a detailed systematic approach.
Conversely, despite Edvardsson and Olsson's (1993) emphasis upon detail and a
systematic approach, Gummerson (1990) suggests that an element of improvisation
always exists in service design. Ultimately, when they are typified, services at some
stage involve close interaction with customers (Johne and Storey, 1998) and (as
highlighted in section 2.3 .1 ), this interaction phase in many service sectors is the
essence of the service offering. Hence, given that the interactive elements of a service
offering are highly complex and will vary between independent service encounters, it
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is a natural extension that the design and development of the service has to allow for a
degree of flexibility or improvisation.
What is surprising, however, is that despite the fact that the rapid rise in the strategic
importance of services has stimulated greater interest in service management no
general methodology exists for designing services. In the absence of empirical
research little formulised knowledge exists surrounding how best to design and, or,
develop service offerings (Johne and Storey, 1998; Gummesson, 1994). It would
appear that only in small pockets of literature do exceptions exist.
2.2.4.1

Service Blueprinting

Johne and Storey (1998) highlight that 'one exception is the work of Shostack (1981;
1984) who proposed the use of "molecular modelling" and "blueprinting" (p. 207). It
would appear that "service blueprinting" is perhaps one of the most publicized
methods of service design (Shostack, 1984; Shostack, 1987; Fitzsimmons and
Fitzsimmons, 1994). The service blueprint allows a company to explore all the aspects
inherent in creating and managing a service. Blueprinting permits the specific
elements of a service offering, the structure, processes and interactions to be
examined, thereby providing a visual definition of the service process (Shostack,
1984). The fundamental advantage of "service blueprinting" is that it integrates time
and motion theory, PERT project programming, and system design procedures, to
provide an operational service process in diagrammatic form (Shostack, 1987).
However, while the service blueprint has been applied to a range of settings including
transportation (Gummesson, 1993), critical analysis of the methodology reveals
vulnerabilities. Congram and Epelman (1995) highlight that inconsistent levels of
detail occur throughout service blueprints and the related molecular map.
Furthennore, they note that service managers underestimate the complex subprocesses coexisting with elements of the service offering and, as a result, the
descriptive logic of the service offering required for achieving organisational
excellence is often missed. Likewise, Gummesson (1994) emphasises that 'the service
designer must understand the customer logic as well as provider logic' (p. 85).
Although Shostack (1984) notes that in blueprinting, the developer must plan and
consider every encounter between consumer and provider. It is at times observed that
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service design blueprints fail to understand 'the customer's path' (Gummesson, 1994;
Congram and Epelman, 1995).

Johne and Storey (1998) further stress that 'the actual service will deviate from the
blueprint in terms of duration, quality and customer satisfaction'. This is reasoned to
be due to the fact that the service development process does not result in the actual
production of the service reality, the process rather produces what are deemed to be
service "pre-requisites" (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). The actual service or service
reality is only produced when the customer interacts with these "pre-requisites"
(Johne and Storey, 1998, p. 208).

Hence, as an effective service design tool, "service blueprinting" is a limited
technique for providing an optimal service solution (Congram and Epelman, 1995).
The systematic graphic presentation of the "service blueprint" ultimately fails to
accurately model the interactive relationship between the service and the customer.
The need to consider the buying point of view in addition to the supply point of view
is missed. A review of recent empirical research shows that, in leading edge new
service development, improving just core service systems and processes is not
enough. Johne and Storey (1998) maintain that leading practitioners 'invest equal if
not more effort in providing support for buyers' evaluation, choice and usage needs'
(p. 224).
Griffen and Hauser (1993) also support the view that the buyers' evaluations are
integral to effective service design and development. Incorporating a focus to the
demand-side or buyers' point of view is touted to extend the effectiveness of service
design and development. The authors illustrate the usefulness of integrating the 'voice
of the customer' into the design process.

2.3

Designing Quality Services: Understanding the
Customer Interface

The literature highlights that the customer interface is a critical component in the
service design process (Hollins, 1993; Kent and Parker, 1999; McManus and
Hutchinson, 1996). Just as systematic design is a necessary pre-requisite for service
quality (Gummesson, 1990), it is apparent that understanding customer logic is a
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necessary pre-requisite to successful service design. As Hollins (1993) notes, 'until
the customer is clearly understood, one cannot begin to identify what they want in
tenns of quality or design' (p. 36). Likewise, Kent and Parker (1999) urge that
'clearly, before one can attempt to provide their customers with better service or
higher levels of quality in an attempt to gain a competitive edge, they must know
exactly what the consumer sees as being important' (p.399).
However, as previously established, services are different from physical products in
that they have impact, but no fonn. This implies that 'like light, they can't be
physically stored or possessed and their consumption is often simultaneous with their
production' (Stostack, 1984, p. 134). When exporters or importers trade cargo, a ship
transports it, but seldom do they own the vessel. The exporter or importer takes
nothing away from the buyer seller interaction. Likewise, a consultant's product is
not the bound report, the client does not purchase the paper and ink, rather they
purchase the mental knowledge and capability. Much of the research and literature on
services treats the service as a servant, however, as Stostack (1984) points out 'a
service is not a servant; it need not be rendered by a person' (p. 134).
2.3.1

Classification of Service Encounters

Based on the preceding discussion, it is evident that the 'service encounter' becomes
critically important to service managers. The term service encounter has received
widespread use in service marketing literature. Surprenant and Solomon (1987) define
it as "the dyadic interaction between a customer and service provider". However,
Bitner, Booms and Tetreault (1990) comment that this definition is narrow in its
focus. Stostack ( 1985) defines it rather to be "a period of time during which a
consumer directly interacts with a service". Stostack's (1985) definition includes all
aspects of the service (personnel, physical amenities, technological interfaces and
routines) not merely the interpersonal element; as such Stostack's definition
highlights the fact that service encounters can occur with limited or in absentia of any
human interaction element.
The process of clearly defining or classifying the nature of service encounters has
come under substantial investigation over the last two decades (Gronroos, 1984;
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Stostack 1977; Lovelock, 1983). It is documented within services marketing literature
that a 'pure service' is seldom supplied to the consumer (Stostack, 1977). Rather, it is
apparent that the majority of firms combine aspects of both goods and services and as
such, a mixture of tangible and intangible elements (or attributes) exists during any
given service encounter. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the greater the 'weight'
of intangible elements: "the greater will bet he divergence from product marketing
properties and approaches" (Dotchin and Oakland, 1994, p. 14).
Given that services will fundamentally differ in nature depending on the composition
of tangible and intangible elements that they possess, Lovelock (1983, 1984) and
Lovelock, Vandermerwe and Lewis (1996) classify the differences in service acts in a
two dimensional framework with a dichotomous subdivision (see Table 2.0 below).
This classification examines services from an organisational perspective. The
classification scheme looks at the nature of the service in respect to the direct
recipients of the service, people or possessions, and the relative weighting of tangible
versus intangible actions the act involves2 .
Table 2.0: The Nature of the Service Act
WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE WHO OR WHAT IS THE DIRECT RECIPIENT OF THE SERVICE?
SERVICE ACT?
People
Possessions

(People Processing)
Service directed at peoples bodies

(Possession Processing)
Services directed at physical objects

(Mental Stimulus Processing)
Services directed at peoples minds
Source: Adapted from Lovelock eta/. (1996)

(Information Processing)
Services directed at intangible assets

Tangible Actions

Intangible Actions

Empirical research investigating service quality and service satisfaction affirms that
the service encounter is critical in the buyers' assessments of overall service quality or
satisfaction (Bitner et al. 1990; Brown and Swmiz, 1989). The importance of the
service encounter to the overall service quality has direct implications for the service
design process. It is apparent that the differentiation between service firms depends
fundamentally on the interactions that occur between the customer and the service
provider in the service encounter. In light of this, service design techniques need to do
more than merely describe and detail a service at anns length, they need to understand
2

The early literature examining services marketing focused mostly on defining and classifying
services. For alterative perspectives and reviews on service classification refer to Fisk eta! (1993);
Berry and Parasuraman (1993); Kasper, Helsdingen and Vries (1999).
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the nature of the service encounter, and the customers' relationships to, and
interactions with, the service act.

2.3.2 The Nature of the Industrial Shipping Service Encounter
Traditionally, it would appear that serv1ces marketing literature has neglected the
realm of industrial marketing. Historically, the scope of industrial marketing has
dominantly been product focused (Parasuraman, 1998) and, as such, the majority of
the literature looks at only the manufacturing/service dichotomy. The research appears
to devote limited space to industrial services, with facets of literature predominantl y
only investigating the role customer service has in industrial marketing. This, of
course, represents only the supplementary services that augment a core offering and
hence fails to provide any real insights into the management of industrial services per
se (Parasuraman, 1998; Matthyssens and Vandenbempt, 1998; Gromoos, 2000). Not
surprisingly, industrial services represent a relatively new frontier in services
marketing literature.

In an industrial content, the service encounter of the industrial services represents a
digression from that of traditional consumer-based services. The term 'industrial
services' is becoming increasing cited in industrial management literature, yet a
precise operational definition of the concept is difficult to find. Different terms exist
within the domain of industrial services, which include business-to-business services,
business services, and professional services (Homburg and Garbe, 1999). However, it
is apparent that these all refer to essentially the same thing, that being, the delivery of
those services provided by one organisation to another organisation. Therefore, it
appears that the integral distinction between a consumer service as opposed to an
industrial service is whether the service is delivered to an individual or to an
organisation.
The classification framework developed by Lovelock (1984) raises several questions
of relevance to service design in an industrial context, and specifically in an industrial
shipping context. According to Lovelock's (1984) framework, the industrial shipping
service falls into the 'possession processing' service category, whereby tangible
service actions are directed towards physical objects belonging to the customer.
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It can be argued that, just as services are different from goods, and consumer

marketing is different from industrial marketing, industrial service marketing is
different and as such the service encounter presents its own unique array of
challenges. According to Lovelock (1984) 'possession processing' services have a
lower degree of inseparability than people processing services, as customers are
generally less physically involved with 'possession processing' services, that is
simultaneous production and consumption rarely occur. It is proposed that, in such a
context, service transactions are conducted at 'arms length'. The interaction between
the service firm and the customer occurs dominantly through physical and/or
electronic channels. Moreover, it is argued that, in such a context, the interaction
between the industrial firm and its customers often relies on 'boundary spanners'
(Weitzel, Schwarzkopf and Peach, 1989). The term 'boundary spanners' refers to the
employees directly involved in delivering the service or facets of the service - in light
oft he fact that they bridge the gap b etween the service provider and the customer
(Leifer and Delbecq, 1978). Weitzel et al. (1989) highlight that a customer's
perception of the service provider and the service per se is largely based on the
boundary spanners of an organisation.
While there are some differences between individual industrial service industries, it is
generally agreed that, in an industrial service context, understanding the service
encounter and what the customer sees as being important is largely more complex
than the consumer service interface (Jackson and Cooper, 1988; Boyt and Harvey,
1997). The industrial shipping service accentuates the complexity oft he industrialbased service. Despite the fact that the direct tangible action of the service focuses
upon the customer's physical possessions, the shipping service is composed of an
array of boundary spanning activities, all of which interplay and interact directly with
the customer. As Mehta and Durvasula (1998) note, in reference to shipping lines, the
service delivery process 'is a total system operationalised through the performance of
subsystems such as marketing and sales, bookings, documentation, operations and
claims' (p. 48).

The quality of the service encounter is of critical importance to shipping lines, the
industrial nature of the service means that poor service taints not only the perception
of a shipping lines own service but also the service and, or, business of its clients.
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Poor service from shipping lines can drastically impede the performance of exportoriented organisations. Mehta and Durvasula (1998) highlight that any weak chain in
the performance of a shipping lines' service subsystem can ultimately lower service
providers' service quality perceptions. Furthermore, they establish that a strong link
may exist between interfacing organisational performance and service quality
perceptions.
This research focuses upon the need to design an industrial service offering that
creates optimal value for its customers in the New Zealand and China market.
Essentially, the design of a service that creates superior service quality and thus
superior value to the customer is a highly effective means to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage. However, to create superior value for customers, the literature
suggests that the service design of an industrial shipping service is dependent upon
understanding the overall behaviour of the industrial buyer.
2.3.3 Conclusion and Conceptual Framework Development (1)

The literature reviewed thus far, has shown the potential complexities involved in the
design and development of an industrial service offering. The distinct challenges
posed by services are recognised and the potentially complex set of relationships
between service quality dimensions, customer value, and the nature of the industrial
service offering are discussed. The literature reveals that, to design an industrial
service offering, focus has to be directed towards understanding the differing types of
service classifications and the subsequent nature of the service encounter. The
literature suggests that providing an arms length service to customers influences the
approach to industrial service design and development. Furthermore, understanding
the dynamics of the customer interface, in order to develop a clear knowledge of the
customer logic, integral to effective service design.

Based on the service literature review, the constructs thought to have an important
role in the design and development of an industrial service offering are incorporated
into the initial conceptual framework presented in Figure 2.2. The difficulty of
creating the conceptual framework is in understanding the composition of constructs
and the direct relevance they have within industrial service design. The synergies
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between service quality, customer value and service design are far more complex than
implied in the initial framework (1). The model acknowledges Gronroos's (2000)
technical and functional dimensions of service quality and the role they have in
shaping customers' expectations, in addition to service attribute utilities. Furthermore,
the model recognises that the nature of the service offering as recognized through
Lovelock's (1984) service classification framework alter's the degree of tangible
versus intangible actions, the outcome of which determines how the customer
interacts with the service offering.
Figure 2.2: Conceptual Framework (1)
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In essence the framework draws together the important constructs, concepts and
assumptions presented in the services literature thus far, and establishes the role they
assume in service design and development. The core ingredient for service design
and development is understanding the customer and his or her interaction with the
service encounter. In light of this, the following section reviews the domain of and
characteristics of industrial buyer behaviour in an attempt to better understand the
customer logic behind the purchase of an industrial shipping service, and thus to
satisfy the service design provision.
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Industrial Buyer Behaviour
2.4.1

Introduction

In designing an industrial service offering to the meet the needs of the industrial
service buyer, it is proposed that service management researchers must understand the
decision-makers' (i.e., buyers or customers) buying behaviour. Furthermore, literature
and research examining decision behaviour has shown that the decision-making
process is highly sensitive to a variety of task and context factors. As Payne, Bettman
and Johnson (1993) point out, selection is 'highly contingent on the properties of the
decision problem' (p. xi). Hence, common sense informs us that to better understand
how industrial service selection is made, the day-to-day decision making of the
industrial service buyer must firstly be understood.
However, fragmented literature exists surrounding the buying decision for industrial
services. As stated in section 2.3.2, the discipline of industrial marketing has largely
neglected the field of industrial services and consequently little is known about the
nature of the industrial service purchase decision (Homburg and Garbe, 1999;
Lichetenthal, Wilson, and Long, 1997). On the surface, the vast majority ofliterature
tends to group the industrial buying of services as uniform to that of manufactured
products. Despite the fact that it is doubtful whether the same decision processes
prevail (Ferguson, 1979; Gronroos, 1982). From the literature, it is advocated that the
unique features of industrial services marketing (intangibility, inseparability etc ... )
make the buying process more difficult (Stostack, 1977; Tinsley and Lewis, 1978;
Stock and Zinszer, 1987; Jackson, Neidell and Lunsford, 1995; Homburg and Garbe,
1999).

Yet, despite the acceptance that differences exist between the purchase decisions of
services and products, only broad generalisations about the buying processes and
decision patterns of each are available (Stock and Zinszer, 1987). With respect to this,
section 2.4.2 reviews literature pertinent to industrial decision-making, in an attempt
to better understand the customer logic behind the purchase of industrial services. The
traditional theories, concepts and models that have been advanced throughout the
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literature are reviewed and discussed, before more contemporary theoretical
developments are introduced.
2.4.2

Industrial Buying Behaviour: Traditional Theories, Concepts and
Models

Prior research and literature has predominantly focused on the industrial buying
processes when discussing organisational or industrial decision behaviour. Across the
literature an extensive array of theories, concepts and models have been developed in
the pursuit of better understanding the industrial buyer decision process (Robinson,
Faris and Wind, 1967; Webster and Wind, 1972; Sheth, 1973; Johnson and Bonoma,
1981; Moriarty, 1983; Smith and Taylor, 1985; Anderson, Chu and Weitz, 1987;
Tanner, 1999; Johnson and Lewin, 1996; Thompson, Mitchell and Knox, 1998).
The seminal models proposed by Robinson et al. (1967), Webster and Wind (1972)
and Sheth (1973) are widely acknowledged to have provided the core foundation for
examining the intricate processes of industrial buying behaviour. These pioneering
models are I argely regarded to build upon each other and not surprisingly, in their
evolution, they have established many of the key theoretical concepts that have come
to be synonymously associated with industrial buying and procurement 3 . The
integrative model of industrial buying behaviour outlined by Johnston and Lewin's
(1996) provides a valuable taxonomy of the key theoretical concepts from the three
seminal models.
2.4.2.1

Integrative Model of Buyer Behaviour

In an attempt to encapsulate all the relevant factors impinging upon the industrial
buying process, Johnston and Lewin (1996) merged the three seminal models to
produce an integrative model of industrial buying behaviour. The value of Johnston
and Lewin's (1996) model is that it outlines the entire procurement process an
industrial buyer walks through when making a buying decision, and gives a synopsis
of the key constructs that influence the industrial buyer's decision-making and buying
behaviour.

3

For a synopsis on the development of the seminal models, refer to Robinson et al. (1967), Webster
and Wind (1972), Sheth (1973), and Moriarty (1983).
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Echoing the decision framework of the founding models, Johnson and Lewin (1996)
centre on the eight buy phases presented by Robinson et al. (1967) as being indicative
of the critical decision points faced by the industrial buyer during any given
purchase/procurement process. The normative framework of Robinson et al. (1967)
conceptualises the industrial buying decision as a sequential process of multiple
distinct decisions, whereby the industrial buyers moves from stage one to stage eight
in an economically rational manner. It is widely accepted that the industrial buying
decision begins with the recognition of a problem, and eventual progression leads the
buyer to the examination of selection criteria (specifications) and ultimately the
evaluation and selection between alternatives (Robinson et al. 1967; Johnson and
Bonoma, 1981; Moriarty, 1983, Gronhaug and Venkatesh, 1991). The critical decision
points are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: An integrated model of organisational buying behaviour
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In addition to outlining the phases of sequential activities that appear to be passed
through in any procurement process, Robinson et al. (1967) recognise that the length
and, or, complexity of the decision process will adjust according to the situation
surrounding the purchase (Robinson et al. 1967; Anderson et al. 1987; Bunn, 1993).
Robinson et al. (1967) suggest that purchasing could fall into three classifications:
new task, modified rebuy, and straight rebuy.
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In the straight re-buy, purchase decisions are defined to be reoccurring. Thus, little or
no information is required, the normal buying pattern prevails and prior choice criteria
are used to detern1ine selection. As such, alternative offerings are seldom evaluated.
In contrast, in a modified re-buy situation, uncertainty may exist that requires a more
involved decision process to occur. Benefits such as enhanced quality, technological
sophistication or cost reductions may prompt a re-evaluation of supplier (Moriarty,
1983). In such a circumstance, the buyer looks to seek additional information and
utilises this information to re-examine prior choice/selection criteria. Finally, in a new
task situation, the buyer's 'need' is considered novel and different from all past
experiences. As a consequence, decision-makers lack sufficient information and
experience to evaluate alternative offerings. In such a situation, an array of
infonnation and knowledge must be acquired to explore the alternative offerings and,
as such, an extensive problem-solving process is undertaken.
While a level of acceptance has been shown for the concept of distinct buy-classes
(Sheth, 1973; Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy, 1967; Moriarty, 1983; Bunn, 1993), the
early literature recognises that 'it is probably a mistake to suggest that buyer
behaviour is necessarily similar for, say, all modified rebuys' (Smith and Taylor,
1985, p. 59). The subsequent seminal models reveal that, beyond distinct buying
classifications, the industrial decision process would adjust in accordance with
variations in environmental, organisational, group and individual buyer characteristics
(Webster and Wind, 1972; Sheth, 1973). Indeed, these later models illustrate that the
industrial decision process is not a simple or basic process, but rather an overly
complex process influenced by a myriad of micro and macro-environmental
dimensions.

As the Johnson and Lewin (1996) model reveals, the general model proposed by
Webster and Wind (1972) introduces a greater focus on the environmental influences
the organisation, the decision-making unit and individual participants. Webster and
Wind ( 1972) recognise that each of these factors has an effect (directly or indirectly)
on individual and group decision making processes and thus in due course plays an
integral role in shaping the final decision outcome of an industrial buyer (Webster and
Wind, 1972; Moriarty, 1983; Johnson and Lewin, 1996). In contrast, the model
advanced by Sheth (1973) emphasises the importance of internal sources of influence.
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As revealed in Johnson and Lewin's (1996) integrative model, Sheth (1973) examines
industrial buying 1argely from the psychological world o fthe individuals involved.
Based upon this, Sheth (1973) attaches greater focus to examining the infonnational
flows and conditions that precipitate industrial decision-making.
Building on the traditional models, the integrative model proposed by Johnson and
Lewin (1996) introduces a further two constructs to the organisational buying
framework: decision rules and role stress. The introduction of decision rules
acknowledges the fact that organisations differ in the level offormalised rules and
procedures they have to govern in the buying process. Alternatively, role stress
recognizes that a level of role conflict (incompatibility among purchase expectations)
and role ambiguity (role expectations regarding purchase) interplay to also influence
the buying process (Johnston and Lewin, 1996, p.4).

In terms of developing a clearer understanding of the decision-making behaviour of
the industrial service buyer, the Johnson and Lewin (1996) model combines with the
underlying propositions of Robinson et al. (1967), Webster and Wind (1972) and
Sheth (1973) to advance that the industrial buyer will progress through the eight buy
phases in a deliberate rational manner, interacting with a number of people, in the
context of a formal organisation. Furthermore, the model suggests that the decision
behaviour of the industrial buyer is influenced by a variety of sources in the
environment, organisation, and decision-making unit, and inevitably the decision
outcome transpires after joint negotiation and conflict resolution.
Despite Johnston and Lewin's (1996) admirable attempt to explain the myriad of
interactions that shape and influence the industrial buying process, their models is
limited in its ability to provide insight into the industrial service buyer's final buying
decision. The complexity of the various bi-directional relationships between each of
the models constructs limits their ability to accurately describe the industrial buyer's
decision pathway. The model fails to elaborate on how exactly industrial buying
decisions are made. To sum up, a clear detachment between the model and a 'real'
buying decision prevails, as little attention is given to the final decision outcome.
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This v1ew is consistent with Thompson et al. (1998) who stress that the seminal
models developed over 30 years ago are no longer able to fully explain organisational
buyer behaviour. Indeed, Thompson et al. (1998) suggest that organisations today
focus more on making optimal business decisions thus reducing, in some instances,
the complexity associated with the industrial buying process. This naturally questions
the ability of Johnson and Lewin's (1996) model to provide an accurate depiction of
the industrial buyer's decision behaviour. The model's lack of specificity coupled
with its highly complex nature provides little guidance as to the design and
development of an optimal industrial service solution. Nonetheless, to provide
accurate guidance on the service design process, the industrial decision process must
be understood. It is in this ability that the literature surrounding the decision-making
unit communicates greater clarity. Section 2.4.3 briefly reviews the nature and
characteristics of the decision-making unit.

2.4.3 The Decision Making Unit
The decision-making unit is perceived to be the immediate organisational structure
influential in shaping the purchase selection process and determining the supplier
selection outcome (Webster and Wind, 1972; Johnston and Bonoma, 1981; Vyas and
Woodside, 1984). The decision-making unit is described by Spekman and Stern
(1979) as an 'informal, cross-sectional decision unit in which the primary objective is
the acquisition, impartation and processing of purchasing-related information' (p. 56).

Decision-making units are said to compnse all members of an organisation who
become involved, directly or indirectly, in the purchase process (Webster and Wind,
1972; Spekman and Stern, 1979; Reeder, Brierty and Reeder, 1991). However, it is
acknowledged that unit membership may transcend to include persons from outside
the immediate organisation. Spekman and Gronhaug ( 1983) note that immediate
organisational membership is inappropriate for deciding buying centre membership
and a better criterion is the decision relevance to the purchase intent. Furthermore, the
composition of the decision-making unit will vary across purchase situations and
evolve in conjunction with the purchase process (Johnston and Bonoma, 1981 ). The
size of the decision-making unit together with the level of vertical and lateral
involvement will alter in any given purchase situation.
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In an industrial service context, like a shipping service, empirical research suggests
that the decision-making unit is s rnaller in size than the unit utilised in purchasing
industrial goods. Lynn (1987) finds that the decision-making unit for accountancy
services has an average 3.5 members versus approximately six for product-orientated
firms (Spekman and Stem, 1979). Additionally, Johnston and Bonoma (1981) find
that the level of vertical and lateral involvement is lower for industrial services than
for industrial goods, although in the industrial purchase process for services more
communication is required.

It is argued that given the, uncertainty and variability associated with the dynamics of
the decision-making unit, the best way to examine the interpersonal dynamics of its
members is in terms of their roles (Smith and Taylor, 1985). Webster and Wind
(1972) classify the decision-making unit as having five roles: Users, Buyers,
Influencers, Deciders and Gatekeepers. The roles associated with members of the
decision-making unit and their relative functions are shown in Table 2.0.
Table 2. 1: Decision-making Unit Roles and Functions
Decision-making unit
Role Functions
Deciders
Organisational members who have formal or informal authority who actually
make the decision.
Q)
0
In routine purchases - the buyer is usually the decider
0:::
In complex purchases - officers of the company are often deciders
2::ro
E
lnfluencers
Individuals inside or outside the organisation who influence the decision
&
process (directly or indirectly) by providing information on criteria for
evaluating buying alternatives or establishing product specifications.
Users
Those organisational members who use the product and, or, service.
Q)
Users may exert a low to high degree of influence on the purchase decision
0
0:::
and may play an important role in defining specifications.
Buyers
Organisational members who have formal authority in the selection of
suppliers.
Gatekeepers
Organisational members who control the flow of information into the buying
centre.
Source: Adapted from Webster, F.E., and Wind, Y. (1972).
Cf)

Cf)

However, understanding the individual roles constituting the decision-making unit is
not as simple as it first appears. Gmman (1971) notes that buying roles are
multidimensional and, as such, members of the decision-making unit change as an
organisation progresses through the different phases of the purchase process.
Identifying who is critical or who is the key influencer to a purchase decision is
seldom a simple or straightforward process. Research investigating the social
dynamics of decision-making units highlights that power, politics and influence are
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key social variables central to the functioning of the decision making unit (Pettigrew,
1975; Gronhaug, 1975; Johnston and Bonoma, 1981). Literature suggests that power
and political influencers are often invisible, thus clouding the identification of key
decision participants.

However, the literature has developed to recognise the complexities associated with
understanding the typical decision behaviour in a decision-making unit (Moriarty,
1983). Debate has also arisen questioning the validity of differentiating between the
decision behaviour of the decision unit (or group) and the individual (Wilson, 2000).
While intuitively appealing and widely covered in the literature, buyer behaviour
resulting from the decision-making unit and the normative rational processes outlined
in the traditional models do not necessarily identify the factors that cause particular
decision behaviours.
The fundamental points assumed in the seminal models of Robinson et al (1967),
Webster and Wind (1972) and Sheth (1973) are that organisational or industrial buyer
behaviour is a rational and logical activity. The normative models that have been
developed hold fast to the implicit assumption of managerial rationality (Wilson,
2000). In those, the industrial buying process is conceptualised as a 'series of
compartmentalised phases, influences or variables, managed sequentially and
culminating in a mutually satisfactory atomistic transaction' (Wilson, 2000, p. 783).
The result of conceptualising buyer behaviour in such a deliberate rational manner is
that the 'habitual, intuitive and experiential' behaviour of the industrial buyer is
ignored (Wilson, 2 000). To a 1arge extent, the industrial buyer behaviour 1iterature
fails to acknowledge the potential role of behavioural-based influences (Patton, 1996).
Foxall (1993) argues that behavioural influencers, in addition to political, social,
cultural, individual, and perceptual influencers, may significantly moderate the
rationality of industrial buying.

Looking past the uncertainties associated with rationality, an additional point
associated with industrial buyer behaviour literature is that the models are largely
representative of only large manufacturing firms operating primarily in a Western
business-to-business market and driven

fundamentally by profit-maximising
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objectives (Wilson, 2000). What emerges is the realisation that the literature fails to
adequately accommodate for the wide spectrum of organisations that can be
potentially defined as industrial or business-to-business organisations.

The

significance of this is that it raises questions as to how useful the models are in the
context o fi ndustrial services (Lynn, 1 987; Stock and Z inszer, 1 987; Homburg and
Garbe, 1999; Mitchell, 1998; Wilson, 2000).
This thesis promotes the notion that to provide guidance to the service design process,
a greater understanding of the underlying logic that guides decision behaviour is
required. It also does not ignore the background knowledge that a decision transpires
in the context of a decision-making unit, which in tum is influenced by environmental
and, organisational dimensions. This research argues that the most important aspect of
decision behaviour that will aid service design strategy lies in understanding the
individual choice process. Hence, to understand the choice processes of the industrial
buyer, the following sub-section reviews contemporary buying behaviour literature,
which examines the purchase decision from both an organisational buying behaviour
perspective, as well as from a consumer behaviour perspective. The advancement of a
consumer-orientated perspective recognises the non-rational and behavioural facets
within the industrial purchase decision process, thus providing a greater level of
insight into how final supplier choice selections are made.

2.4.4

The composite model of buyer behaviour

To overcome the inefficiencies that exist within the industrial buyer behaviour
literature, Baker (2002) has advanced a 'composite model of buyer behaviour',
proposed to be equally applicable to all forms of buying decisions, including
industrial services. Going beyond the traditional realm of industrial buying, Baker's
(2002) model converges thinking from consumer behaviour to reflect the idiosyncratic
patterns of behaviour that prevail in the buying process. A key assumption of the
model is that 'organisational buying behaviour is derived from the buying
characteristics of the individuals involved (consumer behaviour)'. The integration of
consumer and, organisational behaviour literature proposes to encapsulate the critical
dimensions and the underlying processes involved in buying decisions (Baker, 2002).
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The composite model of buyer behaviour avoids the diagrammatic representation of
previous models (Robinson et al. 1967; Webster and Wind, 1972; Johnson and Lewin,
1996), highlighting that such models result in obfuscation rather than clarity (Baker,
2002). In contrast, the composite model adopts the simple use of an 'equation' or
'formula' to encapsulate the variety of variables and interrelationships that shape and
influence the buying process. The composite model of buyer behaviour is shown in
Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A Composite Model of Buyer Behaviour
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Source: Baker (2002)

Perhaps the greatest contribution of Baker's (2002) model is that it conceptualises
buyer behaviour as an interactive linear function. The model recognises that the
buying decision process can be both fluid and interchangeable whereby decision
specific circumstances (i.e., new task, modified or straight rebuy) change the relative
weight buyers place upon the composition of constructs (or variables) integral to the
decision outcome. Furthermore, the model readily acknowledges that the buyer or
customer partakes in a certain degree of subjective interpretation prior to the decision
outcome. The model moves away from the explicit and more rigid assumptions of
managerial rationality and attempts to provide a more fluid representation of the
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individual and behavioural influences that are irrefutably involved m the buying
decision.
The model emphasises that a continual flux of variables and relationships shape the
initial selection decision. As outlined in section 2.3.2, this is particularly true for the
industrial shipping service encounter, whereby a array of activities interact and
interplay during a buyer-seller interaction.
An integral variable central to Baker's (2002) model and a variable fundamental to
understanding industrial decision and choice behaviour, is that of 'selective
perception' (SP). As Baker (2002) notes, 'selective perception can be seen as
probably the most powerful influence over our future behaviour' (p. 95). In the
context of Baker's (2002) model, selective perception mediates and strongly
influences the subsequent decision actions that precede the final decision/selection
outcome. According to Baker's (2002) line of reasoning, as an individuals conscious
attention/information processing ability is limited (Miller, 1956), subconscious
memory will act as a filter and screen the number of stimuli or supplier alternatives to
determine their relevance and, or, importance. Relevance or importance is seen to be
evaluated in terms of how well the alternatives fit with a person's beliefs and value
systems. In an industrial buying context, it is logically assumed that relevance or
importance would extend to how well the alternatives fit with organisational goals
and, or, DMU objectives.
Ultimately, from selective perception, the individual buyer walks through a series of
evaluation steps. According to Baker (2002), the linear sequence of events begins
with (1) determining the need, (2) establishing that conditions are compatible with the
need of the buying situation, (3) collecting and evaluating further information, and (4)
economically analysing the benefits verse costs. Baker (2002) notes that although
these steps are conceptually outlined in a sequential manner, they are not necessarily
perforn1ed sequentially, as parallel evaluation and analysis frequently occurs.

The next element in the model is the decision outcome, defined by Baker (2002) as
the 'behavioural response' (BR). Baker (2002) suggests that 'at its simplest this is the
action taken after completing the cost-benefit analysis -to buy, defer the decision, or
to reject the offer' (p.100). Yet, it is conceded that a buyer's behavioural response
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may also require a reconsideration of all the preceding stages in the initial buying
process. Baker (2002) emphasises that 'choice in a competitive market means just that
- the availability of more than one closely matched alternative', thus a potential buyer
is often presented with having to make a choice between two apparently identical
objects - reconsidering the earlier stages in order to reach a decision is in such a
choice situation imperative.

The final element in the composite model is post-purchase evaluation (PPE). In a
similar manner to stage eight of Robinson et al. 's (1967) buy-phase model, Baker's
(2002) composite model acknowledges that the purchase outcome and process will be
subjectively evaluated upon purchase. Building on the concept of learning by and, or,
from experience, the element of post-purchase evaluation recognises that the purchase
process can be a circular process, whereby feedback of the purchase process can
modify/ reinforce attitudes, beliefs or values concerning the purchase concerned and
future purchases.
2.4.5 Conclusion and Conceptual Framework (2)

The aforementioned case in point highlights that a great deal of attention within the
literature addresses 'what' influences the buying decision. The seminal models of
Robinson et al. (1967), Webster and Wind (1972) and Sheth (1973) competently
identify the typical process an industrial buyer may pass through during the
procurement of an industrial service or product, and outline the array of factors that
come to impact and shape that decision process. Yet, the literature reveals that such
traditional accounts of industrial buyer behaviour perhaps superficially explain buyer
behaviour and the industrial buyer's decision process. The traditional models largely
overlook 'how' industrial buyers arrive at their choice decision (Tanner, 1999;
Wilson, 2000; Baker, 2002), in which case, they offer little guidance to the design
process of service offerings.

Incorporating the theoretical ideas of Baker's (2002) composite model into the service
design process has the potential to aid the industrial marketer's quest in designing an
optimal industrial service offering. This thesis advocates that, to extend the
effectiveness of the industrial service design process, there needs to be a greater focus
on the industrial buyer's initial selective perception and subsequent behavioural
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response (choice response) to service offerings. Interestingly, this is despite the fact
that contemporary research has begun to advocate that information surrounding
decision-making responses provides valuable insight into how customers evaluate the
quality and value of a service offering (Verma, Thompson and Louviere, 1999;
Vem1a, Thompson, Moore and Louviere, 2001 ). A void in the literature appears to
exist, as little theoretical advancement has been made to integrate behavioural choice
perspectives directly into the traditional industrial buyer behaviour literature.
Based on the identification of the influential factors that impact and shape the
decision-making behaviour of the industrial buyer, the initial conceptual framework
outlined in section 2.3.3 is expanded upon to provide a more detailed framework of
the industrial buying constructs that are necessary to understand prior to the design
and development of an industrial service offering. The expanded conceptual
framework is outlined in Figure 2 .5. The expanded framework draws together the
influential concepts and constructs presented in the industrial buyer behaviour
literature and outlines the potential role they have in facilitating industrial service
design and development. Building upon the services literature, the industrial buying
behaviour literature emphasises the importance of upon understanding the buyer's
final behavioural response or choice behaviour in an attempt to better understand the
customer logic behind the purchase of an industrial service.

In the following section, section 2.5, attention is drawn to better understanding the
choice behaviour of industrial service buyers. Choice behaviour is discussed in
relation to the wider area of industrial buyer behaviour and specific focus is given to
the effects it imparts on the design and development of an industrial service offering.
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Figure 2.5: Conceptual Framework (2)
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Choice Behaviour
2.5.1 Introduction

Understanding how a buyer reaches a decision is of critical importance to the
industrial marketer. In better understanding the industrial buyer's decision process,
the industrial marketer is in a stronger position to structure strategies to capture the
buyer's interest and influence the final decision outcome. Unfortunately, to date, the
traditional models of industrial buyer behaviour, as outlined in Section 2.4, have in
many respects over- complicated the industrial decision process. The failure of such
models to o ffer a p arsimonious outlook on the decision process has rendered them
largely ineffectual to practitioners. Smith and Taylor (1985) argue that a middle road
is required 'which produces theory of sufficient generality to encompass a useful
number of situations whilst also producing models which can be useful to
practitioners' (p. 60). As the aforementioned literature reveals, Baker (2002) is one of
the few authors who have made an active contribution to creating a model offering
sufficient generality.

Moreover, in the context of the present research, the additional attractiveness of
Baker's (2002) composite model of buyer behaviour is that it readily offers some
insight into the 'black box' of choice and, or, selection behaviour. Essentially, this
provides a more in-depth understanding of what comes to drive an industrial buyer's
choice, thus offering guidance to the service design and development process. In line
with this, it is the aim of this section to examine aspects of choice in more detail in an
attempt to gain further insight into how industrial buyers ultimately come to choose
between service alternatives. The discussion examines the structural elements of
decision choice and reviews a number of theoretical models that attempt to explain
choice decisions at the organisational and individual level.
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2.5.2 Choice Behaviour: Consideration and Choice Sets

The 'filtering of alternatives' and selection of the optimal alternative has long been
held to be the central issue within decision theory (Tverskey, 1972; March, 1978;
Bell, Raiffa and Tversky, 1991; Payne, Bettman and Johnson, 1993). Preceding the
completion of a decision, the sub-process of selecting one alternative out of a set of
altematives is always required. Comprehending the decision behaviour that leads to
this preferential choice action is considered to be at the heart of the decision making
process (Payne et al. 1993).

Bettman et al. (1991) describe the concept of a 'choice' as a composition of:
independent alternatives, attributes of value, risk and uncertainty. That is, within any
given choice situation, a buyer or consumer is faced with a nested set of alternatives,
each nest of alternatives is comprised of product or service attributes of differential
value and associated risk or uncertainty. Alternatively, Foxall (1987) notes that
"choice is essentially the resolution of conflict, brought about by awareness oft he
number of options, through cognitive evaluation of the possibilities available and a
reasoned consideration of the costs and benefits which each entails". As depicted in
Figure 2.6, the choice task undertaken in an industrial buyer's supplier selection
process can be likened to a sequential process of evaluation and elimination.

The buyer theoretically is said to begin with a 'universal set of alternatives' (all goods
or services) that reside temporarily as the initial set of alternatives upon which

elimination takes place.

Based on information in the buyer's active memory, the

'awareness set of alternatives' is generated which is deemed more pertinent to the
buyer's decision goal. From the awareness set, a direct 'consideration set of
alternatives' evolves. Shocker, Ben-Akiva, Boccara and Nedungadi (1991) note that
this 'consideration set is purposefully constructed and can be viewed as consisting of
those goal-satisfying alternatives salient or accessible on a particular occasion' (p.
183 ). The 'choice set' preceding the preferential choice decision i s the final s et o f
alternatives under immediate consideration. It is suggested that this final choice set
ultimately consists of fewer, more highly differentiated altematives that have been
filtered from the prior consideration set (Shocker et al. 1991 ).
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Figure 2.6: An Integrative Model of the Industrial Buyers Choice Decision
Stages in the Industrial Buying Process
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Within the literature, differing roles and rationalisation are associated with choice
consideration sets (Howard and Sheth, 1969; Narayana and Markin, 1975). However,
regardless of the differences in operational definition, the intuitive appeal of the
nested approach deems it an effective way in which to describe the consumer choice
process. The nested nature focuses attention on the passage of the choice process
undertaken by the buyer. However, understanding the choice process in this manner is
somewhat difficult, due to the fact that consideration and choice sets are not directly
observable (Shocker et al. 1991 ). Yet, research endeavouring to conceptualise the
choice process supports the notion that a narrowing down or 'filtering' of alternatives
does prevail before a more detailed analysis of a reduced choice set is undertaken
(Bettman, 1979; Hauser and Wernerfelt, 1990; Ratneshwar and Shocker, 1991; Baker,
2002).
Admittedly, the formal representation of individual choice presented by Shocker et al.
(1990) is only that a - formal representation, and alternative representations
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highlighting more detailed and complicated processes do exist (Louviere, 1998;
Louviere, Hensher and Swait, 2000). Such alternatives seek to rationalise how the
final preferential choice decision is reached. The following section discusses
conceptions of choice decisions at a more in-depth level and reviews some of the
choice theories that attempt to rationalise and explain choice behaviour.

2.5.3 Conceptions of Choice

2.5.3.1

Economic Theories of Choice Behaviour

With regards to the final preferential choice decision, choice analysis and decision
theory draws heavily on early conceptualisations in economic theory whereby utilitybased models are used to explain individual choice decisions. Since the conception of
von Neumann and Morgenstern' s (1947) expected utility theory, the expected utility
maximising individual has long been a basic reference point to examine choice
behaviour (Fishburn, 1991). Bacharach and Hurley (1991) have indicated that in
essence, 'decision theory began with the individual and the expected utility theory'
(p.3).

The core assumption of the economic theory rests on the premise that consumers are,
or strive to be, economically rational. Similarly, economic logic holds that the
consumer has perfect market knowledge and will therefore choose among alternatives
in order to maximise utility (Browning and Zupan, 2002). Fundamental to this
economic theory of decision behaviour is the assumption that the preferential choice
action of a buyer is intentional, conscious and rational. That is, in order to make
choices that maximise utility, rational evaluation of alternative choice sets 1s
undertaken. The alternative (good or service) with the highest utility or value 1s
hypothesised to be the buyer's preferential choice (Goldstein and Holgatih, 1997;
McFadden, 1986; Bell et al. 1991).
Yet, the utility theory of decision-making has long been critiqued as fallible.
Empirical research and academic theorizing has rendered the notion of rational
decision-making as impractical (Simon, 1978; March 1978; Tverskey and Kahneman,
1981; Bettman et al.1991 ). The rational and utility maximising decision-making
process is often considered to be a conceptual ideal of how decisions should be made,
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rather than how decisions are made (Heracleous, 1994). The nonnative utility seeking
propositions postulated by economic theory fail to fully explain the idiosyncrasies of
the buyer's decision behaviour. For the most part, criticisms of expected utility
theory's foundations arose out of the fact that phenomena, like independence
violations and distortions in transitivity4, tainted the theory's ability provide an
accurate descriptive account of actual choice behaviour (May 1954, Edwards 1954).
Consequently, alternative economic theories were advanced to rectify such failings
and outline more accurate representations of individual choice (Slovic, 1967; Payne,
1973; Kahneman and Tverskey, 1979; Lancaster, 1971 and Rosen, 1974).
2.5.3.2

Lancaster's Contribution

Although not completely developed to counter the failings of the utility-based
theories, the Lancastrian approach to demand theory provides an altering orientation
on how to examine individual choice in them arketplace from a value perspective.
Lancaster (1971) argues that, in traditional economic theory, the properties of goods
(or services) 'have been swallowed up in the preferences before analysis commences
and there is no possibility of using information concerning these properties anywhere
in a later stage' (p. 4). Lancaster (1971) proposed that goods or services are therefore
best considered as a 'set of objective characteristics'. Characteristics in this sense
were referred to as the size, shape, colour, smell, price and so on of any given good or
service, whereby a change in any characteristic of any good (or service) would alter
the preference pattern held by the individual. Louviere, Hensher and Swait (2000)
emphasise that under this perspective, 'goods (or services) are used either singly or in
combination to produce the characteristics that are the source of a consumer utility'
(p. 2).

The Lancastrian approach, with its distinct perspective, alongside alternative advances
made by Rosen (1974), provides the theoretical underpinnings for contemporary
choice theory (Louviere et al. 2000; Morrison, 1998). Although, Thurstone (1927) is
credited to have pioneered choice analysis, it was not until the late 1970s that further
advancement on his proposition of choice began. McFadden (1974) highlighted the
4

Expected utility theory assumed preferences to be transitive. Transitivity refers to the fact that any
given consumer will prefer alternative A to B, and B to C and, subsequently, will prefer A to C
(Fishburn, 1991; Browning and Zupan, 2002)
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practical use of choice analysis in an array of market-based settings and,
subsequently, extended Thurstone (1927) theory to include analysis of multiple
comparisons of choice altematives (Louviere et al. 2000). From building upon the
work of Thurstone (1927) and Luce (1959), together with integrating Lancaster' s
(1971) theory of demand, a new set of relationships outlining choice behaviour
developed. In particular, McFadden's (1974) advancement and application of
Thurstone's 'Random Utility Theory' (RUT) offered new perspectives on choice
theory.
2.5.3.3

Random Utility Theory

A decision choice is seldom reached through the exploration of all possible
altematives; the 'bounded rationalitl ' of humans largely prohibits perfect market
information to be at their disposal (Simon, 1978). It is acknowledged that human
adaptively plays an important role in decision choice (Payne et al. 1993). The theory
of random utility is used to explain the adaptive or random behaviour inevitably
linked to human decision-making. As Louviere et al. (2000) explain:
"Randomness arises because the analyst cannot 'peep in to the head'
of each individual and fully observe the set of influencing factors and
the complete decision calculus; which in turn explains that the analyst
can only explain choice up to a probability of event selection. "

(p.39)
That is, random utility theory proposes that individuals have utilities for choice
altematives, but as researchers cannot observe these altematives they are defined to be
'latent'. Random utility theory posits that the latent utilities can be separated into two
components, (1) a systematic or explainable component and (2) a random or
unexplainable component (Louviere, 2000). The explainable component includes the
observable attributes of choice altematives, which can be measured (individual
characteristics such as tastes, attitudes, values) and the factors that can be observed
and measured which explain differences in individuals' choices. The random
component includes the unobservable factors that impact upon individual s' choices

5

Simon ( 1978) first put forward the concept of 'Bounded Rationality' suggesting that decision makers
only behave rationally within the boundaries of their own limited knowledge of alternatives and
consequences.
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(Louviere 2000; Louviere et al. 2000). The underlying relationship of random utility
theory is expressed as:

[1]

That Is,

'Uin'

is the unobservable latent utility that individual 'n' associates with

choice option 'i',

'Yin'

is the observable component of utility that individual 'n'

associates with choice option 'i' and

'Ein'

is the random component associated with

individual 'n' and option 'i' (Louviere, 2000, p. 4).
It is of no surprise, that McFadden's (1974, 1986) extensions ofrandom utility theory

have evolved to become the key theoretical anchor from which to explain choice
behaviour. Unlike traditional choice models, random utility theory provides a more
detailed and realistic assumption about individual choice behaviour. The presence of
the random component implies that an individuals utilities or preferences are
essentially stochastic 6 and as such researchers can only predict the probability that
'individual 'n' will choose option 'i', not the exact option that will be chosen'
(Louviere, 2000 p.4).
Moreover, it is important to highlight the fact that the strength of 'the random utility
theoretic approach is that is can study choice behaviour with choice responses
obtained from a number of response metrics' (Louviere et al. 2000). It is in this
capacity that it offers a valuable contribution to the process of service design and
development. As outlined in section 2.2.4, effective techniques for service design are
still relatively scarce, however, contemporary theoretical and conceptual methods
have begun to emerge. In recent years, advances in optimal product/service design
have arisen through the use of probabilistic discrete choice-based analysis. Driven out
of the fundamental need to understand the customer's logic, discrete choice analysis
applies random utility theory to elicit customer preferences. The following subsection
reviews the domain and development of discrete choice-based analysis, revealing how
it provides for a more concise measure of choice behaviour, and introduces the role it
is likely to have in the design and development of industrial service offerings.
6

Note that 'stochastic' is defined as, involving chance or probability and or specifically, involving a
random variable <a stochastic process> (Driver, Krumple and Paradice 1990).
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2.5.4 The Role for Discrete Choice Analysis in Service Design
Building on past work in product design and operations management (Shocker and
Srinivasan, 1974, 1979; Zufryden, 1979; Green, Carroll and Goldberg, 1981), recent
research examining service design and development has turned to conjoint-based
product design literature to provide fresh insight into how to optimally design service
offerings (Pullman and Moore, 1999; Verma et al. 1999; Verma et al. 2001).
Contemporary researchers have evolved multidimensional scaling techniques and
conjoint analytic approaches to integrate the preferences, judgements and perceptions
of customers more closely with the process of product/service design (V enna et al.
2001). Specifically, a derivative of the family of conjoint analytic approaches, discrete
choice analysis has in recent years been promoted as an approach integral to the
successful design and development of service offerings.
The foundations of discrete choice modelling originally developed from the work of
Louviere and Woodworth (1983) in marketing, and Hensher and Louviere (1983) in
transportation research. The design and analysis of their modelling draws heavily on
McFadden's (1974) extension of random utility theory

as reviewed in section

2.5.3.3. The fact that discrete choice modelling is grounded in random utility theory
strongly differentiates it from traditional conjoint models, insofar that it adheres to a
sound behavioural theory of decision-making and choice behaviour. The presence of
the random component is what sets it apart from traditional conjoint analysis methods
(Louviere 2000). The random dimension permits discrete choice models to accurately
describe the behaviour of individual choice probabilities in response to changes in
attributes of choice options.
Methodologically, discrete choice analysis utilizes individual preference data from a
set of hypothetical product/service descriptions drawn from fractional factorial
designs to search for the value (or part worth) that consumers associate with a
product/service features or attributes (Pullman and Moore, 1999; Verma et al. 2001).
The values associated with a given product/service attribute are then analysed and
resulting probabilities derived. In tum, the probabilities of the product/service
attributes can be calculated to predict market share, sales or profit. Hence, over a set
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of comparable competitive offerings and a space of product/service attributes, the
attributes that maximise value to customers are found 7 (Pullman and Moore, 1999).
Hence, discrete choice analysis typically provides for a more demand, or, buyerorientated focus, whereby the customers' and, or, buyers' demand patterns are
derived. Moreover, the approach appears to effectively acknowledge the complex set
of subtle relationships that exist in the design and development of service offerings.
As previously discussed in section 2.2.3, several researchers have linked service
quality to customer satisfaction and, or, value (Gronroos, 1994, 2000; Anderson et al.
1994). Furthermore, it has been established that the quality of a service is ultimately a
function of both its technical features and its functional processes (Gronroos, 2000).
Therefore, as 'value and utility are positively correlated metrics', it is reasonable to
assume that the value for a service depends on the utility attached to the technical and
function attributes that comprise the service (Pullman and Easton, 2001 p. 253).
Ultimately, discrete choice analysis offers the opportunity to measure a customer's
utility functions on the bundle of attributes that comprise the service. From this
foundation, the customer's utility estimates and choice decisions become key inputs in
the service design solution (Pullman and Easton, 2001). See Figure 2.7.

7

Detailed explanatory and background information into discrete choice analysis is provided in chapter
3, section 3.5.3)
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Figure 2. 7: Model of Discrete Choice Analysis Service Design Solution
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Choice Criteria
2.6.1 Introduction

Lancaster's (1971) alternative theory of economic demand advances that goods or
services should be considered as a 'set of objective characteristics' (i.e., attributes).
Therefore, understanding the choice criteria that drive an industrial buyer's choice
decision is fundamentally important to the design and development of an industrial
shipping service.

As Figure 2. 7 demonstrated, attribute evaluations followed by
overall service provider evaluations have an integral role in influencing the final
choice decision. Not surprisingly, considerable attention has been directed to
examining the choice criteria employed in industrial purchasing decisions in both
marketing and purchasing based literature.
Prior literature addressing the choice criteria employed in an industrial context,
suggest that the industrial purchaser is more often than not interested in customer
service and aspects of reliability, together with service delivery and price (Moriarty,
1983; Bunn and Liu, 1996; Patton, 1996; Weber, Current and Benton, 1991). In
particular, Lynn (1986) addresses the service attribute decision in professional
services and finds that service purchasers in this context are influenced by a prestige
of the firm, past performance and the firm's fee. However, as de Kluyver and
Whitlark (1986) emphasise, different purchasers use varying selection factors due to
the context of the decision. Additional studies show that selection factors also vary
according to national culture (Billesbach, Harrison and Croom-Morgan, 1991;
Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy, 1982).
In the context of the present thesis, focus is directed specifically to the choice criteria
of freight transportation buyers, in particular, the choice criteria of Chinese purchasers
of industrial shipping services. This section firstly reviews the literature and empirical
research findings examining the choice criteria for industrial shipping services and
then addresses the choice criteria of Chinese purchasing managers in the limited
literature available.
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2.6.2 Choice Criteria for Industrial Shipping Services

Research exploring the choice decision and selection processes of freight
transportation buyers is acknowledged to have steadily escalated over the last three
decades (Brooks, 1985, 1990; Saleh and Das, 1974; McGinnis, 1989; Foster and
Strasser, 1990; Pisharodi, 1991; Absire and Premeaux, 1991). Principally, the research
in this area has been conducted in the hope of better understanding the critical
dimensions that detennine service selection (Panayides, 2001). As Saleh and Das
(197 4) acknowledge, 'a great deal of attention in logistics management has been
raised by academics and practitioners alike as to what type of carrier service is
essentially desired by freight transportation buyers' (p. 297).
The early research into freight transportation choice is attributed to Meyer, Peck,
Stenason and Zwick, (1959) and Friedlaender, (1969) (cited in: McGinnis, 1990).
These early researchers put down the foundation for analysis into freight
transportation choice and emphasise that cost functions play an integral role in freight
transportation buyers' selection process. However, later research quickly identifies
that costs are not as important to freight transportation buyers as past research
suggests. Cook (1967) identified costs as overall important, however 'not necessarily
decisive in the choice of freight transportation services' (Cook, 1967: cited:
Panayides, 2000, p. 114). The additional research studies that followed, acknowledge
that the service variables of speed, reliability and dependability also affected freight
transportation choice (Bardi, 1973; Evans and Southard, 1974).
Through the late 1970s and 1980s, a large body of empirical research and writings
continued to develop in the field of transportation choice. A considerable proportion
of this research was carried out to explore the various perspectives on freight
transportation choice. Studies were conducted in a number of different settings
(deregulated versus a regulated environment) and across different populations of
respondents (carriers versus shippers) (Jerman, Anderson and Constantin, 1978;
Burdg and Daley, 1985; Bardi, Bagchi and Raghunathan, 1989). Independent of the
variations employed in these studies, it was consistently established within the
research that while cost plays an integral function in carrier choice, issues of service
are held to be ofhigher importance to the shipper. McGinnis (1980) emphasises that:
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'although the objectives and methodologies of these studies
varied widely, general agreement exists that service variables
(such as "speed", "reliability", and "dependability") are
more important than rates ("shipping charges", "cost",
"direct cost" and "freight rates"). '
(p. 25).

Brooks (1985) further investigates the evaluations made between service and cost
choice criteria. In a study examining shippers' choice criteria for marine carriage
services for containerised cargo, Brooks (1985), finds that although shippers perceive
both service and cost criteria as important, service criteria are predominantly the
determinants of carrier selection. However, Brooks (1985) concedes that although
cost/price is not identified to be a key selection determinant, it is considered to be a
key indicator for the re-evaluation of carrier options. The selection behaviour
witnessed by Brooks (1985) is further investigated in a follow-up, study she
conducted in 1990. Brooks (1990) reaffirms that service criteria are predominantly the
key determinants of carrier selection, however, 'transit time' had evolved to 'become
the sole deterministic criterion on which carrier selection decisions are made' (p.
339).

A review of the literature indicates that an array of service variables interplay in
influencing and detennining the selection of freight transportation services (Jerman,
Anderson and Constantin, 1978; McGinnis, 1989; Bardi et al. 1989; Dunn, 1982; Kent
and Parker, 1999). Foster and Strasser (1990) note, that historically, the variables of
'cost, transit time, service, reliability, frequency claims, equipment, information
capability and quality of personnel' have remained fairly constant within the literature
(p. 206). However, it is evident, that at a holistic level, specific service variables have
repeatedly been identified over time and between studies as being significantly more
important to shippers in their selection process.

Contemporary literature continues to support and advance the empirical base of
knowledge surrounding freight transportation selection (Slater, 1982, Matear and
Gray, 1993; Kent and Parker, 1998; Pearson and Semeijn, 1999; Dixon, 2001).
Advancements in recent literature offer more in-depth insights into new service
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dimensions of potential importance to freight transportation buyers. Service attributes
such as, reputation of company (Whyte, 1993), service quality (Chow and Poist,
1984), route profiles/itineraries (Containerisation h1temational, 1999: cited in
Panayides, 2001 ), people relationships, administrative performance/responsiveness
(Matear and Gray, 1993; Dixon, 2001), claims handling (Durvasula, Lysonski and
Mehta, 1999) and flexibility (Burdg and Daley, 1985) have all emerged to have a
influential role in contemporary service selection.
Furthermore, it would appear that rising changes within the industry present new
challenges to the discourse surrounding freight transportation selection. Villalon
(1998) urges that, although the fundamental need of customers hasn't changed since
the 1980s (reliable, timely delivery of a shipment at a competitive cost), the intensity
of the requirement has. Customer expectations are growing and becoming more
divergent. This has meant that the role of the vendor relationship has become
increasingly more important, as has the role of information technology. Moreover,
customers increasingly demand service reliability and excellence (Villalon, 1998).

2.7

Chinese Decision Making & Choice Behaviour

The capacity of the current thesis is to identify the choice and, or, selection criteria of
Chinese shippers when selecting a New Zealand based service. As initially outlined in
section 2.1, it is proposed that through examining the selection criteria of Chinese
shippers, a theoretically ideal service design strategy can be advanced that has the
potential to provide shipping companies operating in the Asia-Pacific rim with a
strategic point of differentiation. However, while a great deal of the literature
accumulated over the years has focused on the choice criteria of industrial purchasers
in the industrialized Western countries, limited research has evolved examining
developing countries such as China. Chao, Scheuing, Dubas and Mummalaneni
(1993) note, that an understanding ofthe selection process in developing countries has
to date either been inadequate or non-existent. Chao et al. (1993) emphasis 'how of all
the mysteries of Chinese business decision-making, none appears more obscure to
Westerners than Chinese supplier selection and evaluation decisions' (p. 31).
Current literature, establishes that Chinese management behaviour is driven more by
Chinese cultural traditions than by the competitive interaction of international
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business forces (Wong, Maher, Evans and Nicholson, 1998; Luk, Fullgrabe, and Li,
1999; Li and Labig, 2001; Shi, 2001). In light ofthis, developing an understanding of
the local cultural practices and norms governing Chinese management is necessary so
as to better understand the customer logic behind the purchase of an industrial
shipping service. However, it is important to acknowledge that little empirical
research has been conducted in mainland China to assess Chinese buyer behaviour.
The limited research that has been conducted examines quasi-dimensions of Chinese
buyer behaviour in the context of industrial and, organisational psychology (Wang
and Heller, 1993; Wang, 1994; Schlevogt, 2002). Hence, section 2. 7.1 endeavours to
draw together the patchwork of literature that centres upon Chinese decision-making,
in order to capture insights into Chinese decision processes and choice behaviour. It is
important to note that comparative analysis of non-Chinese decision processes is also
integrated to highlight a number of the cultural differences.
2. 7.1 Chinese Decision Making

As previously outlined in section 2.6.2, an industrial buyer's purchase decision is
readily influenced by a myriad of conditions, including the abstract concept of
'culture'. Therefore, it is assumed that the decision and final selection process of
Chinese shippers will be culturally distinctive in some ways. Research highlights that
culture will undoubtedly have an underlying influence on how a decision problem is
characterized (Wang and Heller, 1993; Yates and Lee, 1996; Littrell, 2002). Yates
and Lee ( 1996) comment, that the most widely discussed difference in Chinese and
Western decision representations surrounds the issue of social relations. As Yates and
Lee (1996) note:

'simply put, the claim is that in many situations a Chinese decision
maker's resolution of a decision problem will be affected by social
issues that do not even occur to a Western decision maker'
(p. 339).

A significant representational difference commonly noted and touched upon is the
systematic disparities between Chinese collectivism versus Western individualism.
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Collectivism versus Individualism

Collectivist/group orientation in China refers to the family, extended family, clan,
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) or a self-identified subculture (Littrel, 2002). The
nature of Chinese collectivism means that the 'we' or 'in' group is a key source of
identity, protection, 1oyalty and dependent relationships ( p. 1 7). The implica tion of
this collectivist characteristic is that Chinese people tend to integrate into strong,
cohesive groups, which are held as a source of protection and require a loyal
affiliation. In a decision-making context, collectivism stimulates an interesting and
somewhat contradictory stance. Zhang (1992) and Furnham and Stringfield (1993)
find that the Chinese decision-making stance can be "strikingly dispassionate and
'rationalistic', resting heavily on objective, situational facts rather then on
considerations of other people's feelings' (Yates and Lee, 1996, p. 348). At first, this
would seem to greatly conflict against the core assumptions of Chinese culture' s
strong collectivism and Confuc ian values. Yet, T riandis, Bontempo, Villareal, A sai
and Lucca (1988) suggest that people from collectivistic cultures actually exhibit a
tendency to behave in extremely individualistic ways when dealing with members of
'out' groups, for example non-family or non-cultural members (cited in: Bond, 1996,
p. 348).
2.7.1.2

Decision Judgem ent Differences

An additional variation, which conflicts with popular cultural assumptions, concerns
Chinese decision-maker's ability to make accurate probability judgements. A large
body of research points to the somewhat surprising fact that Chinese decision-makers
are over confident in their general knowledge (Wright and Phillips, 1980; Yates, Zhu,
Ronis, Wang, Shinotsuka, and Toda, 1989; Yates and Lee, 1996). Given that over
confidence is a social construct associated with ego driven behaviour, its wide
prevalence inC hinese decision behavio ur iss urprising (Yates and Lee, 1996). The
Chinese culture is one of collectivism and it is more often driven by social harmony
and immodest behaviours (Scarborough, 1998). However, as Yates et al. (1989)
suggest, a person's judgem ent of the chances for one particular alternative rests on the
number and quality of generated arguments supporting that option. Yates et al. (1989)
hold that for Chinese decision-makers, argument recruitment is likely to be low, hence
Chinese-decision makers see little reason to suspect that any other alternative form of
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argument contrary to their initial argument might be wrong, and hence have great
confidence in the correctness of their own argument. Yates and Lee (1996) note that
argument recruitment is likely to be especially abbreviated for Chinese decisionmakers, as 'recruitment differences are conjectured to reflect certain contrasting
'cognitive customers' in Chinese and non-Chinese communities' (p. 342). For
example, Yates and Lee (1996) comment on the fact that critical thinking is largely
neglected in Chinese education. O'Keefe and O'Keefe (1997) support this assertion
highlighting how 'the Chinese demonstrate a lack of critical thinking skills' (p. 194).
In a Chinese context, the most reliable path to knowledge 'would not be debate over
competing ideas, but instead activities intended to achieve understanding of what is
already known and accepted as correct' (i.e. model emulation and practice) (Yates and
Lee, 1996, p. 343).
2.7.1.3

Decision Strategy Differences

Traditionally, within the Western literature surrounding decision-making, two
principle fmms of decision strategies are distinguished. Payne et al. (1993) note that
the central distinction among decision strategies is the extent to which trade-offs are
made among attributes. Decision strategies that make trade-offs are defined as
'compensatory strategies', whereas decision strategies that do not make trade-offs are
called 'non-compensatory' (Payne et al. 1993, p. 29). The literature advances that the
key to using one decision strategy over another is related to how a strategy manages
conflict (Payne et al.l993; Driver et al.l990).
Compensatory decision strategies assume that the decision-maker's strategy is to
focus on all salient attributes, thus confronting conflict. Driver et al. (1990) note that
the decision-maker will 'allow a better preferential rating on one attribute to
compensate for (cancel out) a poorer rating on another attribute without causing that
alternative to be rejected' (p. 7). Furthermore, the authors assert that to calculate the
most preferred alternative, the scores on all attributes are added and it is the
alternative with the highest sum that becomes the alternative selected (regardless of
how each attribute contributed to that score) (Driver et al. 1990, p. 7).
In contrast, non-compensatory decision strategies, which Driver et al. (1990) note can
be either 'conjunctive' or 'disjunctive', largely avoid decision conflict. The decision-
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maker who adopts a conjunctive strategy 'employs a minimum evaluation proced
ure
in which the multiple attribute choice object is judged by its minimum perform
ance
on all attributes' (p. 7). That is, the decision-maker focuses on the detrime
ntal
attributes and an alternative is rejected 'if it does not meet the minimum require
ment
on all attributes' (p. 7). Alternatively, a disjunctive decision strategy asserts
that 'an
individual will j udge an a 1ternative on its one b est attribute regard less o f the
other
attributes' (Driver et al. 1990). The lexicographic (LEX) heuristic is a widely
used
example of a disjunctive non-compensatory decision strategy (Driver et al.
1990;
Payne et al. 1993).
The lexicographic heuristic evaluates and determines the most important attribut
e and
then evaluates the values of all altematives on that attribute. With the lexicog
raphic
heuristic 'the alternative with the best value on the most important attribut
e is
selected' (Payne et al. 1993, p. 26). Furthermore, if two altematives render
the same
value on the attribute of greatest importance, the second most important attribut
e is
evaluated; this auxiliary evaluation process continues until one alternative
holds a
higher value than the challenging altemative.
2.7.1.4

Chinese Perspectives

Researchers and theorists attempting to examine Chinese decision-making and
choice
behaviour, highlight the absence of one unified systematic body of literature
covering
decision-making (Yates and Lee, 1996; Wang, 1994). Yet, because Chinese
culture
permeates the behaviour and management practices of the Chinese people
, their
decision strategies are likely to have developed a distinctive style. A signific
ant
feature of Chinese culture is the emphasis on harmony. Chen and Pan (1993)
note that
encompassing and linking the key cultural tenets is the " ... Confucian impera
tive of
working to achieve harmony, to which all other goals are subordinate"
(p.l35) .
Literature suggests that harn1ony is sought through the "Doctrine of Mean" ,
which is
8
the reason why the issue of preserving face is so important (Wu and Yong, 2000).
The Confucian 'Doctrine of Mean' recommends that individuals avoid conflic
t and
competition in order to maintain inner harmony (Wu and Yong, 2000). The
principle
s In a Chinese context, social harmony is a core social element. It is derived
from the Confucia n legacy of ("li")
and the 'Doctrine of Mean' and advocates the importance of avoiding conflict
and of maintaini ng inner harmony
(Shi, 200 I).
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of harmony is impmiant in achieving an understanding of Chinese
culture and in
developing prosperous business relationships with Chinese counte
rparts. Su and
Littlefield (2001) suggest that guanx l cmmot survive without harmo
ny between two
parties in a relationship.

Wu and Yong, (2000) further emphasise that 'without
harmonious relationships, tmst cannot be established, face canno
t be saved,
reciprocity will not continue and no fmiher guanxi can be establ
ished' (p. 197).
Hence, as Chinese live in a relationship society where they are conne
cted by a web of
guanxi ties, the practice of maintaining harmony is viewed as highly
important at both
a social and commercial level (Tsang, 1998; Yeung and Tung, 1996;
Gilbert and
Tsao, 2000).
O'Keefe and O'Kee fe (1997) note that 'the Chinese are taught to mainta
in harmony
and face by always seeking a compromise, rather than a confrontation
' (p. 191).
Hence, given the natural tendency towards the achievement of compr
omise rather
than confrontation, it would make sense that the Chinese decision-ma
ker may have a
predisposition towards adopting a non-compensatory decision strateg
y rather than
compensatory decision strategy, in an attempt to avoid unnecessary
decision conflict.
However, given the lack of literature that exists on Chinese decisio
n-making, this
assertion can only be hypothetically advanced. It would appear to be
too early to make
concrete assertions on the nature of Chinese decision-making, as
Yates and Lee
( 1996) conclude "Chinese and non Chinese decision behaviours seem
undoubtedly
more alike than different" (p. 350). That is, the authors suggest that
only a small
fraction of the variability in decision behaviours results fonn cultur
ally distinctive
features. The authors continue to note that 'ultimately, the
most important
implications of Chinese versus non-Chinese differences in decision makin
g are likely
to be practical ones, relevant to the increased contact between Chine
se and nonChinese societies in a variety of contexts, particularly in business' (p.
350).
2. 7.2 Choice Criteria for Chinese Purchasing Managers

A review of the literature surrounding choice and selection criteri
a reveals that a
limited number of research studies examine the selection and, or, decisio
n process of
9

The cultural phenom enon of gum1xi is a powerful driving force within
China. Guanxi is defined by Tsang ( 1998)
as 'friendsh ip with implicat ions of the continued exchang e of
favours' . It is viewed to be more than a pure
interpersonal relationship, a result of the fact that it is contingent on
reciprocal obligatio ns being made in response
to requests for assistance.
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Chinese industrial purchasers.

One of the few research studies conducted in a
Chinese context, is undertaken by Mummalaneni, Dubas and Chao (1996).
The
research study by Mummalaneni et al. (1996) explores how Chines e purcha
sing
managers make their supplier choice decisions, in particular focusin
g on
understanding the supplier characteristics influential in determining selection.
Interestingly, Mummalaneni et al. (1996) find 'substantial similarities'
m the
purchasing motives of Chinese and Western buyers. The research findings reveal
that
quality and on-time delivery are the most important purchase criteria
, with
responsiveness to customer needs the next most important criteria. Price is conside
red
to be relatively less important, together with a salesperson's professionalis
m and
relationship with the supplier. The research also uncovers the notion that
although
Chinese purchasing managers place a high level of importance on quality
, in-depth
product knowledge may be lacking in many instances. In the circumstance
where
necessary expertise is lacking, Chinese managers may be unable to judge
product
quality and cost/price may then becom e more important.
Finally, a recent study by Tiwari, Itoh and Doi (2003) examines the choice
decisions
of Chinese shippers. However, in ten11s of model attributes, methodologica
lly the
research fails to integrate traditional service dimensions (i.e. those review ed
in section
2.6.2). Hence, the research results are unable to be directly compa red with
prior
empirical research. Subsequently, the research findings fail to provide any real
insight
into how the choice criteria of Chinese shippers may differ to those of their
Western
counterparts. However, Tiwari et al's (2003) findings do give an insight into
the port
preferences preferred by Chinese shippers, although admittedly this is tentativ
e due to
the large aggregation of key South China ports.
Thus, despite Tiwari et al's (2003) research attempt, little is known about the
choice
behaviour of Chinese shippers. Chao et al. (1993) emphasise that 'given
the trend
towards a globalisation of business practices and cultures, it may be reasona
ble to
assume that the decision/selection criteria of Chinese purcha sing manag
ers are
essentially the same as those oftheir Western counterparts' (p. 31). Given the
paucity
of systematic research concerning this question, as well as the scarcity of
pertinent
inforn1ation even in the trade press, the present research attempts to explore
the
validity of a globalisation of business practices and choice criteria.
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Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the streams of literature that provide the theoretical basis
for the current study. The theoretical flow of the literature e valved initially from a
review of services and industrial services literature, particularly as it applies to the
process of service design. The theoretical focus of the literature acknowledged the
unique challenges posed by industrial services and the synergies prevalent between
service design, service quality and the customer interface. Analysing the service
design process clearly reveals the critical importance of understanding the customer's
logic in the design and development process, together with the development of a
general understanding of the nature ofthe industrial shipping service.
In designing and developing an industrial service solution, achieving an understanding
of the primary factors that shape the decision process is integral. Industrial buyer
behaviour has evolved in recent years and it is predominantly recognised as a distinct
paradigm within industrial marketing literature. The validation for reviewing this
stream of literature is that it provides the necessary theoretical platfonn for better
understanding the requirements essential for designing an industrial shipping service.
These requirements include identifying that the industrial buying decision is
influenced by a wide array of internal and external influencers. However, of particular
importance, is gaining an understanding of the industrial buyers' behaviour responses
and, or, choice decision's. Yet, as the final extended conceptual framework in Figure
2.8 outlines, the behavioural response of an industrial buyer is a delicate and intricate
process whereby parallel evaluation and analysis regularly takes place. That is, the
behavioural choice process is a fluid circular process governed initially by the
selective perception of the industrial buyer and then, more directly, by the individual
attributes of the service offerings and the cultural characteristics or idiosyncrasies of
the industrial buyer.
The attributes of particular salience in the selection of an industrial shipping service
offering include: transit time, schedule reliability, customer service, flexibility, claims
handling and price. It seems fair to assume that, given the globalisation of business
practices, observed cultural differences would be minimal in choice criteria
preferences. As Yates and Lee (1996) and Mummalaneni et al. (1996) explain in a
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Chinese context, Chinese and non-Chinese behaviours are likely to be more alike than
different. Yet, given the paucity of research examining shipping carrier selection
criteria in a non-Western context, the similarities or differences prevalent in service
attribute choice are unknown. Comparatively, little research has fully explored the
cross-cultural choice patterns that drive shipping carrier selection. However, as
illustrated in Figure 2.8 the cultural detem1inants of guanxi, harn1ony, face and
collectivism, may undoubtedly shape the choice criteria and the final behavioural
response of a Chinese shipper.
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Figure 2.8: Conclusion and Conceptual Framework (3)
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In conclusion, the literature review highlights the paucity of research examining nonWestern shippers' carrier selection criteria. Yet, it highlights the necessity of
understanding not only the industrial buyer's decision path but his or her final
behavioural choice decision. To design an optimal service solution the decision
patterns of the industrial buyer have to be revealed and integrated into the design and
development process.

Hence, to optimise the design process, the following chapter presents the research
objective and the specific research questions driving the primary research component
of the study. The chapter provides an overview of the research methodology
employed. Discussion in the initial sections outlines the rationale for adopting a
pluralistic research methodology and the benefits of integrating inductive and
deductive research approaches, before a more detailed overview of the procedures
employed

111

each

of the

three

stages

of the

research

are

described.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0 METHO DOLOG Y
3.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the overall objective of this research and the research
methodology and approaches used to achieve it. Firstly, it details the rationale for
adopting a pluralistic research methodology, highlighting the benefits of integrating
the inductive and deductive research approaches. Following this, the chapter is then
divided into two sections.

The first section begins by outlining the secondary research analysis. It details the
respective processes and procedures used to transform the secondary databases into a
reflective picture of the New Zealand - China trade environment. The limitations
associated with the secondary data are then highlighted and the implications of these
are discussed.

The second section presents the qualitative research methodolo gy employed in this
study. It discusses the rationale behind the use of semi-structured qualitative
interviews, outlines the interviewee sample frame, discusses the procedure and
protocol used, and addresses cross-cultural implications and translation processes.
The rationale for the implementation of the discrete choice model is discussed in the
third and final section. In this section, the identification process of model attributes
and its associated levels are discussed as is the administration technique used to
implement the model. Likewise, the sample frame and sampling procedures used are
outlined, alongside the translation procedure used. The concluding section presents an
overview of the regression techniques adopted in the analysis of the discrete choice
model data.
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Research Objective

The literature review revealed that significant knowledge gaps still exist within
industrial services literature in relation to what service dimensions are of optimal
importance to shippers. The primary objective of the present research is to provide
further insight into the optimal service attributes and their relative importance, in a
New Zealand - China context.

As highlighted, there is little research in this

geographical context. Furthermore, the present research provides an opportunity to
build on the research by Dixon (2001) and develop a more holistic picture of the
critical dimensions underlying service selection in this context. Therefore, the
research provides the opportunity to examine both sides of the equation. It concludes
that, through developing a clear understanding of the choice processes that govem
shipping service selection from the Chinese shippers' perspective, a service design
strategy can be formulated that creates superior customer value for Chinese shippers.
Therefore, the primary research question this thesis seeks to answer is:
"When selecting an industrial shipping service, what are the
influential service attributes Chinese shippers prefer when trading with
New Zealand, and what trade-o.!Js are made between attributes? "

3.2.1 The Methodological Approach
The pluralistic research methodology adopted here integrates secondary research
analysis, and inductive and deductive research approaches in an effort to advance the
validity oft he research process. Perry and Jensen ( 2001) suggest that ' a one-study
mix of induction and deduction may be more needed in Australian and New Zealand
marketing theory than it is in some other countries like Europe with a longer history
of qualitative research' (p.2). Deduction and induction are two viewpoints of scientific
research progress. Deductive or theory testing predominates in marketing research,
while inductive research has a stronger role in management and sociology research
(Perry and Jensen, 2001).

Deductive and inductive approaches operate with a different set of assumptions about
the world and ways of leaming about it. Deductive research begins with known theory
and tests it; pre-specified objectives are set in order to test preconceived outcomes.
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The research approach is linked primarily to the notion of science and the pursuit of
objective truth or fact (Casebeer and Verhoef, 1997). Ultimately, with a deductive
approach, the researcher moves from an abstract, logical relationship among key
concepts to concrete empirical evidence ('hard data') that proves or disproves the
conceptual relationship in question (Neuman, 2000).
In contrast, inductive research begins by making observations; it looks for real world
patterns and processes that explain 'how and why' questions'. It infers that science is
lived experience and therefore subjectively determined (Casebeer and Verhoef, 1997).
In an inductive research setting, the researcher moves from detailed observations of
the world or research phenomenon to developing more abstract generalisations and
ideas of the research phenomenon (Neuman, 2000). Thus, the ability to combin e
traditional research approaches is often thwarted, because the alternative assumptions
of the deductive and inductive research approaches are seen to be mutually and
inevitably irreconcilable (Casebeer and Verhoef, 1997). The literature highlights that
it is always difficult to disregard the theory amassing in one's mind before starting the
research process (Strauss, 1987).
Perry and Jensen (2001) note that 'starting from scratch with an absolutely clean
theoretical slate is neither practical nor preferred' (p.l). Furthermore, they suggest
that it is largely impossible to separate the two approac hes- both are always involved.
Hence, the present research is oriented towards adopting a pluralistic approach, which
actively employs both exploratory, discovery, and inductive rationalism, and
explanatory, concrete, and deductive rationalism.
With limited prior research conducted in a Chinese context, the present research
adopts a modified version of grounded theory called the quasi-inductive approach,
which is largely complementary to the use of pluralistic research methodologies. A
quasi-inductive approach allows the development of pre-categories from other
theories before the sampling begins for use in those processes (Jensen, 2001). It has
been stated by Perry and Jensen (200 1) that:

'this development helps the researcher to be initially aware of a
number of dimensions of the phenomenon to be studied. The
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dimensions are not included to perform verifYing, theory testing upon;
rather, they are merely 'put on trial' within a real empiric al context for
contextual

re-specijication,

refinement

and

elimination. '
(p.4)

Hence, the merit of a quasi-inductive approach is that it strikes a fine balance of both
inductive and deductive research characteristics that become responsible for much of
the success of grounded theory approaches. Deductive research permits the researcher
to benefit from previously developed theory, whereas inductive research allows the
researcher to benefit from the development of new and workable theory. Figure 3.0
represents the conceptual outline of the pluralistic research approach adopted.
Figure 3.0: Conceptual Outline of Pluralistic Research Methodology
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Secon dary Research Approach
3.3.1

Introduction

Secondary data is already-published data collected for purposes other than the specific
research at hand. The advantage it holds, beyond its cost and time-effective nature, is
that it has: ( 1) the power to provide longitudinal insight into industry and market
trends, (2) the ability to aid in the fonnulation of the research enquiry, and (3) the
ability to serve as a source of comparative data, which primary data can be
triangulated and evaluated against (Kinnear and Taylor, 1996).
Secondary analysis was deemed as imperative in the initial phase of this research so
as to establish a complete and accurate picture of the trade environment between New
Zealand and China. The process of designing a service strategy capable of creating a
differential advantage for an international shipping company would be impossible
without accurate knowledge of inter-regional trade dispersions, port volumes and the
commodities driving trade. On this basis, the secondary analysis specifically sought
to address the first of the research objectives outlined in chapter one, section 1.2.
•

To identify the volume of trade flowing between New Zealand and China
ports and the commodity's driving the trade between ports.

3.3.2

Secondary Data Analysis

Two extemal trade databases were purchased from Statistics New Zealand to
complete the seconda ry analysis. The first databas e contains them erchandise trade
statistics (sea freight only), between New Zealand and China from the year ending
May 1998 to the year ending May 2002. The second database provides the same trade
statistics for Hong Kong 10 . Hong Kong trade statistics were integrated alongside
Mainland China trade statistics to establish a unified and holistic picture of the trade
environment.

10

Although the sovereignty of Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997, the syndicated trade
data
purchased from Statistics New Zealand treated Hong Kong as a separate independent trade
nation, thus
requiring two database purchasers.
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The secondary data obtained was reviewed, synthesised and refined pnor to
commencing trade analysis. The two databases together contain just over 30,000 lines
of data fonnatted in Microsoft Excel files and provided a grounded starting point for
developing an accurate understanding of the New Zealand-China market.
3.3.2.1

Refining the Data: PivotTable Analysis

PivotTable reports or PivotTable analysis was carried out to refine and synthesise the
trade data. A PivotTable report is an interactive table that can be utilised to quickly
summarize large amounts of data. The rows and columns within a PivotTable are able
to be rotated allowing different summaries of the source data to be identified.
Furthennore, the data within the PivotTable can be filtered to only display the details
for areas of specific interest. The ability to condense and filter the trade data within
individual PivotTables allow for macro, micro and detailed regional trade analysis to
be conducted.
The macro trade analysis involved the summation of each country's export and impmi
volumes over the last five years (New Zealand, People's Republic of China and Hong
Kong). This allowed an overall picture of the growth in trade over this period to be
reviewed. Upon this, an analysis of New Zealand port volumes was also conducted 11 •
The volumes analysis allowed New Zealand port volumes to and from China over the
last five year's to be evaluated. Hence, the ports handling large volumes of trade to
and/or from China could be readily identified.
To ascertain a full and complete understanding of New Zealand-China trade flows, the
regional dispersions of trade were also investigated. PivotTable analysis allowed portto-port volumes over the five-year period to be detailed. To specifically analyse the
key commodities traded between China and New Zealand, the functions of the
PivotTable were altered, allowing the key commodities driving trade between ports to
be extracted. The results from the secondary analysis are outlined and discussed in
chapter four.

11

In the port throughput analysis only I 0 New Zealand ports were included as these ports are responsible
for
handling the majority of New Zealand cargo- over the last five years these ports handled 98.8% of the
cargo
imported from China and 81.2% of the cargo exported to China. Likewise, only II Chinese ports were
utilised, all
of which handle 89.9% of New Zealand export cargo and 75.4% of its import cargo.
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Secondary Data Limitations

The secondary data utilised in this research was not without its limitations (refer to
Appendix A), and only provided a basis for developing an accurate understanding of
the North China market. The failure of the secondary source to provide trade statistics
for significant South China ports resulted in profound gaps in the South China data.
Four South China ports (Chiwan, Shekou, Yantian and Mawan) were not on the New
Zealand register of overseas ports, as listed by the United Nations (Orr, 2003). As a
result, the aggregate volume of trade flowing between New Zealand and China is
likely to be moderately understated, due to the data inefficiencies.

3.4

Qualitative Research Approach
3.4.1

Introduction

This section details the qualitative methodology and research approach taken to
address the second research objective, which aimed to identify the service attributes of
key importance to Chinese shippers and to aid in the development and design of the
stated preference discrete choice model.

The qualitative research approach

specifically involved a series of semi-structured exploratory interviews. This section
outlines the target sample population of interviewees and the selection criteria. The
rationale for adopting semi-structured exploratory interviews is then presented,
followed by the procedures and protocol used to administer the interviews. The
section concludes by outlining the profiles of the interviewees.
3.4.2

Target Population and Selection of Interviewees

A total of 18 exploratory interviews were conducted during the qualitative research
stage. The number of interviews was restricted to less than due to the fact that
literature on qualitative research approaches notes that increasing the volume of data
may lead to a more superficial interpretation of research observations (Seidel, 1991;
Dembkowski & Hammer-Lloyd, 1995). That is, the research analyst may fail 'to
devote sufficient attention to specific cases producing breadth of analysis instead of
depth analysis' (Dembkowski & Hamner-Lloyd, 1995, p. 60). The target population
was Chinese exporters I importers and, or, freight forwarders. The sample frame
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utilised in the study was supplied by the sponsoring company's freight forwarding
agent, and was an inventory of Chinese organisations for which it has facilitated trade
to, or from, New Zealand.
The sponsoring company's freight forwarding agent, on behalf of the researcher,
recruited interviewees. The selection criterion was that the interviewees must have
traded with New Zealand within the last 12 months. Furthermore, to ensure the
internal validity and reliability of the research, it was specified that the interviewees
be both small and large-sized Chinese firms trading differing cargo and that a
balanced proportion of firm types (exporter/importer/freight forwarder) be
interviewed in each of the three regions. Hence, a convenience sample was adopted,
as the research strives to provide convergent validity in contrast to external validity.
As detailed in Tables 3.0 to 3.2 the final selection of interviewees traded a variety of
cargo and were a mixture ofboth small and large finn types.
3.4.2.1

Interviewe e Profiles

Table 3.0: Profile for Central China - Shanghai
Location
Type of Trader
Commodity Traded
Managerial Vocation

Shanghai
1
2
3

4
5
6

Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder
Direct Exporter
Direct Importer
Direct Exporter
Freight Forwarder

Variety
Variety
Chemicals
Bathroom Hardware
Glass
Variety

Table 3. 1: Profile 2 for North China - Dalian
Location
T~ee of Trader
Commodit~ Traded
Dalian

2
3

4
5
6

Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder
Direct Importer
Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder

Variety
Variety
Timber/Pulp
Variety
Variety
Variety

Marketing Manager
Vice Manager- FCL Dept
Product Manager
International Sales Rep.
Logistics Specialist
Sea Freight Manager

ManaEerial Vocation
Manager
Deputy General Manager
Manager
Operations Manager
Operations Manager
Operations Manager

Estimated Volumes
Traded
5000 TEU yearly
5 TEU weekly
15 TEU yearly
8 TEU monthly
2 TEU weekly

Estimated Volumes Traded
1 - 2 TEU monthly

30 TEU monthly
100 TEU monthly
1 - 2 TEU monthly
1 - 2 TEU monthly
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Table 3.2: Profile for South China- Guangzhou
Location
Type ofTrader
Commodity Traded
Managerial Vocation

Guangzhou
1
2
3
4
5

6

Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder
Freight Forwarder
Direct Exporter
Direct Exporter
Direct Exporter

3.4.3

Variety
Variety
Variety
Furniture/House-ware
Car Tyres
Apparel

Sales Manager
Marketing Manager
Operations Manager
Merchandiser
Sales Representative
Vice Manager- Dept II

Estimated Volumes
Traded
5 TEU monthly
30 TEU monthly
2 - 3 TEU monthly
8 FEU monthly
4 - 8 TEU monthly
1 TEU monthly

Semi Structured Exploratory Interviews - Rationale

With little prior research conducted in a Chinese context, the use of exploratory
interviews was deemed necessary in order to determine the selection criteria of key
importance to Chinese shippers. As mentioned, an in-depth, face-to-face, semistructured interview was the preferred interview technique.
The semi-structured nature of the interview was applied to counter any potential
cross-cultural misunderstandings. A degree of structure was required to ensure that
during all interviews the researcher and interpreter covered the same interview
themes. In instances where the interviewee spoke insufficient English, the interviews
required the researcher to work through an interpreter, the semi-structured format of
the interview allowed each interview to remain uniform, with any discretion to the
structure controlled by the researcher. The degree of structure utilised ensured that
consistencies and similarities across the interview data were easily identifiable.
Furthermore, this interview approach IS highly recommended in a business-tobusiness context, (Hague, 1993, p.42).
3.4.4

Developm ent of the Interview Instrume nt

Pilot Interviews
Prior to administration of the formal exploratory interviews, a pilot test on the
protocol and measures of the interview script was undertaken within New Zealand.
3.4.4.1

The decision was made to carry out three pilot interviews, in order to test the
interview script and protocol. Implementing a pre-test or pilot version of a measure
can improve the reliability of that measure and the research in general (Neuman,
2000). In two of the cases, the interviewees targeted were out of the region (with one
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case out of the country) during the time period of the pilot tests. The interview script
and protocol was thus tested on the remaining interviewee.
No difficulties with the interview questions and associated themes arose, the questions
appeared to be clearly understood and the information gained was pertinent to the
overall research question. However, the structure of the interview script appeared to
prohibit a consistent flow, with the interview at times losing continuity. The change
required to reverse this difficulty simply involved re-framing and re-structuring the
open questions that related to organisational buyer behaviour to the end of the
interview. The final interview format began with simple trade profiling questions, to
specific questions regarding shipping service selection and attributes of importance,
before moving on to final questions about how decisions are reached within the
organisation.
3.4.4.2
Translation Procedure
After pre-testing the interview script and protocol, the final interview instrument was
translated (refer to Appendix B for interview script and protocol). It is readily

acknowledged in international market research that extemal environmental factors and
internal measurement issues cause the majority of methodological problems
(Chaudhry, 1986). Extemal environmental factors have the ability to create
differences in the meamngs of constructs; as such conceptual and functional
equivalence 12 is at times difficult to reach. It is of no surprise therefore that accurate
translation is essential in cross-cultural research, as inaccurate measurement tools lead
to inaccurate conclusions being drawn (McGorry, 2000). Werner and Campbell
(1970) note 'the central concem of every translation is to produce the cultural
equivalent of an instrument' (cited in: McGarry, 2000, p. 7 5). Four procedures are
recommended within the literature for translation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One way translation
Double or back translation
Translation by committee, and
Decentring.

12

Conceptual equivalence refers to the absence of differences in meanings and content between two
versions of an instrument. Conceptual equivalence is often difficult to achieve due to discrepancies in
connotation and secondary meanings between cultures. Structure or functional equivalence refers to
equivalence in syntax, spelling and punctuation. Languages differ widely in their grammar, syntax and,
consequently, this in turn affects the meaning in translation (W eidmer, 1994)
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In this study, the procedure of double or back translation is adopted as the method to
translate the qualitative interview instrument (the discrete choice model, discussed
later in section 4.4 was also translated in the manner). Marin and Marin (1991) have
described back translation as one of the most adequate translation procedures, despite
the fact that issues of literal translation and missing information may potentially arise
(cited in: McGony, 2000, p. 76). In back translation, there are at least two bilingual
individuals who act independently in the translation process. In the process of back
translation, the original instrument is translated first by a translator or translators who
are bilingual (and preferably native speakers of the target language) from the source
language to the target language, and the second bilingual translator (preferably a
native speaker of the source language) independently translates this back into the
source language (Weidmer, 1994, p. 4; McGorry, 2000, p.76). The two versions are
compared and any discrepancies are conected.
Given the very international nature of the shipping industry, the terminology ofwords
and phrases throughout the interview instmment and subsequent choice model did not
create any major translation difficulties. The instmments in both cases were notably
easy to translate into the target language. Furthermore, the rigor of the translation was
aided by the fact that one of the two bilingual translators had prior working
experience in the Chinese shipping industry. Hence, the rigor of the translation of key
shipping terms and phases could be enhanced and potential errors eliminating.
3.4.4.3

Interview Administration and Protocol

As mentioned, face-to-face interviews allowed the researcher to have much greater
control over the interview, and allowed the researcher to extend communication
beyond vocal communication only. The interviewer was able to actively use hand
gestures, facial expressions and voiced thoughts as a means of probing, ultimately
ensuring that clear comprehension and understanding had taken place (Hague, 1993).
The interviews took place in the offices of the interviewees at times arranged at their
convenience. The familiarity of the business setting permitted the interviewee to feel
at ease during the interview. The interview setting allowed the interviewee to be open
and frank with the interviewer, thus the interviewer and translator could extract more
valid information.
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The interview commenced with an introduction into the rationale for the interviews.
During this introductory period, the interviewer via the translator assured interviewees
of the confidentiality of their responses during the interview process. Contact details
of the researcher and the researcher's academic supervisor were exchanged and
interviewees were informed of their right to withdraw at any stage. The interviewee
was next asked which language they would prefer the interview to be conducted in,
English or Chinese. In instances, interviewee's exhibited a sufficient level of English
for the interview to be conducted predominantly in English and opted for the
interview to proceed in English. The interpreter during such interviews would only be
required if and when specific communication difficulties arose.
Formal questions began upon completion of the introductory period. Interviewees
were asked simple profiling questions which included their position within the
company, the regional location of the company, the commodities the company
exported and, or, imported, and the dominant markets the company exported/imported
to or from, and the estimated volumes traded. Following this, the interviewees were
asked which ports they currently used in New Zealand and China and their overall
preferred ports of call. In conjunction with this, interviewees were a ]so asked who
they currently used in terms of shipping service providers and who their preferred
shipping service provider was.
Following the profiling questions, specific questions regarding shipping service
selection were asked. In a similar manner to Dixon (2001), the interviewees were
initially asked what factors they considered when selecting a shipping service to or
from New Zealand. The question was consciously developed to be as content-free as
possible, thereby allowing the interviewees to give immediate free responses that
were not assumed or influenced by the researcher in any manner (Easterby-Smith et
al. 1991; Perry, 1998). Following the open question, the interviewee was asked to
evaluate a more stmctured set of service attributes. Thus, attributes not mentioned
voluntarily in the first open question, were introduced into the discussion. This
permitted evaluation of service attributes to be considered and the attributes that were
of most or least importance identified.
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Concluding questions centred on the organisational influences governing the service
selection process. The interviewees were asked what steps their organisation took
when selecting a shipping service, who the key decision-maker was in the selection
process and what other individuals within the organisation assisted or influenced the
selection process. Chapter five presents a comprehensive summary of the qualitative
results.

As discussed in section 3.4.3, market research in China is still in a development stage
and research investigating the prevalence of studies using discrete choice techniques
in a Chinese context, drew 1ittle positive response. Hence, prior to conducting any
quantitative research, it was necessary to run multiple pilot tests in order to assess the
feasibility of administering a discrete choice model in China. A pilot discrete choice
model was administered following the completion of the qualitatative interviews. The
pilot test procedure was developed using an adapted version of Dixon's (2001) block
A survey. The Japanese and Korean port attributes were removed allowing for only
New Zealand and China port attributes to be present. The pilot choice model had been
back translated and was presented to willing interviewees in simplified Mandarin.
Section 3.8.2.1 discusses further the administration of the pilot discrete choice model.

3.5

Quantitative Research Approach

The general aim of this research is to develop an understanding of the service
attributes Chinese exporters and importers prefer when trading with New Zealand,
and the trade-offs Chinese shippers are willing to make between service attributes.
However, as the research proceeded, it became evident that detennining and revealing
the values and utilities of specific service attributes would also facilitate greater
understanding of Chinese shippers' service selection. Furthermore, comparing and
contrasting the results obtained from this research with that from past studies on
transportation choice would expose any unique differences that may be invariably
linked to Chinese shippers.
Given this, the research objectives driving the
quantitative stage of the research are:

• To expose what trade-offs Chinese shippers are willing to make between
service attributes when selecting a New Zealand based shipping service.
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To reveal the key interactions and influences that interplay upon the Chinese
shippers' selection decision in the industrial shipping context

The fundamental quantitative technique adopted to achieve the research objectives is a
stated preference discrete choice model.
Granted the relative complexity associated with discrete choice modelling, this section
revisits the procedures and methods integral to discrete choice model development.
Given that discrete choice analysis has its original foundations in axiomatic conjoint
measurement, the following section is dedicated to revisiting the theory and
development of conjoint analysis and explaining the rationale for employing the
technique in the present study.
3.5.1

Conjoint Analysis

Conjoint analysis has its origin in axiomatic conjoint measurement, utility theory and
risky decision-making. The term 'conjoint analysis', was first formalised by Green
and Srinivasan (1978) to describe:

"Any de-compositional method that estimates the structure of a consumer's
preferences given his or her overall evaluations of a set of alternatives that
are pre-specifi ed in terms of levels of different attributes. "
(p. 104)

Today, conjoint analysis is widely used as a generic term to conceptualise a variety of
preference elicitation procedures, such as the stated preference techniques that involve
the use of rating, ranking, paired comparisons, and choices (Hensher, Louviere and
Swait, 1999; Morrison, 1998). Conjoint analysis and associated stated preference
techniques are predominantly implemented to model consumer preferences, choices
and trade-offs. The literature surrounding conjoint analysis highlights the fact that
conjoint analyses adhere to compensatory and de-compositional decision strategies, in
so far that they make the assumption that decision maker's trade-off one attribute for
another simultaneously when responding to a choice option (Driver et al. 1990).
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The theory behind conjoint analysis is complex. As Driver et al. (1990) note, 'the
fractional factorial designs required to assure particular properties are not simple to
grasp if one is unfamiliar with the methods' (p.15). However, it is important to
acknowledge that common to all conjoint analysis methods 'is a family of algebraic
models which constitute paramorphic representations of human judgement, tests
(statistical or mathematical ) which particular algebraic forms must satisfy to be
"colTect" representations of judgement processes, and methods for scaling or valuing
attribute levels given a "correct" model' (Batsell and Louviere, 1991, p.201).

Applications of conjoint analysis generally follow a series of design and analysis steps
that broadly outline in essence what the model does. The basic concept of conjoint
analysis follows the following sequential steps:

(a) The identification of an underlying set of product attributes that drive choice
in particular applications -predetermin ed by the researcher.
(b) Assignment of levels to each attribute to represent ranges of Likert variation
expected during a period of interest.
(c) Use of experimental design techniques to combine attribute levels into multiattribute descriptions or 'product profiles', usually in an orthogonal factional
array.
(d) A form of preference elicitation task must be implemented on the product
profiles by consumers sampled from a target market of interest. This can be
achieved through implementing rating, ranking or pairwise comparison
techniques on the choice options.
(e) Analysis of each sampled consumer's profile data to determine the utility
ratings for each level of each attribute and for the combination of levels
(choice options) that provides the most utility.
(f) Using the resulting equations to predict the choices expected for vanous
scenarios of interest (normally predicting that alternatives with the highest
predicted regression scores will be chosen) (Hensher et al. 1999, p. 201-202;
See also Louviere, 2000, p.2-3 and Driver et al.. 1990, p. 15-16).
The attractiveness of conjoint-based measurement is the fact that it adopts a standard
Lancasterian approach in the way it examines product and, or, service choice.
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Fmihermore, conjoint analysis takes consumer preference data for a set number of
product or service bundles and then separates this preference data into utility values
(part-worths) for the respective levels of each attribute. That is, it provides a more
explicit focus on the utility values of individual product attributes; this enables the
researcher to attain part-worth functions that can be used to estimate consumer
preference for any product and, or, service (i.e., any combination of attribute levels).
In principle, the numeric part worth functions obtained can determine the value of an
array of product or service design options and help forecast market shares of
altemative market offerings (Lilien and Rangaswmay, 1998). The traditional methods
of conjoint analysis are outlined in section 3.5.2.
3.5.2

Traditional Conjoint Analysis Methods

Rank-Order
Rank-order (contingent ranking) judgement methods were the first popularised form
3.5.2.1

of conjoint-based measurement (Louviere, 1988; Morrison, 1998). The theory
underlying rank-order judgement stems from the theorizing of Luce and Tukey, 1964
and Tverskey, 1967 13 . Rank-order (contingent ranking) judgement methods require
the respondent to indicate on a ranking scale, a preference rank order for the
hypothetical alternatives under question (Wittink and Cattin, 1989). Each alternative
is characterised by a set of pre-determined attributes, respondents are simply required
to rank the set of altematives from most preferred too least preferred. The complexity
and cognitive burden required to complete the ranking task is noted to increase with
the rise in the number of altematives presented (Hensher, et al. 1988; Morrison,
1998).

Furthermore, the theory behind rank order judgement requires real ranking data to
fulfil a number of ordinal conditions 'before one can conclude that a particular utility
specification is appropriate for scaling part-worth utilities from an individual's
judgement data' (Louviere, 1988, p 95). As respondents are seldom accurate or
consistent in their ranking, Louviere (1988) highlights that an error is present within
their data. In the absence of an error theory, the majority of researchers are forced to
analyse rank-order judgements under the assumption that respondents' rankings are
13

For in-depth synopsis on the theory underlying rank-order judgement methods see Krantz, Luce, Suppes and
Tvcrsky (I 971 ).
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generated by a strictly additive (no non-additives or interactions) function.
Consequently, part worth utilities are predominantly analysed using least squares
regression techniques that seek to optimise the fit of ranking data 14 • It is, therefore,
difficult to transform ranking responses into actual choice behaviour.
3.5.2.2

Rating Scale

The rating scale approach has its origin in Social Judgement Theory (SJT) (Slovic and
Lichtenstein, 1971) and Information Integration Theory (liT) (Anderson, 1981, 1982),
however, in the last two decades it has been widely implemented in market research
(Louviere, 1988).

Rating conjoint methods, such as contingent rating techniques

require respondents simply to indicate on a ratings scale their preference for
alternatives or a subset of alternatives. The use of rating scale conjoint methods does
not ask the respondent to compare or evaluate different product or service 'profiles',
rather it asks that respondents rate aspects or 'latent dimensions' (Morrison, 1998) of
particular products or services.
Although SJT has no error theory, liT theory does integrate a theory of errors for
rating judgements (Louviere, 1 988). It ish eld that the use of liT models and their
related measurement axioms permits part-worth utilities from rating judgements to be
estimated. However, this is dependent upon whether or not the ratings data satisfy
cardinal measurement properties under the experimental or task conditions (Louviere,
1988). It is assumed that respondents' ratings are cardinally sufficient and thus
linearly related to the latent dimension under question, insofar as the independently
and identically distributed (IID) 15 error distribution is not violated.
However, respondents answering a rating scale conjoint instrument often use altering
metrics when evaluating different alternatives, hence similar preferences may be
indicated with diverse ratings (Roe, Boyle and Teisl, 1996). Furthermore, rating scale
conjoint methods like ranking methods, encounter problems with the cognitive burden
they impose upon respondents. Respondents may alter the rating given to latent
14

Note advances by Beggs, Cardell and Hausman ( 1981) have provided a method by which rank order judgements
can be analysed in accordance with error theory (RUT) through the use of rank order logit models. However, the
extent to which this is applied by contemporary researchers is underdeveloped. Louviere (1988) notes that 'rank
order conjoint experiments are more commonly used to estimate the part worth utilities of additive utility models
for each individual in a sample of interest' (p.96).
15
liD implies that the variances associated with the component of a random utility expression describing each
alternative (capturing the unobservable influences on choice) arc identical, and that these unobserved effects are
not correlated between all pairs of alternatives (Louviere et al. 2000, p.l5)
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dimensions as they progress through the ratings scales, in the absence of having a
benchmark in the early stages of rating. A variance in the errors between early and
late ratings therefore may arise, causing a violation in the liD assumption.
3.5.2.3

Paired Comparison

The final traditional conjoint method is the 'paired comparison ' technique. Morrison
( 1998) notes the earliest use of the paired comparison approach was in environmental
science research, however since then, its application has extended further a field. In a
paired comparison experiment or task, respondents are presented with two alternatives
and are requested to state their preference between the two alternatives.
Methodological approaches to pair comparison techniques differ, in the sense that in
some research studies respondents may be asked to rank between the pair of choice
alternatives, whereas in other studies, respondents are asked simply to state their
preferred choice alternative.

In a similar manner to rating and ranking methods, the paired comparison conjoint
technique fails to have a well-defined theory of errors. In essence, the pair comparison
approach encounters similar problems to the rating scale methods previously outlined.
Morrison (1998) highlights that respondent's use rating scales in the same way,
consequently, there is increased variance and bias in model parameters. Furthern1ore,
transformation of paired comparison data into the appropriate scale formation is
subject to the same cardinal measurement properties as rating. The behavioural
validity of paired comparison data is thus undecided (Morrison 1998).
The limitations of traditional conjoint analysis are simply that the traditional methods
struggle to address 'why' the decision agent or respondent makes the decision choice.
It is apparent that the traditional conjoint methods predict only the probability of

choosing an alternative-under the proviso that the respondent will make a choice. In
any real market situation, individuals have the freedom to choose, to delay the choice
or simply not to choose at all. Hensher et al. (1999) note that, 'traditional conjoint
analysis' research involves evaluation or decision tasks that bear little resemblance to
choice situations faced by real consumers' (p.202). Further, Hensher et al. (1999) state
that, for example:
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"Traditional conjoint analysis typically relies on elicitation tasks that
involve one-at-a-time ratings ofproducts profiles. Such tasks may
indeed elicit preferences, buy they have no counterpart in consumer
behaviour in real markets. "

To address the inadequacies associated with traditional conjoint methods, researchers
have advanced a family of probabilistic discrete choice models, which adopt RUT as
the theoretical framework for determining choice behaviour (Louviere and
Woodworth, 1983; Hensher and Louviere, 1983). In contrast to traditional conjoint
techniques, choice modelling techniques possess the ability to resemble real market
situations in as many essential details as possible. Figure 3.1 illustrates the evolution
of the conjoint analysis research, highlighting the recent development of RUT-based
discrete choice models.
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Figure 3.1: Traditional Conjoint Analysis vs. Discrete Choice Analysis
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Methodology

Discrete Choice Modelling

The foundations of discrete choice modelling developed from the work of Louviere
and Woodworth (1983) in marketing and Hensher and Louviere (1983) in
transportation research. The design and analysis draws heavily from McFaddens
(1974) extension of RUT. Discrete choice modelling is widely considered to be a
refinement of the earlier conjoint models outlined. Discrete choice models present
respondents with a series of multiple-choice sets, normally containing between three
to four mutually exclusive choice alternatives (product or service profiles).
Respondents are explicitly asked to repeatedly select one alternative from each of the
choice sets and reject the remaining sets. A discrete choice is made in that only one
choice alternative is selected. The choice alternatives presented to respondents are
defined using a predetermined set of common attributes, the levels of which will vary
between alternative choice sets (Morrison, 1998; Driver et al. 1990).
The fact that discrete choice modelling is grounded in RUT strongly differentiates it
from traditional coyUoint models, insofar that it adheres to a sound behavioural theory
of decision-making and choice behaviour. The presence of the random component is
what sets it apart from traditional conjoint analysis methods 16 (Louviere, 2000). The
random dimension permits discrete choice models to accurately describe the
behaviour of individual choice probabilities in response to changes in attributes of
choice options.

At this point it is important to highlight the fact that different assumptions about the
forms of probability distribution give rise to different choice models. Different choice
models represent different choice processes (Batsell and Louviere, 1991). In the case
of discrete choice models, the most common assumption is that part-worths may vary
with the attribute levels or competing alternatives. Subsequently, the distribution of
error terms are said to be liD and follow a Gumbell distribution. Morrison (1998)
notes that, this assumption results in the multinomial logit (MNL) model. The
multinomial logit (MNL) model is suggested by Louviere et al. (2000) to be the

16

Louviere (2000) refers to traditional conjoint analysis methods as those of 'ranking', 'rating' and 'paired
comparisons'.
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'workhorse' of choice models, it 1s also the most widely applied random utility
model 17 (McFadden, 1986).

Although discrete choice modelling is still considered to be in its infancy, discrete
choice models provide a sound conceptual framework for modelling choice
behaviour. Unlike traditional conjoint methods, discrete choice models can be used to
accurately describe individual choices. Fmihermore, discrete choice models provide a
more explicit focus on attribute differences and are used to estimate the trade-off
ratios among attributes (Ben-Akiva, Bradley, Morikawa, Benjamin, Novak, Oppewal
and Rao, 1994).
In this study, the intention is to examine the choice preferences of Chinese shippers in
a simulated purchase decision situation, in order to identify the service attributes of
optimal value to them. Of particular interest are the complex trade-offs made between
choice-set alternatives, attributes and differing attribute levels. Consideration is also
focused upon the individual part-worth utilities derived from the competing attribute
alternatives and levels. Despite the extensive use of traditional conjoint methods to
make inferences about choice behaviour, it is evident from the previous overview that
rating and ranking a single set of altematives tells little about the complex trade-offs
made and how choices may change in response to altering compositions of choice
sets.

3.5.3

The Discrete Choice Model: Rationale

The methodological technique of discrete choice model was deemed the most
appropriate quantitative approach to use in examining Chinese shippers choices
between service alternatives. Fundamentally, the deciding factor for justifying the use
of the discrete choice model stems from the fact that the technique is based on a
sound, well-tested, integrated behaviour theory of decision-making and choice
behaviour (Louviere, 2000; Louviere et al. 2000). As outlined in section 3.5.2
although rating and ranking constructs have been developed for examining consumer
choice (Beggs et al. 1981 ), the theory and method underlying such traditional conjoint
analysis is not a behaviour choice theory concerned with the behaviour of an
17

McFadden ( 1986) and Louviere et al (2000) provide a detailed review of the structural equations behind the
MNL model and the theoretical features invariably associated with it.
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individual's preferences or choices. In light of the comparisons made between the
respective conjoint techniques in section 3.5.2, it was concluded that discrete choice
modelling was the most appropriate technique for use in quantitative stage of this
research.
Furthe1more, the rationale for using a discrete choice model was further validated by
the large failing of the prior research that examines freight transportation choice to
adopt such a methodology. It is apparent that, despite the fact that choice modelling
was born out of research in the transportation field (Louviere and Hensher, 1983),
freight transportation literature has neglected to employ choice modelling techniques
to examine freight route/mode choice decisions. A large propmiion of the research
conducted within the field of freight transportation and carrier selection is
distinguished by its heavy reliance on traditional conjoint methods. A content analysis
performed by Cullinane and Toy (2000) acknowledges that rating and rank order
preference techniques are dominantly utilised to identify the influential attributes that
govern choice decisions in freight transportation literature. The implications for
freight transportation choice research are that the trade-offs made by shippers between
service attributes are poorly understood. Hence, in many respects, only a superficial
understanding ofthe service attributes of importance is acquired.

3.6

Choice Model Design and Questionnaire Construction
3.6.1

Choice Set Design

The first stage in choice model development begins with the design of the choice sets
(i.e. alternatives or profiles). A choice set typically contains between two to four
product and, or, service profiles, each profile is defined using a common set of
attributes. In the research at hand, choice set development involved grouping different
mixes of various levels of salient shipping service attributes. In the choice set design
of discrete choice models, the design process involves a two-stage process. The first
process involves generating attribute combinations and the second is to fit the
respective combinations into individual choice sets (Driver et al. 1990). As previously
mentioned in chapter 2, respondents are required to select one product/service
alternative (or profile) from a choice set. Moreover, it is stipulated in discrete choice
analysis, that choices must be made an adequate number of times across multiple-
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choice sets (Louviere et al. 2000). This is required to ensure that 'each level of each
attribute is paired a sufficient number of times with all other levels of all other
attributes to produce probabilities of choosing each option and to facilitate appropriate
statistical tests' (Driver et al. 1990, p. 17)
Morrison ( 1998) highlights that the design of choice sets is one of the most important
tasks in the development of a discrete choice model. The reason why choice set
development is so important is a result of the fact that the choice set is the principle
means for conveying information about the different standings of product or service
alternatives. Furthermore, accurate design of choice sets allows the part-worth utilities
for each level of each attribute to be calculated from the actual choice data obtained
(Louviere, 1988).

3.6.2

Selection of Choice Set Attributes

The accurate design of choice sets is integral to the quality of the discrete choice
model and therefore to the quality of the choice data obtained. The selection of choice
set attributes is also critical to the design process. The careful and well thought out
selection of attributes promotes the development of a robust choice model (Morrison,
1998). Hence, underlying the process of attribute selection is a number of important
factors that the research must evaluate and consider during the selection process.
It has been argued that, when selecting attributes for inclusion in a choice model,

preference should be given to those attributes that are demand relevant, policy
(industry/business) relevant, and measurable (Blamey, Bennett, Morrison, Louviere
and Rolfe, 1998). The use of such a criteria provides the researcher with a clear-cut
short list of pertinent attributes for inclusion. In addition, it is important for the
researcher to consider respondents' cognitive burden during the choice task. It is welldocumented that respondents during the choice process use heuristics, in order to
simplify and reduce the cognitive burden associated with the final choice decision
(Ben-Akiva, 1992; Ben-Akiva et al. 1994).
Lastly, Morrison (1998) notes that in selecting attributes for inclusion in the choice
set, the researcher must deliberate whether disaggregation of attributes is required. For
example, the challenge confronted by the researcher in the present study was whether
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it would be sufficient to have as an attribute the 'freight rate', detailing only freight
rates for TEU (dry general, reefer) and standard break bulk rate (BIB), or whether or
not this should be specified as multiple attributes: (1) the freight rate for a TEU (dry
general, reefer), (2) the freight rate for a FEU (dry general, reefer) and (3) the
standard freight rate for BIB cargo? To overcome such a challenge, analysis was
conducted on trade data to determine the approximat e size of the TEU market in
contrast to the BIB market. Fmihermor e, during interviews, respondent s were asked to
specify the dominant form of equivalent unit traded to and, or, from New Zealand.
The final set of attributes selected for inclusion in this research, as identified from the
interviews, is outlined below.
1. Time in Transit
2. Freight Rate
3. Schedule Reliability

4. Frequency of Sailing
5. Accuracy of Documenta tion
6. Customer Service

7. Reputation of Company
8. Direct I Indirect Port Call

9. Port Itinerary New Zealand
10. Port Itinerary China

3.6.3

Selection of Choice Set Attribute Levels

Once the key set of attributes has been selected, the next stage in choice model
developme nt involves determinin g attribute levels. Levels must be set for each of the
respective attributes. In setting attribute levels, Morrison (1998) suggests that a
number of factors must be considered . The first factor is whether levels should be set
as increments or absolute amounts. However, it is acknowled ged that there is no clearcut way to detem1ine which method is preferable. Deciding which option to use often
depends on what respondent s will find easier and the nature of the topic or industry
under investigation.
The second factor requiring considerati on is the level of attribute 'space'. Attribute
space is said to reflect the magnitude and range of the attribute levels. MotTison
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(1998) notes that, 'minimising the range of a particular attribute will potentially
reduce the significance of a particular attribute' (p.84). In light of this it is advocated
that the attribute space should be as large as possible while remaining plausible to the
respondent. Although little research has been conducted into what should be the
appropriate number of levels to include in a choice model, it has been established that
the inclusion of more attribute levels increases the size of the experimental design.
Yet, including more attribute levels allows the researcher to acquire more information
about the effect of an attribute and its weighted utility. Hence, a trade-off must be
made between design size and infom1ation sought when selecting the number of
attribute levels.
Furthermore, an additional factor to consider when selecting attribute levels is
whether the attribute levels should be symmetric or asymmetric. It would appear from
prior research that both symmetric and asymmetric attribute levels can be integrated
into experimental designs (Blarney et al. 1998). The advantage of integrating both is
that respondents potentially are forced to make a larger number of trade-offs. The
attribute I evels selected fort hiss tudy's choice model are outlined in the following
section. The rationale and validation used to determine each attributes respective
levels are also discussed.

3.6.4

Choice Set Attribute Levels

3.6.4.1

Attribute 1: Transit Time

The 'Transit Time' levels were determined from analytical analysis on the published
shipping schedules of the dominant lines operating between New Zealand and China.
The analysis involved thoroughly reviewing the published schedules documented in
the New Zealand and China Shipping Gazettes. To ensure that the attribute levels
were reliable and accurate only the most recent publications of the respective Gazettes
were used. A review of the sailing schedules (direct and indirect) to and from China
ports to New Zealand ports was also conducted. Furthermore, the open comments
made by interviewees regarding the duration of transit times between the two
countries were analysed and integrated. This allowed for triangulation of data to occur
and ensured that the validity of the independent attribute levels were truly reflective of
the operations currently occurring within the market. From triangulation of the data it
was generally accepted that the fastest transit time offered between the two countries
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was a 15-day service. In contrast the longer service on offer could be anywhere
between 25 days to one month. The large variations prevalent in transit times were a
result of comparing both direct and indirect sailings offered between the two
countries. However, it was viewed that the 'attribute space' between levels were
highly realistic and plausible. To ease respondents understanding, levels were
presented in equal increments and were asymmetric.
Table 3.3: Transit Time Levels
Attribute 1- Transit Time

Levels

-1------------------2
3

3.6.4.2

15 Days
20 Days
25 Days

Attribute 2: Freight Rate

The levels allocated for the attribute 'Freight Rate' were obtained from consultation
with the sponsoring company 's regional managers, secondary analysis of competitors'
websites and open comments made by interviewees in the initial stage of the research.
As freight rates vary according to the commod ity and the respective weight o fthe
commodity being shipped, an average index of varying industry freight rates was
obtained and allocated to each of the respective attribute levels. Level 1 reflects what
is deemed to be the base competitive freight rate within the industry, whereas level 3
reflects what would be deemed the ideal freight rate offered to potential shipping
customers. Similar to Dixon (2001), level2 reflects the mid point rate offered between
the two. An asymmetric number of levels was used in order to extract more
information about the effect of the rate attribute and its associated utility or value
derived. Furthem1ore, the magnitude of attribute space between levels was set as
realistically large as possible, reflecting the high-end and low-end of freight rates on
offer in this market.
Table 3.4: Freight Rate Levels
Attribute 2 Levels
Freight Rate
1
US$850/dry 20' cont., US$ 2500/reefer 20' cont., US$60/break bulk
2
US$1000/dry 20' cont., US$ 2600/reefer 20' cont., US$ 65/break bulk
3
US$1500/dry 20' cont., US$ 2700/reefer 20' cont., US$ 70/break bulk

3.6.4.3

Attribute 3: Schedule Reliability

Interviewees highlighted that

'Schedule Reliability' was a very important

consideration factor in shipping service selection. It was conveyed through interviews
that both the reliability of arrival times in ports and departure times from ports were
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equally important to Chinese shippers. The respective levels associated with schedule
reliability were determined from an initial review of Dixon's (200 1) original research
in the New Zealand North Asia market. However, to ensure the levels were applicable
to the China market, further discussion with interviewees and the sponsoring
company's sales agents in China was conducted. It appeared that Level 1 accurately
reflected industry best practices and that Level 2 and Level 3 accurately reflected the
deviations in reliability that at times occurred in the market. Levels 2 and 3 were set in
absolute amounts, as opposed to hourly increments, in order to aid respondent's
understanding.
Table 3.5: Schedule Reliability Levels
Attribute 3Levels
Schedule
Reliability
1
Always departs and Arrives on Scheduled Dates
2
Always Departs and Arrives within 2 days of Scheduled Dates
3
Always Departs and Arrives within 3 days of Scheduled Dates

3.6.4.4

Attribute 4: Frequency of Service

The levels for 'Frequency of Service' reflect the range of service offerings currently
offered within the industry. This was established from reviewing the Chinese and
New Zealand Shipping Gazettes and analysing the open comments made by
interviewees. The interviews revealed that a six-day or weekly service was ideal and
the highest preferred service in the industry. Second to the weekly service, was the
15-day or fortnightly service carriers offered. Alternatively, the monthly service
reflected the more infrequent service provided by a number of carriers within the
industry. The attribute levels replicate the levels used by Dixon (2001) and accurately
mirror the services predominately offered within the industry.
Table 3.6: Frequency of Service Levels
Attribute 4- Frequency of Service
_L_e_ve_ls_____ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Weekly

2
3

3.6.4.5

Fortnightly
Monthly

Attribute 5: Documentation Accuracy

The levels for 'Documentation Accuracy' are derived from consultation with the
sponsonng company and, again, replicate the levels used by Dixon (2001). It is
suggested that the accurate of documentation is used as a key performance indicator
within the industry. Level 1 of the attribute was 99.9% accuracy reflecting high
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documentation and the industry benchmark. Level 3 of the attribute; less than 95%
accuracy, indicates inaccurate documentation and poor perfonnance. Level 2 was the
mid-point range of each accuracy level. Once again, the attribute levels were set in an
asymmetric form with equal increments set between attribute levels, so as to
maximise attribute utility and respondent understanding.
Table 3. 7: Documentation Accuracy Levels
Attribute 5- Documentation Accuracy
Levels
Documentation always highly accurate (99.9% accurate)
1
Documentation accurate with few errors (99.9% - 95%
2
accurate)
3
Documentation inaccurate (less than 95% accuracy)

3.6.4.6

Attribute 6: Reputation

The attribute levels for 'Reputation' were derived from analysis of the interview
results. The interviewees urged that reputation was an important factor of
consideration when selecting a shipping service. The results from the interviews
inferred that company reputation was a broad market indicator of company reliability
and professionalism. Hence, two attribute levels were formulated for reputation, level
1 being that the company has a strong global reputation and level 2 that the company
fails to have a global reputation. The attribute 'space' set reflects the maximum range
possible for the particular attribute and the absolute amount was set in order to aid
respondent understanding. Setting incremental amounts of the attribute in question
was thought to potentially confuse respondent understanding.
Table 3.8: Reputation Levels
Attribute 6- Reputation
_L_e_ve_ls_ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Shipping Line has Global Reputation
2
Shipping Line has No Global Reputation

3.6.4.7

Attribute 7: Customer Service

The levels ascribed to the attribute 'Customer Service' were derived from analysis of
the qualitative interview results. The results from the interviews pinpointed that
accurate and reliable information from company sales agents was an important facet
of a company's customer service package. A company's ability to respond quickly
with accurate information was thus considered to be of potential importance in the
Chinese shippers' selection process. Level 1 reflects what is characterised as the ideal
industry standards, that is, that sales agents respond quickly and provide accurate
information. Level 2 reflects an absence of this standard, that is, that sales agents fail
to respond, thus no information is provided to the shipper. Hence, similar to attribute
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six, the attribute space set reflects the maximum range possible for the particular
attribute and the absolute amount was set in order to aid respondent understanding.
Table 3.9: Customer Service Levels
Attribute 7 - Customer Service
Levels
1

2

3.6.4.8

Sales agents respond quickly providing accurate information
Sales agents fail to respond, no information provided

Attribute 8: Nature of Port Call

A typical shipping service operator runs both direct port services and feeder services.
Attribute 8 replicates this practise; as such Level 1 represents a direct port of call,
whereas Level 2 represents an indirect port of call (or feeder call).
Table 3.10: Nature of Port Call Levels
Attribute 8- Nature of Port Call
Levels

-1---- ------- Direct
2

3.6.4.9

Indirect

Attributes 9 to 18: New Zealand Port Itinerary

Following Dixon (2001), the attribute 'Port Itinerary New Zealand' was fmiher
broken down into 10 individual attributes, which represent the 10 major trading ports
in New Zealand. Each attribute has two levels, Level 1 being the absence of a port call
and level 2 being the presence of a port call.
Table 3. 11: New Zealand Port Itinerary Levels
Attributes 9- 18- New Zealand Port Itinerary . .;.L.;.; e. .;.ve_ls_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - 1
No Auckland Port Call
2
Auckland Port Call
1
No Tauranga Port Call
2
Tauranga Port Call
1
No Napier Port Call
2
Napier Port Call
1
No New Plymonth Port Call
2
New Plymonth Port Call
1
No Wellington Port Call
2
Wellington Port Call
No Nelson Port Call
2
Nelson Port Call
1
No Lyttelton Port Call
2
Lyttelton Port Call
1
No Timaru Port Call
2
Timaru Port Call
No Port Chalmers Port Call
2
Port Chalmers Port Call
1
No Bluff Port Call
2
Bluff Port Call
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3.6.4.10

Attributes 19 to 30: China Port Itinerary

As with the New Zealand port itinerary attribute, 'Port Itinerary China' was broken
down into individual port attributes. China was blocked into North and South China
trade blocks. For North China, five individual ports were chosen, in contrast seven
individual ports were chosen in South China. However, as before, each had either an
absence or presence level. Level 1 was the absence of a port call and level 2 the
presence of a port call. The ports were chosen after performing a statistical analysis on
the respective volumes of cargo traded to and from New Zealand over the last five
years 18 and after consultation with the sponsoring company about specific ports of
interest in the China market.
Table 3. 12: China Port Itinerary Levels
Attributes 19 - 30 - Port Itinerary
Levels
China
1
2

2
2
2
1
2

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2

18

North China
No Dalian Port Call
Dalian Port Call
No Tianjin/Xingang Port Call
Tianjin/ Xingang Port Call
No Qingdao Port Call
Qingdao Port Call
No Shanghai Port Call
New Shanghai Port Call
No Ningbo Port Call
Ningbo Port Call
South China
No Hong Kong Port Call
Hong Kong Port Call
No Mawan Port Call
Mawan Port Call
No Yantian Port Call
Yantian Port Call
No Shekou Port Call
Port Shekou Port Call
No Guangzhou/Huangpu Port Call
Guangzhou/Huangpu Port Call
No Xiamen Port Call
Port Xiamen Port Call
No Fuzhou Port Call
Fuzhou Port Call

Refer to Chapter four for a review of New Zealand-China trade statistics
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3.6.5 Constant Base Alternative Option
In the present choice model, a constant base alternative was included in the
questionnaire design. The inclusion of a base alternative increases the realism of the
choice task. Furthermore, it is suggested that by not including a base alternative the
choice probabilities of alternatives, together with the model coefficients have the
potential to become biased (Morrison, 1998).

Likewise, by including a base

alternative, the utility or value estimates derived from trade-offs between alternatives
are likely to be more accurate, due to the fact that all possible choice outcomes are
considered. Omitting the base alternative is likely to produce a different and more
unrealistic set of trade-offs. The most common method for integrating a constant base
alternative into choice models is to include a choice alternative that states 'I would not
choose any alternative' (Adamowicz, Boxall Louviere and Williams, 1998). This
method was adopted in the present study's choice model questionnaire. (See
Appendix C for the choice model questionnaire).

3.6.6 Labelled versus Generic Alternatives
In designing a choice model questionnaire, the researcher has the option to either label
or use generic alternatives. Morrison (1998) notes that, 'labels often provide
information about a good that is different to what can be communicate d through
attributes' (p. 81 ). In contrast, generic labels rely on the information conveyed by the
attributes and are thus unlabelled. They are usually titled in a non-descriptive fashion,
for example, A, B, C, D or 1, 2, 3, 4.

The decision to use generic or labelled

alternatives largely is governed by the underlying proposition motivating the choice
model research. A reason for labelling alternatives would be if the researcher aimed to
detern1ine the popularity of a new policy proposal. In such a scenario, the use of labels
acts as a form of predictive measurement validity (Morrison, 1998). In contrast, the
use of generic labels is likely to be appropriate if the researcher is more concerned
with value estimation and deriving the utility associated with choice model
alternatives. The reason underlying this is that the use of 1abels are said to restrict
value estimation. Blamey et al. (1998) suggest that the use of labels can stimulate
undesirable heuristics, which can potentially because some attributes to become
insignificant in the choice model. In the context of the present study, generic labels
were applied to all choice alternatives. (Refer to Appendix C).
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Experimental Design

After determining the choice model attributes and their respective levels, the next
integral step in choice model development is establishing the appropriate
experimental design.

The experimental design in any choice model application is

used to create the choice sets that are presented to respondents. In the current choice
experiment, there are a total of 30 shipping service attributes, with attributes 9 to 10
dis aggregated out to a set of 10 and 12 individual p01i attributes, respectively.
Attributes 1 to 5 have three levels while the remaining attributes (6 to 30) have two
levels each. Implementing the 30 attributes makes it is possible to derive 35(252 or
151, 87 5 bundles of shipping service choice alternatives.
Table 3.13: Experimental Design

Number of Levels
2

3

Frequency
25
5

An experimental design including all the possible alternatives (as above) is known as
a full factorial design. Full factorial designs are beneficial in a number of respects, the
first being that they are 'orthogonal'. Orthogonality refers to multicollinearity
between the attributes (Morrison, 1998, p. 87). In a full factorial design, each attribute
is combined with every level of all other attributes. Louviere et al. (2000) note, 'a full
factorial design iss imply the factorial enumeration of all possible combinations of
attribute levels' (p. 85). Hence, as a result, a full factorial design allows all attribute
effects or parameters to be independently determined. Furthermore, the second
beneficial factor of full factorial design is that it is feasible to estimate all 'main
effects' and all 'two-way' interactions. Main effect refers to the combination of a
change in one of the attributes on the dependent variable (i.e., utility or value
derived). In contrast, 'interactions' reveal how the main effects are altered by one or
more other variables. Again, simply put, 'an interaction between two attributes will
occur if consumer preferences for levels of one attribute depend on the levels of a
second' (Louviere et al. 2000, p. 87).

However, full factorial designs are also limited in the fact that as the number of
attributes and attribute levels increase, multiple evaluations of each alternative must
occur. This makes it often impractical to use a full factorial design. With 151,875
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bundles of possible alternatives, a full factorial design was deemed grossly
inappropriate for the present research. Louviere, et al. (2000) notes - in reference to
full factorial designs, 'such designs are practical only for small problems involving
either small numbers of attributes or levels or both' (p. 90).
3.7.1

Fractional Factorial Design

In the present study, the SAS system (Version 8) was used to generate the optimal
experimental design, known as a fractional factorial design. A fractional factorial
design is the most utilised design to reduce the number of choice alternatives.
Fractional designs involve the selection of a particular subset of complete factorials.
Fundamentally, a fractional factorial is a fraction of the full factorial. In the present
research, a special type of fractional factorial design, known as the 'orthogonal array'
or 'orthogonal design' was administered. An orthogonal array is one in which allestimable effects are uncorrelated (Kuhfeld, 2000). Orthogonal arrays are categorized
by their resolution. Broadly, there are four main types of resolutions, each differing in
the strength of the assumptions that are made about the existence of interactions. The
present study uses a resolution 3 design, which allows the estimation of the main
effects, but assumes interactions are negligible. However, as Louviere et al. (2000)
note, even if interactions are significant and large, they rarely account for a great deal
of explained variance. Louviere et al. (2000) highlight the following generalisations
about the relative importance of main effects versus interactions.
1. Main effects typically account for 70 to 90 per cent of explained variance
2. Two-way interactions typically account for 5 to 15 per cent of explained variance,
and
3. Higher order interactions account for the remaining explained variance.
(p.95)
Further, it is important to note that the fractional factorial design in the present study
included a 'where-clause ', thus within the design syntax it was stipulated that all
alternatives must includes at least one New Zealand port and one Chinese port. The
design size alternatives derived from the SAS system are outlined below.
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Table 3.14: Design Alternative s
Some Reasonable Design Sizes
(Saturated = 36)

Violations

36

0
0
10
10

9
9

56
64

140
140
140
140
140

3
3
3
3
3

68

140

3

72
48
60
40
44
52

3.7.2

Cannot Be Divided By

6
6
6
6
6
6

9

9
9
9
9

9

Design of Best Fit

The design of best fit was reached at the minimum size of 36. The next smallest
design was a design of 40, however, a design of this size would incur 140 violations.
When design violations are indicated, orthogonal and balance is not possible.
Although orthogonality and balance are not essentially required in a design, they are
properties that enhance the power of the design. Kuhfeld (2000) states that 'a design is
balanced when each level occurs equally often within each factor, which means the
intercept is orthogonal to each effect. Imbalance is a generalized form of nonorthogonality, which increases the variances of the parameter estimates' (p.68). To
achieve balance in a choice model design with a size of 36, requires each level of the
three level attributes to appear in 12 alternatives (3613= 12) and each level of the two
level attributes in 18 alternatives (36/2= 18).
The summary statistics table, Table 3.15 provides insight into the goodness or
'efficiency' of the choice model design. Design efficiency shows information about
the attribute trade-offs that can be derived from an experimental design. More
efficient designs provide a greater amount of information about these trade-offs, and
with other things being equal, lead to more precise estimates of model coefficients
(Morrison, 1998). Measures of experimental design efficiency can be derived using
the variance of the 'Fisher information matrix' X'X 19 . Three dominant measures of
design efficiency are identified in the SAS output, the 'D-efficiency ', 'A -efficiency'
and 'G-efficiency' (Kuhfeld, 2000). All of these measures are convex functions of the

19

Refer to Kuhfeld (2000) for a more in-depth insight into the efficiency of an experimental design p.
69- 71.
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eigenvalues of (X'Xt 1• That is, they focus on the size of the variance of the
information matrix and the size of eigenvalues (Morrison, 1998; Kuhfeld, 2000).
For all three efficiency measures, if a balanced and, mihogonal design exists, then it
has optimal efficiency 100%. In the present study, a design with the D-efficiency
equal to 83.36 per cent is used, indicating that the design will be reasonably
orthogonal and balanced. Subsequently, design nms that produceD- efficiency 's lower
than 83.36% had a higher average prediction standard error accordingly and were thus
deemed less satisfactory.
Table 3. 15: Summary Statistics
Design Number
D-Efficiency
A-Efficiency

1
2
3
4
5

3.8

83.3639
83.1283
82.8016
82. 7333
82.6142

62.8492
61.4439
61.1254
60.4557
59.3933

G-Efficiency

Average Prediction Standard Error

61.3865
60.0801
65.0816
60.2485
56.8268

1.2192
1.2224
1.2270
1.2194
1.2367

Data Collection

This section describes the data collection process. The sample population and sample
frame are detailed, as well as the method questionnaire administration. The
geographical breakdown of locations where questionnaires where administered is also
discussed.
3.8.1

Target Population & Sample Frame

The target population for the present study included Chinese exporters/importers and,
or, freight fotwarders currently trading with New Zealand. The sample frame was
supplied by the sponsoring company's freight forwarding agent, and was an inventory
of Chinese organisations with which it had facilitated trade to, or from, New Zealand.
The inventory provided key organisational details; company name, the name and
position of contact person, contact details including head office address, telephone
numbers and email address. It is important to highlight that the cross-cultural nature
of the research imposed challenges in relation to the ease with which a sample frame
could be obtained. Independent New Zealand-based organisations and embassies were
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approached, however,

IS

these cases, registers either did not exist or access was

restricted 20 .

In spite of this, the sample frame derived provided an in-depth and accurate list of
elements in the target population. Furthermore, it was deemed to be highly
appropriate as it provided a desirable proportion of variance in the sample elements
and sustained this variance over a wide geographical area. That is, it provided a
variation of importing, exporting and freight fmwarding companies, ranging from
small local operators to large multinational manufacturers. Moreover, the sample
frame contained companies that traded a diverse array of cargo to, or from, New
Zealand. Hence, the richness of the sample frame ensured that a high degree of
internal validity was achieved (Neuman, 2000).
However, as in Dixon's (2001) study which examined New Zealand shippers, the
external validity of the present research is limited with regard to the generalisability of
the research findings. The ability to generalise findings from Chinese shippers who
trade with New Zealand to Chinese shippers who trade with overseas markets other
than New Zealand is restricted. A practical reason exists for this; a choice model
design integrating multiple port itineraries for different countries would lead to an
overly complicated and highly complex experimental design. It is logical to
presuppose that the number of choice alternatives derived would be dramatically
increased in such a design, and, as such, the cognitive burden imposed on respondents
would be too great for them to be able to effectively carry out the research. Yet, as the
research focuses predominantly on providing convergent validity rather than rigorous
extemal validity, the present design was considered more than adequate.
3.8.1.1

Selection of Sample Elements (Respondents)

Given the cross-cultural nature of the research, a probability sample was deemed too
difficult to be implemented. Kinnear and Taylor (1996) note 'that there are major
difficulties in implementing probability sampling procedures in countries with
underdeveloped market research institutions' (p.417). Hence, as a result, a nonprobability sampling technique was administered. In non-probability sampling, the
selection of a population element to be part of the sample is based in some part on the
20

Trade New Zealand, The Auckland Chamber of Commerce and the Chinese Embassy were key
organisations approached.
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judgement of the researcher (Kinnear and Taylor, 1996). Non-probability methods of
sampling include convenience, judgement, and quota. In the present research
circumstances, a judgement sampling (a purposive sample) was found to be the most
appropriate sample technique. The complexity of conducting market research in
China, together with the underdeveloped nature of the market research industry,
meant that the valid expert judgement of the sponsoring company's freight forwarding
agent constituted the most desirable sampling avenue.
The decision was made to allocate the final selection of respondents to the sponsoring
company's freight forwarding agent. The predominant reason for this was that the
freight forwarding agent had an explicitly higher level of 'guanxi' within the shipping
industry. As previously, mentioned in chapter two, section 2. 7 .1.4 guanxi provides the
foundation upon which business transactions can be facilitated. Hence, given that the
market research industry in China is markedly underdeveloped the ability to achieve
research success invariably meant dependence on a domestic Chinese agency and its
network connections.

The freight forwarding agent was responsible for the final recruitment of respondents.
The predetermined selection criterion was reasonably straightforward. The Chinese
shippers were required to have traded cargo to, or from, New Zealand in the last 12
months. Telephone calls and email was used by the freight forwarding agent to
establish contact with respondents. This provided a basis by which the agent was able
to educate them a bout the nature o f the research and invite them to take p art. The
agent during this contact period was also able to verify the appropriate day and time
for the questionnaire to be administered.
3.8.2 Administrat ion of the Choice Model Questionna ire
3.8.2.1

Questionnaire Pilot Test

As outlined in section 3.4.4.3 a pilot choice model was administered following the
completion of the qualitatative interviews. The pilot choice model had been back
translated and was subsequently presented to willing interviewees in simplified
Mandarin. From the 18 interviews conducted a total of 14 pilot choice models were
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completed by interviewees. The geographical dispersion of pilot tests was as follows:
Shanghai - five, Dalian- four and Guangzho u- five.
The receptiveness to the stated preference discrete choice technique was varied. Only
in one instance did the researcher perceive that the interviewee had an intuitive and
clear understanding of the choice concept. The majority of the interviewees
commented upon the length of the pilot choice model questionnaire and exhibited
difficultly in making trade-offs between the attributes in the alternative choice sets.
Confusion frequently appeared to centre on the number of choice selections permitted.
Interviewees at times wished to select more than one choice (i.e., A & C) in an
independent choice set or wished to select only one choice set out of the total 36
presented. Upon completion of the pilot questionnaire, interviewees were asked about
the level of market research in the shipping industry and whether or not they had
encountered this type ofresearch before. Unsurprisingly, all interviewee's commented
that such in-depth research was very uncommon and the research technique had never
before been encountered.
3.8.2.2

Final Questionnaire Administration and Protocol

The pilot test revealed that the complexity of stated preference choice model
challenged Chinese respondents. Furthermore, it was apparent that, due to the lack of
market research in the Chinese shipping industry, respondents perceived the research
with a degree of scepticism. Therefore, in an attempt to secure a worthwhile response
rate and obtain quality choice data, the decision was made administer the
questionnaire sample elements in person. The administration of the discrete choice
model in person allowed for a more detailed explanation of what was required of the
respondent and allowed for any uncertainity prohibiting the completion of the
questionnaire to be addressed.
To ensure the research would be generalisble to all Chinese shippers, the
questionnaire was administered to a wide geographical dispersion of sample elements
from South to Nmih China. The secondary trade analysis identified the key coastal
port cities responsible for the majority of trade between New Zealand and China and
upon consultation with the sponsoring company and their freight forwarding agent a
consensus was reached to include Hong Kong and six Mainland China cities
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(Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Qingdao, Tianjin and Dalian ). See Table 3.16 for

georaphical breakdown of responses.
Table 3. 16: Geographical dispersion and Questionnaire response rate
Hong
Kong

Shenzhen

Guangzhou

Shanghai

Qingdao

Tianjin

Dalian

Total

0

8

6

16

6

12

4

52

20

12

0

4

0

0

0

36

Number returned by
Chinese Agent

0

ll

0

4

0

0

0

15

Total Usable Surveys
Returned

0

19

6

20

6

12

4

67

Number administered
in person
Number left for
distribution

The administration of the choice model questionnaire was conducted in similar
fashion to the exploratory interviews in the qualitative research stage. Administration
of the questionnaire took place in the respondent's business environment, usually in
the conference room of the organisation. Prior to the respondent completing the
questionnaire a semi-formal introduction period commenced, at this stage business
cards were exchanged and polite pleasantries conducted. After this period,
respondents were assured of the confidentiality of the research and advised to ask
questions whenever unsure. The respondent was also advised of their right to
withdraw at any stage. Upon completion of each questionnaire, respondents were
given a thank you letter, which provided fmiher information about the nature and
scope of the research and invited to request a summary of the final research results.

3.9

Analysis of the Discrete Choice Model Data

The analysis of the discrete choice data was completed through implementing a
number of alternative regression techniques: proportional hazards regression and
multiple forward stepwise regression techniques (forward selection and forward
stepwise). The rationale for implementing these specific regression approaches rested

upon the dichotomous nature and binary configuration of the discrete choice data is
briefly discussed in the following sub-sections.
3.9.1

Proportiona l Hazards Regression

The data collected from the discrete choice model challenged the traditional
regression analysis techniques for multivariate data (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and
Black, 1995). The multiple event-time data derived from the discrete choice model are
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deemed to be a special kind of multivariate failure time data, in which each
respondent experiences a series of ordered events (Kuhfeld, 2000). That is, the
construction of the data meant that each respondent evaluated nine choice alternatives
and was asked to make a discrete choice in each alternative set. Hence, the data for
one choice set consisted of one alterative that was chosen and m

1 alternatives that

were not chosen (Kuhfeld, 2000). That is, the first choice is observed, while the
second, third and subsequent choices are not. The analysis of discrete choice data is
hence conceptually equivalent to survival data21 and as such proportional hazards
regression (Cox, 1972) was used to analyse the effects of the explanatory variables.
Proportional hazards regression, also known as proportional hazards Cox's regression,
is the most common approach to model the covariate effects of survival-based data 22 .
(Refer to Appendix D for statistical formulae of the Multinominal Logit Model).
The proportional hazards regression technique was run via fitting a multinominal logit
model to the choice data, this was achieved through stipulating the PHREG procedure
in the SAS software, with the 'ties=breslow' option. As there were a total of 67
responses, 603 (67*9) strata had to be fitted within the model. Each stratum set
contained the data reporting both the choice observed (discrete choice made by a
respondent) and the remaining choices, which were unobserved.
3.9.2

Stepwise Regression

Stepwise regression methods are widely used in social science research settings to
evaluate the relative impmiance of variables in a particular setting or to choose
variables to retain for future analyses (Whitaker, 1997). Given that the current context
is focused on identifying the key service attributes integral to the design and
development of a China-New Zealand shipping service, stepwise regression under the
PHREG procedure was considered to be a highly appropriate technique for analysis.

21 In survival analysis, subjects
(rats, people, light bulbs, machines etc ... ) are followed until a specific event occurs

(such as failure or death) or until the experiment ends. The data are events and times. The data for subjects who
have not experienced the event (such as those who survive past the end of a medical experiment) are censored. The
exact time is not known, but it is known to exceed the censored time. In a discrete choice study, first choice occurs
at time one, and all-subsequent choices are observed or censored. Hence the models are the same (Kuhfeld, 2000,
p.77).
22
The underlying mathematics behind proportional hazards regression is beyond the scope of the present subsection, however for an in-depth summary on the assumptions of proportional hazards regression and its
relationship to survival analysis refer to Persson (2002).
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The underlying procedure of stepwise regression involves: (1) identifying an initial
model, (2) iteratively "stepping," that is, repeatedly altering the model at the previous
step by adding or removing a predictor variable in accordance with "stepping criteria"
and (3) terminating the search when stepping is no longer possible given the stepping
criteria, or when a specified maximum number of steps has been reached.
Stepwise regression consists predominantly of three procedures; forward selection;
forward stepwise regression and backward elimination (Barrett and Gray, 1994;
Rencher, 1995). However, forward stepwise regression is the most widely used
procedure (Neter, Kutrer, Nachtsheim and Wasserman, 1996). Researchers typically
acknowledged the problems associated with stepwise methodologies in certain
cases 23 . Thus, to ensure statistical reliability and validity is achieved in the current
research, cross validation between procedures is implemented. That is, both forward
selection and forward stepwise regression techniques are run via fitting a
multinominal logit model to the choice data and stipulating 'selection=stepwise' and

'selection=forward ',respectively .

3.9.3

Summary Statistics

The capability to evaluate models is of fundamental importance when determining
final choice probabilities (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1989; Lockwood and Carberry,
1999). The analysis of the final model data is not exclusively the only criterion a
researcher examines in the determination of the choice probabilities. A number of
statistical tests and criteria can be evaluated to better determine the robustness of the
model. The fundamental reason why models should be accurately evaluated is to
ensure a 'good fit' for the data. Furthermore, model evaluation ultimately permits the
researcher to assess whether poor quality data has been collected or, alternatively,
whether a misspecification in the modelling process has occurred.
To evaluate the choice model the researcher uses specific specifications derived from
the relationships between the variables within the model. The set of specifications
predominantly utilised for the task of evaluation are a model's summary statistics. The
summary statistics provide the overall significance of individual model coefficients
23

A number ofresearchers (Whitaker, 1997; Barrett and Gray, 1994) have cautioned against the use of
stepwise methodologies, highlighting problems with; incorrect degrees of freedom, sampling error
capitalization, and failure to select the best subset of variables of a given size.
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and presents inferences about the overall explanatory power and significance of a
model. Practical differences exist between alternative statistical packages. In using the
SAS System for Windows V8.2, the final log likelihood (restricted value) and the log
likelihood when there are no coefficients (unrestricted value) in the model are
included. The log-likelihood indicates the likelihood that a set of coefficients would
have generated an observed sample.

When generating maximum- likelihood

estimation, algorithms attempt to maximise the log-likelihood, subsequently, the
larger the log likelihood the better the explanatory power of the model.
In addition to the log-likelihood statistics derived from the SAS output, the following
summary statistics and goodness of fit measures are also calculated for each of the
respective result models in the current research.
3.9.3.1

The Likelihood Ratio Test

l

= -2[Lr- Lu]

The likelihood ratio test is deemed to be conceptually similar to the F statistic in
ordinary regression models for joint tests of several parameters (Ben-Akiv a and
Lerman, 1989). The statistic calculation requires comparing the log likelihoods of the
restricted and unrestricted models; as expressed in the equation above. This

x2 statistic

is given as one of the summary model fit statistics in the SAS result output and is used
generally for hypothesis testing. It essentially tests for the null hypothesis, where the
null hypothesis of the multinomi nallogit model is that the attributes in the choice
model did not influence the choice made by respondents.
3.9.3.2

Likelihood Ratio Index (Rho- Squared)

Ben-Akvia and Lerman (1989) note that 'with the estimation of more than one
specification it is also useful to compare goodness of fit measures' (p.167). The log
likelihood statistics are further calculated out to provide an indicator of the goodness
of fit of any given choice model. Conceptually equivalent to the R 2 in normal
regression, the likelihood ration index is also known as rho-squared and it is termed to
be an informal goodness-of-fit index that measures the fraction of an initial log
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likelihood value explained by the choice model (Ben-Akvia and Lerman, 1989). For a
binary choice model, the p2 must lie between 0 and 1. Hensher and Johnson (1981)
have suggested that a p2 > 0.2 and approaching 0.4 is considered an extremely 'good
fit'. Furthermore, they emphasis that a analyst should not be looking for value in
excess of 0. 9, as in the case of normal R 2 ordinary regression.
3.9.3.3

Adjusted Likelihood Ratio Index (Adjusted Rho-Squared)

p-2= 1- [(Lr-K)/Lu]

The adjusted rho-squared is another informal goodness-of-fit measure that is similar
to p2, however it is corrected for the number of parameters estimated (K). Lockwood
and Carberry (1999) note that when comparing models, the adjusted rho-squared is a
superior goodness of fit indicator as it takes into account the number of degrees of
freedom.

3.10 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the specific research question derived out of the literature
review and empirical setting. The purpose of the pluralistic research approach has
been discussed and the procedures administered in each stage described. It is apparent
that the progression from each respective research stage, allowed the researcher to
acquire a greater depth of information from which to address the research problem.
The analysis techniques used to review the secondary trade data contributed to an indepth understanding of the trading patterns between New Zealand and China. The
exploratory interviews successfully identified the service attributes of critical
importance to Chinese shippers when trading with New Zealand and finally the
development of a stated preference discrete choice model allowed for the trade-offs
and attribute utilities of specific shipping service attributes to be derived.
The following chapter details and discusses the findings from the results from the
secondary analysis, focusing particularly on China-New Zealand trading patterns from
a macro (country to country) level and a micro (port by port) level.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0 SECONDARY ANALYSIS RESULTS
4.1

New Zealand & China Trading Patterns

Overt he past five years, 1evels of external trade between New Zealand and China
have increased. New Zealand has gradually moved away from its traditional trading
partners, and begun to expand trading relationships with an increasing number of new
Asia-based trading partners. Asia accounts for over 35% of New Zealand's total
exports by value and China, in particular, is considered to be an increasingly
important export market. China is New Zealand's sixth largest export market by
value. Section 4.1.1 which follows demonstrates the growing importance of China to
New Zealand traders.

Section 4.1.1 provides an overview of the New Zealand-China trade environment,
focusing in particular on the growth and nature of trade between the two countries
over a five-year period (May 1998

May 2002). The discussion presents an in-depth

analysis of the key movements of sea bound trade moving between New Zealand and
China. It begins by giving a very general picture of the trade occurring between the
two nations; before presenting a more detailed picture of the sea-bound trade
movements occurring at a port-to-port level are profiled24 .

However, given the vast level of cargo moving between New Zealand and China, the
discussion focuses only on cargo traded between the 10 principle New Zealand ports:
Tauranga, Auckland, New Plymouth, Napier, Wellington, Nelson, Lyttelton, Port
Chalmers, Timaru and Bluff, and the principle ports in North and South China:
Shanghai, Ningbo, Qingdao, Tianjin, Xin-gang, Dalian, Hong Kong, Huangpu,
Guangzhou, Xiamen, and Fuzhou.

24

The volume of cargo moving between the two countries is presented as metric tonnes.
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Sea Bound Trade between New Zealand & China: 19982002

Figure 4.0 highlights the progressive increase in exports flowing from New Zealand to
China, over a five year period. In the yearendingMay 2002,a totalof2,157,880
tonnes of cargo was exported to China. The volume of cargo exported in 2002 is
approximately four times greater than the total volume of cargo exported in the year
ending 1998 (540,073 tonnes).
Figure 4.0: New Zealand Exports to & Imports from China 1998-2002
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Source: Analysis of Statistics New Zealand data.
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4.1.2 New Zealand Export Volumes to China: 1998- 2002

Table 4.0 illustrates New Zealand export volumes to China (including Hong Kong),
from 1998 to 2002. The figures reveal that, by volume, the Port of Tauranga is New
Zealand's leading export port to China, followed by New Plymouth 25 , Lyttelton and
Napier. The export cargo traded from all New Zealand ports has steadily accelerated
over the last five years. Auckland and Wellington have recorded moderate
accelerations in export trade. In contrast, export trade from the pmis of Lyttelton,
Napier, Nelson and Tauranga strongly accelerated over the five-year period. The key
commodity groups driving this acceleration in trade are discussed in section 4.2.
Table 4.0: New Zealand Export Volumes to China, 1998- 2002

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

67,172
179,701

48,234
177,222

61,886
183,959

64,473
259,091

68,012
335,200

Port Chalmers

1,473

5,746

11,597

29,589

48,586

Bluff

9,290

9,811

6,181

19,670

18,397

Napier

21,680

30,552

64,060

71,970

147,898

Nelson

12,511

17,429

35,941

52,093

111,005

New Plymouth

93,048

366,271

396,932

293,845

340,196

lfauranga

92,938

59,403

259,201

359,835

585,321

rrimaru

11,150

21,751

32,409

37,601

36,218

Wellington

32,422

20,145

51,016

33,498

74,780

!Auckland
Lyttelton

..

Source: Analysis of StatJstJcs New Zealand data

25

.

.

It IS Important to note that the export figures corresponding to the Port of New Plymouth are tentative.
Investigation into the commodities flowing out of New Plymouth reveal that the core export trade is 'acyclic
alcohols' which is shipped out of New Zealand on chartered independent vessels. It is evident that the volume of
alcohol being traded significantly skews the importance of this New Zealand port.
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4.1.3 New Zealand Import Volumes from China: 1998- 2002

The trade statistics outlined in Table 4.1 detail the import volumes of cargo flowing to
New Zealand ports from China. The figures reveal that New Zealand's port of
Auckland is the country's leading import port, with 125,015 tonnes of cargo arriving
from China in 2002. This reflects Auckland's status as the key hub port for New
Zealand and the tendency for shipping lines to tranship from there. Next to Auckland,
the port of Napier is the second largest imp01i port, followed then by Lyttelton and
Port Chalmers. The smaller New Zealand ports of Bluff, Timaru and Nelson, are
notable for the smaller levels of import cargo they receive and the distinct fluctuations
in volumes they have acquired over the last five-year period.
Table 4.1: New Zealand Import Volumes to China, 1998- 2002

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

Auckland
Lyttelton

43,047
17,689

48,899
32,609

72,621
54,801

89,490
84,222

125,015
60,192

Port Chalmers

27,527

26,620

27,534

47,551

55,373

Bluff

14,434

0

547

8,024

2,696

Napier

63,787

54,107

112,559

182,752

122,837

Nelson

875

745

2,097

1,298

1,684

2,024

0

1,124

1,304

1,405

36,797

5,163

6,202

18,156

14,257

Timaru

6,498

2,568

228

1,165

1,325

Wellington

4,393

3,050

4,182

9,460

17,946

New Plymouth
Tauranga

Source: Analysis of Stat1st1cs New Zealand data.
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Port to Port Volumes: 1998-200 2
4.2. 1 New Zealand to North China, Port by Port Volumes: Exports

In an attempt to ascertain a full and complete understanding of the trade flowing
between New Zealand and China, it is vital to examine the flow of trade on a port-toport level. In doing this, a representative picture of the dominant ports serving New
Zealand can be established. Table 4.2 provides a detailed overview of the export flows
moving from New Zealand ports to key ports within North China (Dalian, Qingdao,
Shanghai, Ningbo, &Tianjin).
Table 4.2: New Zealand to North China, Export Port by Port Volumes, 1998- 2002
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Table 4.2 reveals that Shanghai is, as one would predict, the key trading port for
North China. Over the last five years, export volumes from all New Zealand ports to
Shanghai have steadily grown. In 2002, a total of 1,024,198 tonnes of cargo was
shipped from New Zealand waters into Shanghai. Closer inspection illustrates that just
over half of this volume left the ports of Tauranga (353,930 tonnes) and Lyttelton
(262,284 tonnes), respectively. See Table 4.3 below for key commodities exported to
Shanghai.
Table 4.3: Key Export Commodity Flows to Shanghai, 2002

Works of Art*

201, 675

'''''''''''''''""'""'"""""''"

Miscellaneous

,,,,,,,,,,

.....

35, 745
"

,,,

...

Wood in
Rough

· 248, 293

'''''"''"'''''"'""""':'""''""'"'"''

Pulp of Wood • 55, 726
...... ,

"'""""""'"""""""""'

Wool

6, 906
•
... ..,..

Paper&
Paperboard
"

Food Residues

3, 666

LYTTLETON

...

....

29, 074
,,,,;

............

Milk & Cream . 8,607
TAURANGA

*

Works of Art' code 97 -includes a proportion of the Coal exported, from New Zealand, due to coding guidelines in
Statistics New Zealand code classifications.
Source: Analysis of Statistics New Zealand data.

Second to Shanghai is the Chinese port of Qingdao. Qingdao handled 120,195 tonnes
of cargo in 2002 from the New Zealand ports outlined in Table 4.2. Volumes through
the New Zealand ports of New Plymouth (44,852 tonnes) and Tauranga (21,189
tonnes) contributed significantly to this high tonnage level. However, it is beneficial
to note that the key commodity traded from New Plymouth, is 'mineral fuel' and little
other commodities of value are traded from New Plymouth to Qingdao. Furthermore,
'waste paper' or 'pulp of wood' was the main commodity flowing out of the port of
Tauranga to Qingdao.

The remaining North Chinese ports all received less than 100,000 tonnes of cargo
from New Zealand in 2002. A breakdown of cargo flows shows that from the New
Zealand ports displayed in Table 4.2, Dalian received 85,107 tonnes, with 40,995 of
that tonnage sent from Tauranga. Further analysis reveals that this tonnage volume
consists predominantly of 'wood in rough' (38,986 tonnes). Ningbo received 102,919
tonnes, however, over half of this was shipped from the New Zealand port of New
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Plymouth and is deemed to be a large quantity of alcohol derivatives and chemical
substances. Tianjin and Xin-gang received 39,277 and 61,278 tonnes of cargo
respectively. The key New Zealand ports responsible for Tianjin trade appear to be
Lyttelton, Napier, New Plymouth and Tauranga, with large volumes of New Zealand
wool, timber and various chemical substances being shipped to Tianjin.
4.2.2 North China Port by Port Volume Breakdown: Exports
Figure 4.1 below illustrates the volume of export cargo shipped from New Zealand
ports to North China in 2002. The figure illustrates the importance and dominance of
Shanghai and allows comparisons to be drawn between the volumes of cargo being
handled by other North China pmis.
Figure 4.1: New Zealand to North China Port by Port Export Volume Breakdown: 2002
Exports to North China: 2002
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New Zealand to South China, Port-by-Port Volumes:

Exports

Similar to Table 4.2, Table 4.4 provides a port-by-port breakdown of the export cargo
flowing between New Zealand ports, and the key ports New Zealand trades with in
South China.
Table 4.4: New Zealand to South China, Port-by-Port Volumes: 1998-2002
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The statistics in Table 4.4 reveal that, as expected, Hong Kong receives the largest
proportion of New Zealand exports in South China. Hong Kong is the key hub port
for the South China delta, and it would appear that it feeds the smaller ports of
Shekou, Chi wan and Yantian in South China, as these ports are not coded by Statistics
New Zealand. In 2002, the port of Hong Kong received 189,143 tonnes of export
cargo from the 10 New Zealand ports. The dominant New Zealand ports behind this
trade appear to be the Tauranga (70,379 tonnes), Auckland (34,787 tonnes) and
Lyttelton (31,838 tonnes). Refer to Table 4.5 below for key commodities flowing into
Hong Kong.

Following Hong Kong, Huangpu is the next South China port receiving large volumes
of New Zealand export cargo. In 2002, Huangpu received a total of 131,565 tonnes.
Exports from Tauranga were considerably stronger than those from other New
Zealand ports, with a total of 69,650 tonnes of cargo leaving Tauranga for Huangpu.
Worthy of note, is the fact that 60,443 tonnes of this was 'wood in rough'. The New
Zealand ports of Nelson and Wellington also exported large quantities of 'wood in
rough' and 'pulp of wood' into Huangpu. The remaining ports in South China have
received considerably lower levels of cargo from New Zealand over the past five
years.
Table 4.5: Key Exporl Commodity Flows to Hong Kong, 2002
Paper&
Paperboard
5, 819
.................................

Wood Sawn
5,619
······················· ............................................... ...
Woodin
Rough
4,424
,............................... ...

Plastics
5, 399
.....................................................................

Vegetables

Wood Sawn

4, 638

LYTTLETON

...

4, 679

AUCKLAND

Source: Analysis of Statistics New Zealand data
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4.2.4 South China Port-by-Port Volumes Breakdown: Exports
Figure 4.2 illustrates the quantity of export cargo handled by South China ports in
2002. As is clearly illustrated, the South China ports of Hong Kong and Huangpu
handled the vast majority ofNew Zealand's export cargo in 2002.
Figure 4.2: New Zealand to South China, Port-by-Port Export Volume Breakdown: 2002
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4.2.5 North China to New Zealand, Port-by-Port Volumes: Imports
This section examines southbound cargo flows, that is, cargo moving from China into
New Zealand. As in the preceding analysis, China is geographically split into North
and South. Table 4.6 details the volumes of import cargo received form North China
at each New Zealand port.
Table 4.6: New Zealand to North China, Port-by-Port Volumes, 1998-2002
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The trade statistics in Table 4.6 show that Shanghai is again the leading port handling
cargo destined for New Zealand. In 2002, Shanghai handled 133,825 metric tonnes of
New Zealand's import cargo. Further analysis reveals that this cargo is flowing
principally to the New Zealand port of Auckland, with Auckland handling 72,993
metric tonnes. The New Zealand ports of Napier, Port Chalmers and Wellington also
receive substantial volumes of import goods. Refer to Table 4. 7 for a breakdown of
key import commodities shipped from Shanghai.

Second to Shanghai is the Chinese port of Qingdao. In 2002, Qingdao shipped 24,148
tonnes of cargo to the 10 principle ports of New Zealand. Similar to Shanghai, the
majority of this cargo (11 ,435 tonnes) was destined for New Zealand's key hub port
of Auckland. The dominant commodities flowing into Auckland from Qingdao in
2002 were chemical substances- chlorides & sulphates (2,594 tonnes), 'preparations
ofvegetables ' (1,552 tonnes), and oil seeds and oleaginous fruits (1,046 tonnes).
Other, New Zealand ports receiving large volumes of cargo from Qingdao include
Tauranga and Lyttelton. Once more, the chemical substances of chlorides and
sulphates are the key commodities being traded. The respective volumes of cargo
moving from the remaining North Chinese ports in 2002 to the 10 New Zealand ports
are: Dalian (16,268 tonnes), Ningbo (6,343 tonnes), Tianjin (8,732 tonnes) and Xingang (8,218 tonnes).
Table 4. 7: Key Imparl Commodities from Shanghai, 2002

Salt, Sulphur .. : 14, 872
Chlorides

280
.... ·······

Plastics

........

173

........ ...

Sodium
Hydroxide

Salt, Sulphur .. ; 18, 000
14,625
··:··· .. ················ .. ············

...

PEl'per·&········································· ........ ...

Apparel
7, 571
..................................•................................

Paperboard
276
...........................................................................

Iron & Steel

Sulphates
176
.....................................................................

Machinery

NAPIER

. 7, 561
................................................
6,424

AUCKLAND

PORT CHALMERS

Source: Analysis of Statistics New Zealand data
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4.2.6 North China Port by Port Breakdow n: Imports

Figure 4.3 shows the volume of cargo New Zealand ports handle from the North
China pmis of Shanghai, Qingdao, Dahan, Tianjin, and Xin-gang. As is clearly
illustrated, Shanghai handles the majority of south-bound trade destined for New
Zealand.
Figure 4.3: New Zealand to North China, Port-by-Port Import Volume Breakdown, 2002
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New Zealand to South China, Port-by-Port Volumes:
Imports

Table 4.8 illustrates the volumes of cargo flowing from South China ports to New
Zealand. The table shows that, in contrast to North China, in metric tonnes, the
volume of cargo flowing out of South China is considerably less.
Table 4.8: South China to New Zealand Port-by-Port Volumes: Imports 1998- 2002
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0

0
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0
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14
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Table 4.8 shows that the strongest port-by-port relationship for trading over the last
five years appear to be that of Hong Kong to Auckland. With the exception of 2002,
the volume of cargo leaving Hong Kong for Auckland annually exceeded 10,000
tonnes. Table 4.9 shows commodity flows from Hong Kong to Auckland.
Significant volumes of cargo also flowed from the South China port of Fuzhou to the
New Zealand ports of Port Chalmers and Napier. The trade statistics reveal that the
core commodity traded between these ports is 'salt, sulphur, earths etc ... '. In 2002,
Port Chalmers received 11,000 tonnes of 'salt, sulphur ... ' and Napier received 14,
939 tonnes.
Table 4.9: Key Import Commodities from Hong Kong, 2002
Printed Books

1' 201
····'·······························
966
d

...

.......

737

Plastics

...............................

Electrical
Machinery

699

AUCKLAND
Source: Analysis of Statistics New Zealand data
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4.2.8 South China Port-by-Port Volume Breakdown: Imports
Figure 4.4 illustrates the volume of import trade flowing from South China ports to
New Zealand in 2002. It is shown that the volume of import trade is relatively small,
with Auckland receiving the majority of this trade, together with Napier and Port
Chalmers.
Figure 4.4: New Zealand to South China, Port-by-Port Import Volume Breakdown: 2002
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Conclusion

Knowledge of the traded ispersions among ports in China, and in New Zealand, is
cmcial to the design and development of an effective service design solution for
shipping line serving the New Zealand- China market. The levels of trade, volumes
and commodity flows identified in this research analysis, outline the key ports for the
respective markets and provide a valuable insight into the principle nature of trade
flowing between the two nations.

On the basis of this information, and due to the paucity of research conducted in the
Chinese market, the results provide a solid sta1iing foundation for examing the choice
criteria of Chinese shippers. The following chapter builds upon this foundation,
outlining the qualitative results derived from interviews with Chinese shippers.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0 QUALITATIVE RESULTS
5.1

Introduction

As outlined, the qualitative stage of the research involved carrying out a series of
semi -structured exploratory interviews. To this end, a total of 18 interviews were
conducted with Chinese firms (expotiers, importers and, or, freight forwarders) that
currently trade directly with New Zealand. The rationale for the interviews was to
gain insights into the service attributes that Chinese firm's value to be important when
selecting a shipping service. Given the paucity of empirical research examining
Chinese choice preferences in logistic or transport-based literature, the interviews
were deemed necessary to establish the overarching factors Chinese shippers consider
when selecting a shipping service to New Zealand, and thus identify the specific
service attributes that are of fundamental importance to them in a shipping service.
The results derived from the exploratory interviews are outlined in Table 5.0.
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Overall service factors considered when selecting a shipping service
Service Factors Considered when Selecting a Shipping Service
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5.2

Factors of Consideration

The interview results allow a direct comparison to be made to results from previous
studies into shipper choice preferences. The results pertaining to the open question of
'what service factors are of overall importance' show that Chinese shippers consider
the most important factors of the service choice decision to be: freight rate, transit
time and the overall service provided.

A review of the pertinent literature on

freight/mode selection criteria shows that this study's results are largely consistent
with prior empirical findings.
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The cost or freight rate associated with a shipping line is considered by all but three
interview respondents as impmiant in their selection process. It is apparent that
although the rate plays an influential role in the selection process of both expmiers
and importers, it is strongly considered to be more important to freight forwarders:

"For a forwarder, we pay much attention to the rate, then the schedule
and the total transit time, the destination and, origin of service is also
important. "
Consistent with previous literature (McGinnis, 1980; Brooks, 1990) the freight rate is
not considered to be the sole determinant governing selection. More often than not,
the overall service provided and the expected time in transit play a dominant role in
influencing respondents' selection;

"The service then the price. As we are a relatively large manufacturer/
shipper, we look to securing a competitive price for our customer. The
service schedule is important to us also, reliable weekly services are
better, also the faster the shipment the better. "
The results thus suggest that trade-offs are frequently made between service
determinants and rate. It appears that while it is important for Chinese shippers to
secure a competitive rate, rate does not necessarily determine carrier selection.
Interviewees emphasise that frequently selection is governed by the nature of the
shipment and the contractual conditions of the shipment. For shippers using Letter of
Credit terms, transit time becomes highly important.

"The most important factor is the price then transit time, the shipper
cares most about these two! However, it often depends on the buying
situation, sometimes the shipper will only want the cheapest price therefore sometimes the transit time is not important. However,
sometimes the shipper will use 'Letter of Credit' terms so therefore
transit time becomes more important.

Also depends

on

the

product/commodity - some special goods like clothing/fashion items
are seasonal - these must arrive on time. "
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The results also indicate that vendor relationships play an influential role m
detennining selection criteria. As an interviewee in North China notes:
"The consignee is very concerned about the time in transit therefore
we must chose/select service that meets this demand. We will often
choose a line that has a faster transit time even though it may be
higher in cost. "

This is consistent with prior literature, in which the argument has been frequently
raised that consignees are highly sensitive to transit times and on-time service, over
and above rate or shipment costs.

The schedule of the shipping line is also highlighted as a service factor considered by
Chinese shippers when selecting a shipping service. A number of the interviewees
note that a reliable schedule is fundamentally important and it must complement their
needs. A schedule that offers a regular and reliable weekly service is favourable;
"Shipping schedule is important

- if the schedule fits with my

customers enquiry then I will chose their service: freight rate is also
considered, if a number of shipping schedules happen to fit my
customers enquiry then I will next look at freight rate - I will look at
the lowest possible rate option for them"
5.2.1 Service Attributes with High Importance

In addition to asking Chinese shipping customers what overall factors they consider to
be of importance, it was also necessary to examine specific service attributes of
importance. To achieve this, Chinese shipping customers evaluated a total of 27
service attributes and identified the attributes of greatest importance to them. T he
attributes predominantly derived from previous empirical work and writings in the
field of transpotiation selection (Brooks, 1985, 1990; Saleh and Das, 1974; Abshire
and Premeaux, 1991; Kent and Parker, 1999; Dixon, 2001). Because ofthe empirical
context of the study, a number of new attributes specific to its context were also
introduced (i.e. Closeness of relationship with shipping company, coverage of ports in
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China and New Zealand). Table 5 .1 outlines a 11 oft he attributes evaluated and the
number of interviewees who identify them as important in their selection decision.
Table 5.1:

Specific Service Attributes of Importance

SERVICE ATTRIBUTES
Attributes of High Importance
Transit Time
Freight Rates
Reliability of Arrival Times
Obedience to Schedules
Reliability of Departure Times
Prompt Claims Settlement
Closeness of Relationship with Shipping Company
Error free billing
Level of customer service
Care of Cargo
Frequency of Port Calls (i.e., weekly, fortnightly, monthly)
Reputation of Shipping Company
Real -Time Freight Tracking
Attributes of Moderate to Low Importance
Image of Shipping Company
Willingness to Improve
Responsiveness to Customer calls
Degree of Contact with Shipping Company
Capacity Levels
Flexibility of Cargo
Links to Inventory and Computer Systems
Performance of Personnel
Handling of lost/damaged cargo
Coverage of Ports in China
Turnaround Time
Geographical Coverage
Technological Sophistication
Coverage of Ports in New Zealand

5.2.1.1

TOTAL

17
17

16
16
14
14
13
13
13
11

10
10
9

7
7

7
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
0
0

Transit Time, Freight Rate and Schedule Reliability

The results reveal that the majority of Chinese shippers perceive transit time, freight
rate and schedule reliability as highly important service attributes. This result is
consistent with the pattern of results displayed in the preceding question regarding the
key consideration factors Chinese shippers evaluate when selecting a shipping service.
In relation to transit time, the overwhelming majority of interviewees feel that, quite
simply, the quickest transit time is best. For interviewees with highly perishable,
seasonal or dangerous products, the time in transit frequently determines carrier
selection. Accordingly, the vast majority of interviewees also feel that the freight rate
has a strong and decisive role in carrier selection, and freight rates are nearly always
factored into consideration. Only one interviewee notes that the freight rate is not an
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influencing factor in the selection process. In terms of the rate charged, interviewees
feel that a shipping line should always aim to have a low price and be as competitive
as possible.
The attribute of obedience to schedule, including its sub-dimensions of arrival and
departure time reliability, is just as important to direct exporters and, or, importers as
it is to freight forwarders. Large Chinese exporters express a strong need for the
schedule to be accurate, highlighting that they desire the product to be moved from A
to B as quickly as possible. The nature of the product shipped also dictates the need
for shipping lines to obey shipping schedule deadlines. As the product manager from
a large chemical manufacturer in Shanghai notes:

"! believe this (schedule obedience) is also very important, especially

from a manufacturer perspective - I do not desire to have product
waiting in port any longer than necessary, e/lpecially so given the
nature of the good/substance (chemical). "
It would appear that for freight forwarders, a need exists to select a shipping company

with a strong ethos to schedule reliability, as this ensures that, in turn, they can
provide a reliable service to their clients;

"Because we are the carriers and we make a promise to the client, it is
very important that we peT:form on time. "
And:
"Yes this is also very important it ensures accuracy and provides
customers with good service. "
5.2.1.2

Prompt Claims Settlement and Error Free Billing

The results show that a large number of Chinese shippers consider prompt claims
settlement and error-free billing to be important in the selection process. The
interviewees emphasise that claims settlements are commonly not a large issue in the
industry, however, if they occur it is important to smooth such mis-understandings out
as soon as possible;
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"To ensure efficiency anything of damage to the good should be
resolved (we should be informed) as soon as possible - however this is
a very random occurrence. "

Similarly, with regards to errors m billing documentation, the consensus of
interviewees was that this is seldom a problem. It would appear that the industry norm
is for all billing documentation to be highly accurate and error-free. The majority of
comments emphasise that billing documentation is normally very accurate. One
interviewee notes that error-free billing is increasingly demanded in the industry and
could potentially be considered an indicator of a firm's professionalism. It is apparent
that for the majority of interviewees, little room exists for inaccurate billing
documentation;
"Yes - this is again important, increasingly it is demande d within the
industry. I guess reflects professionalism oft he line (i.e., less errors
encountered more professio nal)."

Furthermore, the results reveal that accurate billing documentation is especially
important for freight forwarders. The results highlight that, more often than not,
freight fmwarders prefer to use their own bill of lading documents in order to avoid
any potential billing problems.

"Yes - very important to freight forwarder, enhances operation
efficiency and profitability on day-to-day or week-to-week basis if line
provides accurate billing documentation (however often we will use
our bill of lading so not a problem). The release of the bill of lading is
also very important, the quicker this is done the better - delays are not
good."

In relation to the importance of billing accuracy, a pattern of responses emerged that
suggest that beyond accuracy, the need to release the bill of lading quickly is highly
impmiant. This is especially evident for smaller operators and manufactures. One
small furniture manufacturer operating on 'Letter of Credit' terms, highlights that
failure to release the bill of lading quickly create significant problems for the firm's
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operation efficiency. In order to create positive cash flow management, the
manufacturer relies on the bill of lading to anive before credit expiry date;
"Bill of lading is often delayed, as we work on a LC basis this is a
serious problem for us. The bill of lading ojten arrives ajter the expiry
date, this is very bad for us as a manufacturer - it is essential bill of
lading be released as soon as possible. "
5.2.1.3

Closeness of Relationship & Reputation

Aside from the dominant economic attributes of influence, the interviewees also
suggest that the less tangible attributes of relationship and reputation are also
impmiant to when selecting a service. Previous studies (Jerman, et al. 1978; Abshire
and Premeaux, 1982) tentatively find that reputation is considered throughout the
selection process. Until now, these studies largely infer that reputation seldom
influences a shipper's selection process to any real extent.
In this study, the results reveal that the 'reputation oft he shipping company' is of
relatively high importance to shippers. Over half of the firms interviewed indicate that
the reputation of the shipping company is important in their selection process.
Although this is a somewhat surprising result in light of the findings of past research
(Kent and Parker, 1999; Dixon, 2000), it would appear that reputation is important
because it infers that a company is reliable, honest, professional and efficient, and
these are factors that interviewees indicate to be highly important. In essence, it would
appear from a Chinese shipper's perspective, that the reputation of a shipping line is
largely seen as a market indicator and indicative of high quality service.
"Yes - important to have a strong reputation gives an indication that
company is reliable and can be trusted".

For freight forwarders, the reputation of the shipping line is considered not only
important from their own perspective but also very important for their clientele base.
It is important to work with shipping companies with strong reputation, as this ensures

that customer service is successfully maintained.
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"As one of the larger freight forwarder companies we aim to maintain
our reputation to our customers. The selection of shipping lines is
important to us. We like to use shipping lines with a strong reputation,
more and more customers look at reputation as being important and an
indicator within the market. "
And:
"Seldom book with carriers who have bad reputations - we do not wish
to lose customer service. "
In contrast to reputation, research assessing the role relationship closeness plays in
transportation selection is scarce. Yet, when considering of the strong role relationship
has within Chinese culture, the research attempted to assess the role 'closeness of
relationship' may have upon the selection and decision-making processes of freight
transportation. The results show that the attribute merited inclusion. The majority of
interviewees comment that the closeness of the relationship is an important service
attribute;

"Very, very important in China, relationship is very important. We will
tend to use line that we trust, have respect for - (this stems from
reputation). "
And:
"Yes -familiarit y is important, I believe we like to use those (firms)
that we can trust, rely upon to provide a competitive service, delivering
value to our customers. "
The results indicate that the closer the relationship, the greater the level of trust
between firms. A tendency therefore exists to select carriers on the basis of the
existence of prior relationships. If a shipping carrier has shown that it can be reliable
and therefore trusted, it improves its likelihood of selection. In addition, the results
reveal that the importance placed upon 'closeness of relationship' is also related to the
opportunity it potentially creates to leverage more beneficial terms of trade. A number
of respondents viewed the 'closeness of relationship' attribute important,
predominantly for this reason;
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"Yes of course important, closer the relationship have greater ability
to negotiate with shipper more, influence trade package, rate etc. "

And:
"Must keep very good relationship, 1-ve will tend to keep using the line
and negotiate the lowest quotation
5.2.1.4

if relationship is good/strong. "

Customer Service

Generally, interviewees pinpointed specific functional aspects of the shipping service
(transit time, freight rate, schedule reliability) as more important than the overall
customer service of the film. However, thirteen of the interviewees acknowledge that
the level of customer service provided is important to them. It is apparent that,
although the 1evel of customer service is an overall consideration factored into the
selection process it is not regarded by interviewees as deterministic in service
selection, unless it is highly superior.

"Always very important - sometimes we will choose a shipping
company when service is superior/very good. "

Furthermore, examination of the comments made by interviewees infers that accurate
and open information is an important dimension of the customer service demanded.
This infers perhaps that one facet of building superior customer service is to offer
accurate and quick information to customer enquiries.
"Yes - this is very important; that they are able to provide us with
accurate information and assist us in our enquiries is very important. "
"Quick reply to our response/enquiry is appreciated (frequently this
does not happen, feel it is very frustrating) also good assistance and
help is important. "

The frequency of service provided is also considered to be important to Chinese
shippers. A number of interviewees emphasise that a weekly service is always
prefened over any other services offered in the industry. It is proposed that this
provides the shipper with a regular and reliable schedule around which to structure
orders. As one interviewee notes:
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"We can use a specific line more if they have more calls. So if the line
calls weekly, we are able to use them on a regular weekly basis, not
saying that we will but this provides use with an option. "
Yet, this finding is not consistently expressed by all interviewees. It is largely
conceded by freight forwarders that a weekly service is not necessarily preferred or
strongly demanded. This is a direct consequence of the fact that they possess the
ability to choose from any number of shipping lines.
5.2.1.5

Care of Cargo & Real- Time Freight Tracking

Consistent with the literature, the care of cargo is also identified as important to
interviewees. Specifically, high care is demanded for shipments of foodstuffs or
dangerous

substances.

Furthermore,

shippers

exporting

or

importing

these

commodities place a higher level of impmiance on the speed and schedule of the
shipment;

"With regards to foodstuffs, the care becomes very important,
temperatures must be regulated accurately to ensure cargo is in good
condition when it reaches the consignee and, or, place of destination.
Ensuring cargo is moved from A to B with care & speed is obviously
important. "
Perhaps, consistent with this finding, is the relative importance placed upon real-time
freight tracking. Although only half of the interviewees regard it as important,
generally it is thought that it would grow to become increasingly important in the
future.
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5.2.2 Service Attributes with Moderate to Low Importance

The preceding section presents an overview of the service attributes that are deemed
important to at least half or more of the Chinese firms interviewed. The remaining
attributes shown in Table 5.1 are identified by less than half of the interviewees to be
important in the selection process. These attributes are thus considered to have,
overall a moderate to low level of importance in the selection of a shipping service.
Only seven interviewees think that the image of the shipping company is important.
The logic of why image is important is perhaps best summed up by a North China
freight forwarder who notes that a 'good image helps secure custom'. Other
interviewees largely overlook image as an important service attribute, focusing more
intently on the economic and functional attributes highly pertinent to the day-to-day
running of shipping services. The willingness of the company to improve is held in
high regard by only a small number of interviewees. Those that value this service
attribute rationalise that, ultimately, a company's willingness to improve can only
benefit them in the long-tenn. Firms placing high importance on this attribute strongly
welcome innovation in the industry and emphasise that 'any opportunity to add or
create further value for our customers' or us is appreciated'.
Vessel capacity is identified as important to only five of the 18 interviewees. Of these
five, four are large freight forwarding companies and the fifth a large chemical
exporter. Logically, the larger traders in the market appreciate large capacity levels
more. The remaining interviewees seldom encounter a problem with a carrier's
capacity level and assert that there is normally always adequate space available for
cargo being traded. Flexibility of cargo is also only important to a small number of
interviewees, because the vast majority of interviewees predominantly ship only
containerised cargo. However, for companies shipping cargo in both containerised
and break bulk form, this attribute is highly important in the selection decision.
In contrast to a number of prior empirical findings, handling of lost or damaged cargo
is not considered important in the selection process. It is commonly noted that this is
not really an issue, as it seldomly occurs in the industry. Nonetheless, if it does occur,
it is acknowledged and treated as being part and parcel ofthe industry. If the carrier is
deemed to be at fault, it is expected that they act in a responsible and professional
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manner to resolve or settle the misdemeanour as quickly as possible. The comments
made by interviewees are expressed below.
"Not really an issue; We are well insured - damaged cargo is part of
the industry, it goes with out saying that this may at times occur,
however when it occurs we simply deal with it. "

And:
"We seldom have this problem, however

if this does

occur we hope we

have very responsible carrier. "

The geographical coverage of the earner

IS

only regarded as important by two

interviewees, both of whom are relatively large freight forwarding companies. It is
apparent that the remaining interviewees select appropriate regional specialists to
move their various cargo shipments. The ability for firms to choose from a large
number of shipping lines largely moderates the importance of a carrier having global
coverage.
The coverage of ports in China is also not held in high regard by Chinese shippers.
Only three interviewees comment that this is of high importance to them. For the
majority, of interviewee's the local port coverage provided by a shipping line is
sufficient. One interviewee comments that port coverage has to be balanced according
to the territory of each region. However, conversely, a freight forwarder in Dalian
notes: 'for Dalian we appreciate that more and more carriers will call at Dalian'. It is
evident, therefore, that port coverage is more important for progressive companies in
smaller economic regions.

Interestingly, technological sophistication is not identified as important to any
interviewee, although this appears to contradict the relative importance a number of
interviewees place upon the service attribute of 'real-time freight tracking'. It appears
perhaps that the adoption rates of new technology in the industry are still relatively
low, with only a select number of firms willing to pursue innovative advancements in
technology, such as real-time freight tracking.
Finally, interviewees do not view port coverage in New Zealand to be important when
selecting a shipping service to the region. It is apparent that the relatively small size of
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the New Zealand market shapes this perception. One interviewee comments that port
coverage is "not so important because of the size of New Zealand, in contrast to other
trade areas". The port of Auckland is considered to be New Zealand's key port and
the port of discharge for cargo. Interviewee's frequently note that transhipments from
this point take care of the remaining territory. However, those interviewees who are
more familiar with New Zealand highlighted that calling at the three p01is of
Auckland, Wellington and L yttelton provides a good balance in terms of coverage.
Furthermore, although a number of interviewees display an interest in extending port
coverage in New Zealand, they are unprepared to do this at the expense of added
transit time.

5.3

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is apparent that the present research results bode well with the
previous empirical research findings in the field of transportation choice. Table 5.2
presents the results of the present study, and a representation of empirical findings
conducted over the last three decades. It shows that distinct attributes continually
emerge as being fundamental to freight transportation selection. Transit time, freight
rate, reliability and care of cargo, and handling of damaged cargo, are the
predominant attributes taken into consideration by freight transportation buyers.
However, from a contemporary perspective, the power o [reputation, and customer
service together with service quality, also appear to play an underlying role in shaping
the selection process for freight transportation.
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Table 5.2: Empirical Research Findings and Interview Results
SERVICE ATTRIBUTES
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By combining the literature with the results of the 18 exploratory interviewees
conducted in China, the service attributes of greatest importance to Chinese shippers
have been readily identified. Figure 5.3 provides a conceptual outline of the selection
criteria important to Chinese shippers. The first five service attributes mirror results
initially found by Dixon (2001) when exploring customer choice preferences in the
New Zealand-North Asia market. Furthermore, past empirical work has also readily
established them to be of significant importance to industrial buyers in freight
transportation industries. Attributes six and seven have been examined in various
dimensions in other empirical work. The results, suggest that they have a tentative
role in the selection process of freight transportation buyers. The results of this
research appear to challenge this, as it asserts that these attributes are of great
importance to Chinese shippers.
The port itineraries of the two countries have been examined by Dixon (2001).
However, with regard to Chinese ports of call, gaps appear in the validity of a number
of ports examined. Furthermore, the ports of call examined in the research failed to be
accurately represent the entire China market, as Dixon (200 1) focuses predominantly
on North China sea pmis.
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Table 5.3: Summary of Chinese Shippers Selection Criteria

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

I
I

I
I

:

Service Criteria

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

:

Time in Transit
Freight Rate
Schedule Reliability
Frequency of Sailing
Accuracy of
Documentation
Customer Service
Reputation of Company

:
1

E+L

Port Itinerary New Zealand
8. Auckland
9. Tauranga
10. Napier
11. New Plymonth
12. Wellingtion
13. Nelson
14. Lyttelton
15. Timaru
16. Port Chalmers
17. Bluff

S+E+L

Port Itinerary China
18. Dalian
19. Tianjin I Xin-gang
20. Qingdao
21. Shanghai
22. Ningbo
23. Xiamen
24. Fuzhou
25. Guangzhou I
Huangpu
26. Hong Kong
27. ShekouiShenzhe n
28. Yantain
29. Mawan
S+E+L

:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
S =Secondary Research Results
E = Exploratory Interview Results
L = Literature Contribution
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CHAPTE R SIX
6.0 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the research findings obtained in the quantitative stage of the
research. The chapter is separated into four key sections. The first section examines
the characteristics of the respondents surveyed. Specifically, an overview of the
sample captured is presented and the overall profile of respondents detailed and
outlined. A comprehensive summary of respondents' service profiles is presented in
the second section. The third section provides an overview of the influences shaping
respondents' selection processes. The key individuals and, organisations that
influence shipping service selection are detailed and discussed.
A comprehensive analysis of the choice data obtained from the stated preference
discrete choice model is presented in the fomih and final section. In order to assess
the relative importance of the different levels of attributes, proportional hazards
regression and stepwise regression procedures are conducted. The regression analysis
draws from the data the respective attribute utilities and attribute trade-offs the
findings derived are detailed and discussed in the remaining part of the chapter.

6.2

Examination of Respondent Characteristics

This section describes the research sample captured in the quantitative stage of the
research study. The response rates gathered in South and North China locations are
reviewed and compared. Profiles of respondents on the basis of trading type, trading
experience, selection experience and age, are also presented.
6.2.1 Response Rate Captured
A total of 52 questionnaires were administrated in person by the researcher, and the
remaining 15 questionnaires were administered independently by a sales agent and a
line manager of the sponsoring company's freight forwarding agent. The final number
of questionnaires completed was 67. The presence of responses from a number of
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different geographical areas enhanced the reliability of the research results. Table 6.0
presents a representation of the respondents from each of the port cities.
Table 6.0: Geographical Dispersion and Questionnaire Response Rate
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The most striking feature of the response rate breakdown, in terms of usable
questionnaires returned, is the difficultly encountered in securing high response rates,
particularly in the case of Hong Kong. The way the research was administered in
Hong Kong differed considerably, as the level of personal involvement by the
researcher was minimised due to time and logistical constraints. The presence of the
researcher in the six Mainland China port cities enabled the Chinese agents to undergo
an induction to the process and procedures involved in questionnaire administration.
The differences in this level of involvement may account for the varyable success of
the independent administration by the Hong Kong agent. Overall, the limited response
rate is due in part to the considerable lack of market research conducted in China, the
length and complexity of the questionnaire and, more notably, the time taken and
logistical constraints involved in reaching respondents.
6.2.2 Respondent Profile
The subsequent sections present a profile of the Chinese shipper sample on the basis
of specific trade and service selection related factors: type of trader, experience
trading with New Zealand, experience selecting shipping services, and age. The
respective profiles detail more precisely the characteristics of the sample captured,
highlighting the wide degree of representation captured from the sample.
6.2.2.1

Type of Trader

In the sample captured, 39% of the responses gathered are from Chinese 'Freight

Forwarders', 36% from Chinese 'Exporters', 18% from Chinese 'Importers', and 2%
from 'Consignees', with the remaining 5% being traders who 'Exported and
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Imported' to, or from, New Zealand. Although the ratio of freight forwarder responses

is moderately higher than any other type of trader, the relative proportion of each
trading type is represented and fairly well-balanced.
Figure 6.0: Type of Trader

Ex porter & lm porter
5%

Consignee

2%
Ex porter

36%

Freight Forwarder

39%

Importer

18%

46% ot respondents had traded with New Zealand tor at least two to tive years and
28% had traded with New Zealand for more than five years. In contrast, 19% exhibit a
relatively young trade relationship with New Zealand, having only begun trading in
the last two years, with 7% only just commencing trading with New Zealand in the
last 12 months. Although skewed toward Chinese shippers with at least two or more
years trading experience, the sample adequately managed to cover a variety of trading
experience levels.
Figure 6.1: Years Trading with New Zealand

Less than 1 Year
7%

5+ Years

28%
1 - 2 Years

19%

\

I

2- 5 Years

46%
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Years Experience Selecting Shipping Services

43% of respondents have two to five years experience selecting shipping services and
22% have five or more year's experience. The remaining respondents have limited
experience trading with New Zealand, with 25% having between one to two years
experience and, surprisingly, a total of 10% have less than 12 months experience. This
trend may be indicative of China's transitional stage in economic development and
the fact that the industry is still developing.
Figure 6.2: Years Experience Selecting Shipping Services

Less than 1 Year

5+ Years

10%

22%

1 - 2 Years
25%

2- 5 Years

43%

6.2.2.3

Age of Respondents

Table 6.1 shows a profile of the age of respondents. In line with the relatively limited
experience respondents exhibited in selecting a shipping service; the results below
highlight that the respondents who select shipping services are also relatively young
in age. In the sample captured, 97% of respondents fall within two dominant age
brackets (30- 39 years; and 20-29 years). Only 3% were above the age of 40.
Table 6. 1: Age of Responden ts
Age of Respondent
60+

50-59
40-49

30-39
20-29

Number of Respondents

0
0

2
30
35
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Respondents' Trading Profile

In the sample of Chinese shippers, the respondents surveyed varied widely in the
commodities they traded. Furthermore, there is broad variation in how respective
commodities are shipped. Figure 6.3 displays the range of commodities respondents'
trade, and illustrates the variation in the way commodities/cargo is shipped by
respondents.
Commodities Traded

With respect to commodities exported and, or, imported between New Zealand and
China, over 26 different commodity types are traded. Of these 'textiles/clothing/yarn'
is the commodity most frequently exported to New Zealand (10.2%), followed by
'apparel' (7 .1%) and 'chemicals' (7 .1%). In contrast, the commodity most frequently

imported from New Zealand is 'timber' (5.1 %), followed by 'dairy' and 'meat'
commodities.
Commodity Cargo Type

The findings reveal that there are broad variations in how various commodities are
shipped. A side from the variation, each form of cargo type is clearly represented,
with a dominant skew towards 20 and 40-foot container usage. Given the prior market
analysis outlined in Chapter four, this skew is expected and accurately depicts the
market.

Within the sample, traditional reefer commodities (meat, dairy products, fruit,
fish/seafood) are all classified as reefer cargo, with a number of respondents

stipulating their preference to ship 20-foot reefer containers or 40-foot reefer
containers. In the remaining commodities traded, a balanced proportion of
commodities are traded either in 20-foot container or 40-foot containers. However, in
contrast and as expected, a relatively low percentage of commodities are shipped as
break bulk cargo.
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6.2.3 Profile Summary

The profile analysis suggests that, overall, the final sample represents a broad range of
Chinese shippers at various experience levels. The Chinese shipper profile represents
a variety of traders, with a slight skew towards 'freight forwarders' and 'exporters' .
The high proportion of respondents who are aged below 30, is the samples most
distinctive characteristic.

The profile of the sample with respect to commodities traded exhibits a wide and
varying range of commodities being exported and, or, imported from New Zealand
(refer back to Figure 6.3). However, complementing the trade analysis conducted in
Chapter four, the dominant commodities exported to New Zealand from China are
'textiles/clothing/apparel' and 'chemicals'. Furthermore, 'timber' and reefer products
such as 'dairy commodities' and 'meat' are the dominant commodities imported from
New Zealand. Respondents predominantly ship commodities in 20-foot and 40-foot
containers, with only a small proportion opting to ship the commodities as break-bulk
cargo.

6.3

Service Profile

This section provides a detailed description of the respondents' service profile. It
highlights the respondents' current and future preferences towards; (1) key ports of
call in New Zealand and China and (2) shipping companies servicing the New
Zealand/China market. In order to ascertain the industry standards in key service
areas, respondents were also asked to state the current service they received on five
service areas. The data collected from this analysis is discussed in terms of the open
comments received from respondents and the degree of variation expressed between
comments. To conclude the service profile, the common problems respondents have
with service providers are detailed and discussed. Likewise, the key service
dimensions respondents would like to see service providers improve on are reviewed.
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6.3.1 Current and Future Service Preferences
6.3.1.1

Ports of Call
New Zealand Port Calls

The overwhelming majority of respondents surveyed (86.6%), indicate that the most
frequently used port within New Zealand is 'Auckland', with Wellington being the
next most frequent port of call in New Zealand (61.2%), followed closely by the
South Island hub port of 'Lyttelton' (46.3%). Likewise, in response to the question
'which port are you likely to use in the future', respondents indicate that they would
consider using these three ports the most in the future. That is, the majority of Chinese
shippers would continue with the 'status-quo'.
Figure 6.4: Port Usage Profile New Zealand
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North China Port Calls

Figure 6.5 highlights the North China ports most heavily used by Chinese shippers.
As expected, the port of' Shanghai' is the port most frequently used by shippers, 30 of
the 67 respondents indicate that they use 'Shanghai'. Following Shanghai, are the
ports of 'Xin-gang ', 'Qingdao' and 'Dalian '. This is highly consistent with actual
trade movements, as outlined in Chapter four, section 4.2
Figure 6.5: Port Usage Profile North China
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South China Port Calls

In South China, the dominant port is 'Yantian'. Twenty one respondents (31.3%)
highlight that they frequently use the port of Yantian. Next to this, Huangpu,
Hong Kong and Shekou, are the most commonly used ports in South China.
Furthermore, Yantian and Shekou are the ports respondents would most likely
consider using in the future.
Figure 6. 6: Port Usage Profile South China
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Service Providers

Figure 6.7 illustrates the shipping lines respondents most frequently use to move
cargo to or from New Zealand. The results reveal that 34 of the 67 respondents
(50.7%) currently use Tasman Orient Line. This is of little surprise given that the
sample frame is taken directly from the sponsoring company's Chinese agent.
However, the results do give an insight into the dominant lines competing within the
New Zealand-China market. The results clearly show that second to Tasman Orient
Line, Maersk Sealand is frequently used and 29 (43.3%) respondents indicate they
also frequently choose to ship cargo with Maesrk Sealand. Following this, the next
most frequently used shipping lines are 'COSCO', 'P IL' AND 'MOSK'.
Figure 6. 7 Service Provider Profile
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6.3.2 Current Service
According to the open ended comments made on the current service received when
shipping between the China/New Zealand market, the majority (55%) of respondents
indicate that a 'weekly' service is the most frequently used and demanded service.
Second to a weekly service, 30% of the respondents state that a 'monthly' service is
the next most frequently used option. Interestingly, 'fortnightly' services do not
appear to be currently used or heavily demanded by the respondents. Only 3% of
respondents state that they currently ship 'fortnightly'.

In relation to the typical transit time of shipments between China and New Zealand,
respondents open comments reveal a wide range of transit times. However, the
majority (45%) indicate that the typical industry transit time is between '21 to 25
days'. A further 23% of respondents indicate that, typically, the transit time between

China-New Zealand is '16-20 days'. Hence, the market norm between China and New
Zealand ranges anywhere between 16-25 days. Additional analysis reveals that the
shortest transit time, as stated by 6% of respondents, is '15 day or less'. In contrast,
according to 3% of respondents, '31 or more days' is the longest transit time. The
outlier differences between respondents is deemed to be due to a combination of
factors, including differences in the commodities shipped, differences in the shipping
companies used and in the geographical location of the respondent.
The reliability of services operating in the China-New Zealand market, appear to be
generally regarded as 'good', 43.3% of respondents indicate that they are generally
happy with the service they currently received. Yet, as only 7.4% of respondents
believe the reliability of services is 'very good', it is conceded that improvements in
service reliability maybe required. To substantiate this further, 19.4% of respondents
comment that service reliability is either just 'o.k. ', 'needed to improve' or was 'soso'. Furthermore, a number of respondents identify particular shipping companies that

reflect reliable versus umeliable service.

The open comments in relation to 'freight rate' reveal that only a small degree of
variation exists within the market. The results show that the freight rate for a standard
TEU ranges from US$700 to US$1 000, with a high proportion of respondents stating
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the freight rate is highly competitive at a rate between US$800 and US$900. In
comparison, the freight rate for a standard FEU exhibits a higher degree of variation.
The results indicate that a FEU ranges from between US$1,100 to $US1, 950. The
competitive freight rate for an FEU is between US$1 ,600 and US$1 ,900.
The concluding open questions examine the port (or ports) of arrival (discharge port)
and port (or ports) of depmiure (loading pmi) used by respondents when shipping
between China-New Zealand. The findings show that the New Zealand port of
'Auckland' is the dominant discharge port and, or, port of loading for Chinese
shippers, with 49.2% of respondents using this port. Second to Auckland, 14.9% of
respondents state that the triadic combination of 'Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton' are
the next dominant port locations for discharging and, or, loading. The remaining
proportion of respondents give an array of different New Zealand port combinations.
In regard to the dominant discharge ports and, or, ports of loading in China, the
findings reveal that respondents dominantly use the port in closest spatial proximity to
them. The results show that in South China, the close spatial proximity respondents
have to multiple ports allows South China respondents to use altering discharge ports
and, or, pmis of loading (i.e., Yantain, Chiwan, Skekou, Mawan, Guangzhou,
Huangpu). However, the respondents open comments show that the large South China
port of 'Yantian' is preferred. In Central China, the port of Shanghai dominates, with
the smaller periphery ports of 'Ningbo' and 'Nanjing' used only in combination with
the pmi of Shanghai. Likewise, in the North China port cities of 'Qingdao ', 'Tianjin'
and 'Dalian ', the respondents surveyed in each of these locations state that the local
poti is the key port of discharge and, or, loading.

6.3.3 Service Performance: Problems and Areas for Improvement
6.3.3.1

Common Service Problems

The analysis examining the common problems respondents frequently encounter with
shipping companies, reveals that a high proportion of respondents experience a few
problems with their chosen shipping companies. In particular, the findings reveal that
'cargo damage' is not considered a problem, with no respondents identifying this
factor as a problem. As illustrated in Figure 6.8, respondents reveal that if a problem
exists it is most likely to be that the company fails to provide 'real time freight
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tracking' and, or, 'fails to promptly respond to customer calls. A small proportion of
respondents also acknowledge that problems frequently exist with 'inaccurate
documentation', bill of lading being released late' the 'guarantee of space on vessel'
and 'access to information'. Respondents are also invited to state any other service
problems they encounter with their shipping company, the responses from this option
are listed as follows:
'Greater flexibility on terms and conditions of fare payments'
'Fare of reefer container too high'
'Poor information on shipment transit points'
'Freight fare competitiveness'
'Lack of ability to guarantee capacity'
Figure 6.8: Common Problems with Service Provider
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Service Factors for Improvement

Building upon question four in the service profile section of the questionnaire,
respondents are also asked 'What are the key service factors that your shipping
company can improve on to better meet your needs?'. Interestingly, although only a
low proportion of respondents explicit state and identify with the problems presented
in question four, a high proportion identify areas for service improvement. It is
therefore questionable as to whether a mitigating cultural influence determines the
reaction to question four. The concept of 'saving face', both one's own and the 'face'
of others, might explain the reluctance to explicitly identify service problems. In
Chinese relationships, business and personal, it is deemed critical to maintain 'face'
and avoid conflict that may offend the 'face' of others (Si and Cullen, 1998).
Explicitly identifying service problems may be perceived to create such conflict and
subsequently offend the 'face' of the shipping agent, and therefore gives rise to the
low proportion of respondents stating that problems exist.
In contrast, presenting respondents with the opportunity to state areas for service
improvement means that the 'face' of Chinese shippers can be maintained and
disagreement and conflict a voided. Consequently, a high proportion of respondents
answered question five and clearly state areas where they feel service improvements
could be made. The findings reveal that 71.6% of respondents would like to see an
improvement in the freight rates, specifically, more competitive 1ower freight rates
being offered. A high proportion of respondents (58.2%) would also like better
customer service, with greater information sharing between agents and shippers. A
further, 47.8% desire a faster transit time, and 44.8% indicate that they would like a
more reliable service. In a similar manner to question four, respondents are also asked
to identify any other areas where they feel a service improvement could be made. The
following comments are in response to this option:
' A payment period with some limits'
'Allow 30 days of payment period'
'Capacity guaranteed'
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Figure 6.9: Key Service Factors Shipping Companies Need to Improve On
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been discussed and explored in the preceding section. In particular, attention focused
upon the ports of call Chinese shippers currently use when trading cargo between
China and New Zealand. Additionally, the future port preferences of Chinese shippers
were also investigated. The findings clearly reveal that, with relation to New Zealand
ports, the ports of Auckland, Wellington and Lyttelton are the dominant ports of
discharge or loading for Chinese shippers. Alternatively, in regards to the dominant
ports used within China, for North China, Shanghai, Xin-gang and Qingdao are the
key ports for discharge or loading and for South China the larger ports of Yantian,
Shekou and Guangzhou/Huangpu are preferred.
The assessment of the shipping compames used by respondents to move cargo
between New Zealand and China reveals a wide range of shipping lines in
competition for Chinese cargo. The questions addressing the nature of the current
service find the typical current service in the New Zealand-China market to be:
weekly, with a transit time of between 21 to 25 days, with generally good reliability,
with a TEU freight rate of between US$800 - $900 and, or, a FEU freight rate of
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between US $1,600- US$1 ,900. Finally, the questions addressing service problems
and areas for improvement reveal that respondents feel limited problems exist with
shipping companies services, however, if improvements could be made, respondents
indicated they would like to see more competitive freight rates and better customer
service.

6.4

Shipping Service Selection

This section provides an insight into the organisational influences (external and
internal) that shape shipping service selection. The previous section profiled the
dimensions of the current service offerings in the China-New Zealand market, the
objective of this section is to provide greater insight into the influences that govern
final selection. Specifically, the degree of influence that other organisations have on
shipping service selection is reviewed, as are the external and internal influences
impinging on the selection of a service.

6.4. 1 Organisational influences on shipping service selection

The investigation into the degree of influence other organisations have on Chinese
shippers' shipping service selection, reveals that a high proportion of respondents
perceive that other organisations have only a limited degree of influence upon their
service selection. The findings (illustrated in Figure 6.1 0) show that 26.9% of
respondents state that other organisations have a 'very low' influence upon service
selection, with a further 34.3% stating that other organisations have only a 'low to
moderate' influence upon service selection. Interestingly, only 7.5% of respondents
assert that other organisations have a high degree of influence over service selection
and no more than a mere 3% of respondents stated that other organisations have a
'very high' degree of influence.
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Figure 6.10: The degree of influence other organisations have on shipping service
selection
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Internal and external influences on the selection process

The analysis presented on shipping service selection now turns to integrate specific
investigation into the internal and external influences on the selection process. As can
be expected from business-to-business organisations, multiple actors within an
organisation shape the final selection decision. In the captured sample of Chinese
shippers, the findings show that the 'marketing manager' is the individual within the
organisation that is most likely influence the final selection outcome. A total of 23.8%
of respondents highlighted the high level of influence held by the marketing manager.
However, closely following the marketing manager, 22.3% of respondents' indicate
that the 'general manager' of the company also has a high level of influence in the
final selection decision. The 'operations manager' and 'transport and logistics
manager' are also citied by a high proportion of respondents (17.9% and 13.4%
respectively), as having an influential role in determining shipping service selection.
Figure 6.11: Individuals within organisation that influence selection process.
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The analysis into the shipping service selection process of Chinese shippers now turns
to examine the external influences that shape the final selection or decision outcome.
Specifically, the external organisations that influence the selection process are
reviewed. The results reveal that Chinese shippers perceive the 'export client' to have
the strongest degree of influence in the service selection - 23.8% of respondent's state
that the export client has the strongest influence in selection. Second to the export
client, 16.4% of respondents state that both the 'import client' and the 'freight
forwarder' also strongly influence the selection outcome. The remaining results show
the combination of organisations that respondents identify as influencing selection.
Interestingly, these results appear to reveal that Chinese shipper selection is at times
influenced by multiple external organisations. This is result that would appear to
contradict the initial finding presented in section 6.4.1, that other organisations have
only a 'low to moderate' degree of influence in selection.
Figure 6.12: External organisations that have strongest influence in selection
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Summary: Shipping Service Selection

The factors influencing the service selection process of Chinese shippers were
investigated in the previous section. The results from this section show that Chinese
shippers perceive other organisations to have only a moderate degree of influence on
the selection process, in particular, a notable proportion of respondents indicate that
other organisations, in fact, have a very low degree of influence in the selection
process and final decision outcome. Yet, further analysis investigating, specifically
the external organisations that have an influence in the selection decision, reveal that
the 'export client' holds a high degree of influence in the selection process, as does
the 'import client' and the 'freight forwarder'. Moreover, a number of dyadic and
triadic external organisational interactions also appear to merge to influence the
selection process. In regard to the internal firm influences that interact to influence
the selection process, the findings show that the individual within the organisation that
is perceived to have the largest influence upon selection is the marketing manager
closely followed by the 'general manager' and the 'operations manager'.

6.5

Discrete Choice Model Results

This section presents the results derived from the stated preference discrete choice
model. The structure of the section is as follows. In sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, the
results derived from the proportional hazards regression model and the stepwise
regression models are presented. A comparative analysis is then performed in section
6.5.3; it is conducted in order to investigate whether notable differences exist between
South and North Chinese shippers. Moreover, the comparative analysis also tests the
content validity of the discrete choice model results. The probability of selection for
each of the 36 discrete choice model alternatives is analysed. A summary outlining
the implications the research results have for industrial service design process is then
offered in 6.5.4.

6.5.1

Proportiona l Hazards Regression Results

The results from the proportional hazards regression analysis are reported in this
section. A multinominal logit model is estimated using the full set of choice attributes.
The model compares the respondents' choice preferences on each level of each of the
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respective attributes in order to determine the relative utility associated with each
given attribute.

The output of each multinominal logit model presents the parameter estimate,
standard enor statistic, the W alds chi -square statistic and the p-values for each level
of the attributes. The parameter estimate reveals the slope coefficients of the
proportional hazards regression. A positive parameter estimate reveals that the
attribute level in question is prefened over the base level of that attribute and a
negative parameter estimate shows that the attribute level is preferred less than the
base level of that attribute. Note that one level of each attribute is assigned as the
base level and the base levels have parameter estimates of zero. The Walds ChiSquare statistic is the square of the parameter estimate divided by the associated
standard error (Kuhfeld, 2000) and reveals the relative value respondents place on the
level of any given attribute (i.e., the higher the value of the chi square statistic, the
higher the value placed on the level of the attribute by the respondents). Finally, the pvalues of the statistics reveal the level of significance associated with each of the
attribute levels.

Table 6.2 shows the significant results for this model specification. The parameter
estimate for only two of the attributes (Auckland Yes, Rate 1) are significant to at
least the 5% level. The proportional hazards regression results show that the Chinese
respondents in their selection decisions strongly prefer a service that includes the key
New Zealand hub port of Auckland as a port of call. The results indicate that
respondents place the most value on this aspect of the shipping service. Second to the
inclusion oft he port of Auckland, the Chinese respondents prefer a service, which
offers the very lowest freight rate option ($US850/dry 20' cont., $US2, 500/ree.fer 20'
cont., $US60/break bulk).
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Table 6.2: Significant multinomiallogit results from proportional hazards regression

*** Significant at 99% level of statistical confidence {p<0.01 );
significant at 95% level
confidence {p<0.05); * significant at 90% level of statistical confidence {p<0.1 0)

statistical

The remaining five choice set attributes (Frequency 1, Guangzhou/Huangpu Yes,
Customer Service 1, Shanghai No, and Xin-gang No) are significant at the 10% level.
The Wald Chi-Square statistics of the remaining attributes are valued similarly,
suggesting that respondents may weigh the importance of the attributes more or less
equally. Closer examination highlights that the attribute 'Frequency 1' (Weekly
Service) is deemed to be the third most valued attribute. This shows that providing a

regular weekly service has a much greater impact on respondents' service choices
than having a bi-weekly or monthly service.

The next influential service attribute respondents prefer within a China-New Zealand
service, is the inclusion of the South China ports of Guangzhou or Huangpu as ports
of call. However, as the parameter estimate for Guangzhou/Huangpu Yes is notably
higher than all other attributes and a correspondingly high standard error statistic is
given, caution is advised against the relative weighting placed upon this attribute in a
service design context. Customer Service 1 (Sales agents respond quickly providing
accurate information) is the final significant service attribute to be included within the

model. Surprisingly, this result reveals that in their service selection decisions Chinese
respondents are not strongly influenced by the level of customer service received. The
results show that offering Auckland as a key port of call, together with a low freight
rate and a weekly service, outweighs providing a superior customer service.
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The remammg significant attributes (Shanghai No, and Xin-gang No) show that
respondents would not prefer a service that fails to include Shanghai and Xin-gang as
ports of call. The parameter estimates of Shanghai No and Xin-gang No are
negatively signed, providing evidence that respondents strongly demand and value a
shipping service that integrates these port calls into its scheduled service.
The proportional hazards regression model for the Chinese shipper choice set data is
highly significant overall and has a satisfactory level of explanatory power. The
significance of the overall model is indicated by the model's likelihood ratio-x 2,
(321.3194), which as Table 6.2 illustrates is significant at the 1% level. The global

null hypothesis therefore could be rejected under this model. The explanatory power
of the model, represented by the rho-squared and adjusted rho-squared was found to
be reasonable, with a rho-squared of (0.166253) and an adjusted rho-squared of
(0.150731).
6.5.2 Stepwise Regression Analysis

The relatively small strata set of choices obtained from the present research sample,
together with the large number of attributes presented in the discrete choice model
restricted the ability of the full proportional hazards model to generate a balanced set
of choice probabilities. In light of the difficulty encountered with the full proportional
hazards regression model, stepwise regression procedures are implemented to further
evaluate the choice probabilities of the Chinese shipper sample. Given that stepwise
methodologies evaluate the relative importance of variables in a model, they are
considered a highly appropriate statistical method to employ in the current research
context.

The choice results derived from the stepwise regression analysis are shown in Table
6.3. The multinominal logit model estimated from the stepwise analysis uses the
identical set of choice set attributes as the prior multinominal logit model derived
from the proportional hazards regression analysis. The results show that only two
choice set attributes (Auckland No and Rate 1) are significant at the 1% level. This
result is consistent with the results from the proportional hazards regression.
However, as Table 6.2 reveals a wider range of attributes are also integrated into the
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stepwise models at the 5% and 10% level of significance. The choice set attributes of
Shanghai No, Xin-gang No and Customer Service 2 are all significant at the 5% level
in both the forward selection and forward stepwise models, with the sign of the
parameter estimates negative. This closely reinforces the results from the proportional
hazards regression model and illustrates the strong effect that these respective
attributes have upon Chinese shippers' service selection decisions.
The attributes, Guangzhou/Huangpu Yes and Yantain No, are significant at the 5%
level in the forward selection model, however only significant at the 10% in the
forward stepwise model. This perhaps indicates that the two South China port calls
are only moderately valued by Chinese shippers and that respondents may be more
likely to trade-off the inclusion of one of the South China port calls for a lower rate.
The choice set attribute of Frequency 3 (monthly service) is significant at the 10%
level in the forward selection model, however significant at the 5% level in the
forward stepwise model. As expected, the sign for Frequency 3 is negative across both
models, supporting the prior finding outlined in Section 6.5.1 that Chinese shippers
strongly value a weekly service.
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Table 6.3: Significant multinomiallogit results from Stepwise Regression Procedures
Variables

Forward Selection

Auckland No
Rate 1
Customer Service 2
Reliability 3
Guangzhou Yes
Xin-gang No
Shanghai No
Frequency 3
Documentation 3
Yantain No
Timaru Yes
Hong Kong Yes
-

-

-

---

-~-

---------

Summary statistics
Observations
Steps
Log-Likelihood (Un restricted)
Log-Likelihood (Restricted)
Degrees of Freedom
Likelihood Ratio
Pz

Parameter
Estimate
-0.84788
(0.12096)
1.08336
(0.14655)
-0.54540
(0.17714)
-0.28255
(0.14768)
0.39552
(0.11294)
-0.39635
(0.12444)

Wald's ChiSquare
49.1375***

-0.46727
(0.12377)
-0.25826
(0.14276)
-0.32490
(0.16770)
-0.30966
(0.13574)
ns

0.0002**

54.6471***
9.4794**
3.6603*
12.2650**
10.1446**

3.2730*
3.7532*
5.2042**
ns

0.24089
3.8546*
(0.12269)
- ------ --Forward Selection

---------

603
11
1940.982
1634.949
11
306.0333***
0.157669

Forward Stepwise
Parameter
Estimate
-0.88366
(0.13670)
0.88499
(0.18739)
-0.65571
(0.19301)
ns

Wald's ChiSquare
41.7871***

0.70711
0.25910
-0.29562
(0.13846)

7.4480*

22.3046***
11.5420**
ns

4.5586**

-0.36746
(0.13754)
-0.45835
(0.18657)
-0.32937
(0.18201)
-0.27451
(0.15589)
0.30566
(0.16522)
ns
-

-

7.1381**
6.0352**
3.2749*
3.1011*
3.5399*
ns

-- Forward Stepwise

--

-

----- -

-

-------

603
19
1940.982
1622.516
19
318.4664***
0.164075

p'"
0.142213
0.148619
..
..
*** S1gn1f1cant at 99% level of stat1st1cal confidence (p<0.01 ); ** S1gn1flcant
at 95% level of stat1st1cal
confidence (p<0.05); *significant at 90% level of statistical confidence (p<0.1 0); ns = not significant;
standard errors are in parenthesis.

One other variable also had reasonably consistent effects on respondents' choices
across the two stepwise models. The parameter estimate for documentation 3
(documentation inaccurate (less than 95% accuracy)), is negatively signed and

significant at the 10% level in each stepwise model. This suggests that Chinese
shippers may encounter problems with the accuracy of shipment documentation and
highlights that poor documentation accuracy can adversely influence service choice.
The remaining three choice set attributes (Reliability 3, Hong Kong Yes, Timaru Yes)
are at the fringe of being significant at the 10% level. Reliability 3 and Hong Kong
Yes are significant within the forward selection model and Timaru Yes is significant
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at the 10% level within the forward stepwise model. As expected, the parameter
estimate under reliability 3 is negative. This shows that the Chinese shippers place
some value to a shipping service that offers a regular and reliable service (reliability 3
=

always departs and arrives with 3 days of scheduled dates).

In contrast to the proportional hazards regression model, the explanatory power of the
two stepwise models fail to change greatly. The rho-squared and adjusted rho-squared
is slightly larger for the forward stepwise model than for the forward selection model.
The adjusted rho-squared increases from 0.142213 to 0.148619 in the forward
stepwise model, therefore, it could be concluded that the explanatory power oft he
later model is slightly better. Furthennore, as expected, the ratio index for both
stepwise models was significant at the 1% level, thus rejecting the null hypothesis.
6.5.3 Comparative Regional Analysis: South China vs. North
China

Given the vast geographical size of China, two strata sets are constructed from the full
choice model data to directly analyze the responses made by South versus North
China shippers. It would be expected that given the spatial dimensions underlying port
selection, the multinomial logit model results for South China shippers would show a
greater ratio of South China ports than North China ports. Conversely, it would be
expected that for North China shippers, a greater ratio o f North China p orts rather
than South China ports would be present. However, with regard to service choice set
attributes, it would be expected that the same attributes to those selected in the full
model analysis would appear (i.e., rate, customer service, and documentation).
Forward selection and forward stepwise multinomial logit models are conducted to
evaluate weather or not the preferences for shipping service attributes differ between
South and North Chinese shippers.

6.5.3.1
South China Strata Results
The m ultinomiall ogit model findings from the stepwise regression analysis on the

South China strata set are shown in Table 6.4 The model findings show, as expected,
results consistent with those just proposed. That is, as expected, the South China
model includes a notably higher ratio of South China ports than North China ports
and, moreover, the dominant service attributes included in the models are consistent
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with the prior research findings. The results for the respective stepwise model reveal
that the choice set attributes of Auckland No, Rate 1, Guangzhou I Huangpu No are
all highly significant at the 1% level. The sign for both, Auckland No and Guangzhou
I Huangpu No are negative, thus indicating that South Chinese respondents would not

strongly value a shipping service if it fails to call at these respective ports. The lowest
freight rate option (rate 1) is once more strongly valued by South Chinese respondents
over and above all other service attributes, providing evidence that South Chinese
shippers are highly price conscious.

The parameter estimates for the choice set attributes, Mawan No, Yantain No and
Customer Service 2, are significant at the 5% level and are negatively signed. This
result reflects the high dominance of South China ports within the multinominallogi t
model. The South China respondents indicate, as port selection literature would
predict, a strong preference for a shipping service that includes Mawan and Yantain as
ports of call. The service attribute of 'Customer Service' is also once more shown to
hold some influence over respondents in their selection decisions, with respondents
indicating that they do not value a service in which sales agents fail to respond to
inquires and which provides no information is provided (customer service 2).
Several other choice model attributes of importance were also included in the
stepwise models. These include Ningbo Yes, Shekou Yes, Frequency 2, and Lyttelton
Yes. The choice model attributes of Frequency 2 and Lyttelton Yes are positively
signed and significant at the 5% level in the forward stepwise model, yet significant at
the 1% level in the forward selection model. This result is of interest, as both
attributes do not appear in the prior full stepwise or proportional hazards models as
exhibited in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. Hence, their inclusion indicates that they hold specific
value to South Chinese shippers. The remaining choice set attributes, Ningbo Yes and
Shekou Yes, are significant at the 1%. As would be expected, the sign for Ningbo Yes
is negatively signed, indicating that Chinese shippers would not value a service that
calls at the North China port of Ningbo. In contrast, the sign for Shekou Yes is
positive. Finally, the results also highlight that South Chinese shippers value a service
that calls fortnightly (frequency 2) at a South Chinese mainland port.
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The performance of the overall stepwise models for the South China strata set is
adequate. The null hypothesis is successfully rejected at the 1% level for both
stepwise models, with the likelihood ratios for the forwar.d selection and forward
stepwise models being, 118.3185 and 124.4953, respectively. However, the
explanatory power of the models is slightly poorer than for the previous model
specifications. The explanatory power for the forward selection was still relatively
lower than for the forward stepwise, with an adjusted rho-squared of 0.127026
compared to 0.13591.
Table 6.4: Significant multinomiallogit results from Stepwise Regression Procedures
on South China Strata Set
Variables

Auckland No
Rate 1
Customer Service 2
Ningbo Yes
Shekou Yes
Yantain No
Mawan No
Frequency 2
Guangzhou No
Lyttelton Yes

Summary statistics

Forward Selection

Forward Stepwise

Parameter
Estimate
-0.90126
(0.21380)
0.99751
(0.24309)
-0.79133
(0.22985)
ns

Wald's ChiSquare
17.7703***

0.38659
(0.18468)
-0.65916
(0.20791)
-0.65549
(0.20304)
0.52094
(0.27476)
-0.89315
(0.17660)
0.38090
(0.21347)

4.3819*

16.8388***
11.8530**
ns

10.0519**
10.4220**
3.5948*
25.5781***
3.1838*

Parameter
Estimate
-0.95746
(0.22271)
1.04033
(0.24793)
-0.85325
(0.26046)
-0.37273
(0.19077)
0.34701
0.19235
-0.83876
(0.22588)
-0.74160
(0.21564)
0.62080
(0.3051 0)
-0.92540
0.17963
0.58235
(0.24673)

Wald's ChiSquare
18.4832***
17.6071***
10.7317**
3.8173*
3.2548*
13.7886**
11.8276**
4.1403**
26.5414***
5.571 0**

Forward Selection

Forward Stepwise

225
9
695.277

225
12
695.277

576.959

570.782

9
118.3185***
0.170174

12
124.4953***
0.179058

0.127026

0.13591

Observations
Steps
Log-Likelihood (Un restricted)
Log-Likelihood (Restricted)
Degrees of Freedom
Likelihood Ratio

p"
p-L

*** Significant at 99% level of statistical confidence (p<0.01 ); ** significant at 95% level of statistical
confidence (p<0.05); *significant at 90% level of statistical confidence (p<0.1 0); ns = not significant;
standard errors are in parenthesis.

North China Strata Results
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Table 6.5 shows the multinomial logit model findings found from the stepwise
regressiOn analysis on the North China strata set. The model findings show, as
expected, that the North China model includes a notably higher ratio of North China
potis than South China ports. Interestingly, the service attributes significant in each of
the North China stepwise models are slightly different to previous results using the
full stepwise and proportional hazard models. As Table 6.5 shows, the choice set
attributes with the highest level of significance are Auckland No, Rate 1, Xin-gang No
and documentation 3. The choice model attribute Rate 1 is significant at the 1% level
across both the forward selection and forward stepwise models, with its parameter
estimate statistic notably higher than all other attributes included in each of the
models. The sign for rate 1 is again positive, consistent with all the previous model
findings and this once more reinforces the highly price conscious nature of Chinese
shippers.
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Table 6.5: Significant multinomiallo git results from Stepwise Regression Procedures
on North China Strata Set
Variables

Auckland No
Rate 1
Customer Service 1
Shanghai No
Xingang No
Ningbo No
Dalian No
Time 1
Xiamen No
Documentation 3
Hong Kong No
Tauranga No
Timaru Yes
~--~-----

Parameter
Estimate
-0.88441
(0.17131)
1.18496
(0.18450)
0.68263
(0.21112)
-0.55078
(0.16055)
-0.62978
(0.14854)
-0.26241
(0.14950)
ns

Observations
Steps
Log-Likelihood (Un restricted)
Log-Likelihood (Restricted)
Degrees of Freedom

Forward Stepwise

Wald's ChiSquare
26.6530***

Parameter
Estimate
-0.91221
(0.17870)
1.11856
(0.24714)
0.82471
(0.22716)
-0.45371
(0.17153)
-0.61350
(0.17104)

Wald's ChiSquare
26.0595**

3.0807*

ns

ns

ns

3.6804*

3.0656*

-0.37266
(0.19425)
ns

3.6201*

ns

ns

41.2486***
10.4552**
11.7686**
17.9758***

0.31231
(0.17837)
-0.30403
(0.15979)
-0.76928
(0.18113)
-0.48504
(0.17297)
ns

18.0382***

ns

ns

------------~---

Summary statistics

Likelihood Ratio
p2
p-<

Forward Selection

---

7.8629**
ns

--~---

Forward Selection

------

378
10
1216.735

20.4847***
13.1810**
6.9963**
12.8656**

ns

-0.71859
12.7009**
(0.20163)
-0.34835
3.6337*
(0.18275)
-0.27122
3.0146*
(0.15621)
0.44988
6.7739**
(0.17285)
--- - -----------------Forward Stepwise
378
13
1216.735

984.395
10
232.3401

979.293
13

237.4421
0.190954
0.195147
0.166298
0.170491
*** Srgnrfrcant at 99% level of statrstrcal confrdence (p<0.01 ); ** srgnrfrcant at 95% level of statrstrcal
confidence (p<0.05); *significant at 90% level of statistical confidence (p<0.1 0); ns = not significant;
standard errors are in parenthesis.
0

0

0

0

The significance of Auckland No, Xin-gang No and Documentation 3 alters between
the forward selection and forward stepwise models. In the forward selection model,
the attributes are all significant at the 1% level, however in the forward stepwise
model, the attributes' significances fall to the 5% level. Yet, although the significance
differs between models, the sign association for all three attributes remains highly
consistent. This shows that North Chinese respondents do not value excluding the
New Zealand hub port of Auckland and the North Chinese port of Xin-gang as a port
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of call in a shipping service. Furthermore, the findings reveal that North Chinese
shippers place a higher value on the importance of documentation. The sign for
documentation 3 is negative, reflecting that the North Chinese do not value a service
that offers 'inaccurate documentation' (less than 95% accuracy). In each of the
stepwise models the choice attribute customer service 1, is positively signed and
significant at the 5% level. This result suggests that the North Chinese hold a much
stronger orientation towards the quality of customer service, thus reinforcing the prior
result emphasising the importance of accurate documentation. The two findings
together suggest that a strong customer service focus will positively influence North
Chinese shippers' selection decisions.
The remaining choice model attribute consistently significant at the 5% level in both
stepwise models is Shanghai No. As expected, the sign for Shanghai No is negative
indicating that respondents do not value a shipping service that fails to include this
port of call within their service route. The additional North China port attributes
significant between the 5% or 10% are Ningbo No and Dalian No. Furthermore, two
South China port attributes, Xiamen No and Hong Kong No, are significant between
5% or 10%. Given the entrep6t function 26 of Hong Kong's port, the result integrating
Hong Kong as a valued port of call for North Chinese shippers is not surprising. Yet,
the inclusion of Xiamen is not expected. This result may reflect that Xiamen is a
consolidation point for a number of North Chinese shippers. Interestingly, two
additional New Zealand ports are also included in the Forward Stepwise model. The
port attributes o f T imaru Yes and T auranga No are significant at the 5 % and 1 0%
levels, with positive and negative signs, respectively. Hence, the results indicate that
North Chinese shippers value a shipping service that includes Timaru as a port of call
and inversely, do not value a service that fails to call at the New Zealand port of
Tauranga.

The final service attribute also significant at the 10% level in the forward selection
model is that of time 1 (15 days). The result would suggest that the North China
shippers appear to have a preference for a shipping service offering a short transit
time. However, given that the result is not consistent between the two models, caution
26

The entrep6t function is an integral feature of the Hong Kong port. Entrep6t refers to 'a specialised
port-of-call serving as a collecting centre, where cargoes are held for loading or for distribution as in
the cases of Hong Kong and Singapore for eastern Asia (Ho Kim Him, 1996, p. 6).
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is advised against the relative weighting placed upon the finding. The summary
statistics in Table 6.5 show that each of the North China stepwise models are
significant overall. The null hypotheses for each of the models are rejected at the 1%
level. Overall, the explanatory power of the North China models, is notably higher
than the previous model specifications. In particular, the adjusted rho-squared for the
forward stepwise is reasonably high - 0.170491 and the forward selection model is
satisfactory with an adjusted rho-squared of 0.166298.
6.5.4

Choice Model Validity

The comparative analysis on the South and North China strata sets provides evidence
of content validity. That is, distinct alternations between South and North China port
preferences readily are exhibited, indicating that the information within the choice
model is meaningful to respondents and, therefore, shaped and governed their
selection decisions. If the responses fail to provide such specific spatial port selection
the content, and the face validity of the choice model, would be brought into
disrepute. As a result of the findings preexisting across the stepwise models in the
South and North strata sets, a high degree of concurrent validity is established, thus
enhancing the overall reliability of the choice model findings.
6.5.5

Choice Probabilities

The regression analysis performed estimates the relative importance of the choice set
attributes and their associated levels. However, the weighted importance, or the
probability of choice for each independent choice alternative is not examined. The
probability of individual choice for each of the respective choice alternatives
presented in the choice model is shown in Table 6.6.
Table 6. 6: Choice Probabilities
Choice

A
B

c
D
E

Choice Set

1
0.4925
0.0299
0.0149
0.0149
0.4478

2
0.1045
0.1493
0.1045
0.2537
0.3881

3
0.1493
0.0299
0.0896
0.2388
0.4776<

4
0.0746
0.1940
0.0448
0.4030
0.2836

5
0.4179
0.0597
0.1493
0.0896
0.2836

6
0.0896
0.0448
0.2239
0.1940
0.4478

7
0.0746
0.1343
0.2537
0.0746
0.4627~

8
0.0896
0.0746
0.3582
0.2537
0.2239

9
0.1940
0.0746
0.2090
0.0746
0.4478

The choice alternative with the highest probability (0.4925) of being selected is
Alternative A in Choice Set 1. Examination into the attribute levels included in this
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alternative reveals that it shares common features to the service offering respondents
currently receive when shipping cargo between New Zealand and China (refer back to
section 6.3.2). That is, alternative A offers a weekly sailing, very good reliability, a
25-day transit time, a T EU freight rate o fU S$1 ,000 and a FEU rate of U S$2,600.
Furthermore, the alternative provides extensive port coverage across both New
Zealand and China, calling at all 10 New Zealand ports, five North China ports and
seven South China ports. Interestingly, the customer service provided within the
choice alternative is poor (customer service 2: 'Sales agents fail to respond, no
information provided') and the accuracy of documentation is just satisfactory (99.9%
- 95% accurate). The result indicates that Chinese shippers are prepared to forego

superior customer service and accurate documentation for a competitive freight rate, a
weekly sailing and a wider array of ports calls.
The second highest choice probability (0.4776) is Alternative E in Choice Set 3.
Alternative E represents the choice option 'I would not choose any service'. It would
be expected that given the high probability associated with this choice alternative, the
four choice alternatives presented must have a strong distinguishing characteristic
deterring respondents' choices. Examination of the alternatives presented in choice
set 3, reveals that the strong deterring characteristic is the price of the freight rate.
Given the high level of price sensitivity exhibited by Chinese shippers, this result is
highly consistent with the Chinese shippers' prior selection behaviour. Hence, it is
very apparent that Chinese shippers are unwilling to select a shipping service that fails
to offer a low freight rate. In addition to offering higher freight rates, the alternatives
in Choice Set 3 also comprise of sailing schedules that are predominantly monthly and
service reliability that is, for the most, part poor. It is concluded therefore that such a
combination of attribute levels only reinforces the 'I would not choose any service'
option.

Alternative E in Choice Set 7 has the third highest probability (0.4627) of being
chosen. Once more, the alternatives within this choice set comprises of attribute levels
that Chinese shippers do not highly value. In particular, all the choice alternatives
offered moderate to high freight rates, poor c us to mer service and three oft he four
choice alternatives do not offer a service that called at the New Zealand hub port of
Auckland. Moreover, the choice alternative that did include a service, which called at
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the Port of Auckland, only offered this service on a fortnightly basis and provided a
poor level of customer service. The choice preference exhibited highlights the
importance of providing a service offering that has both a low competitive freight rate
and a regular weekly call at the New Zealand port of Auckland.
Five other choice sets had a probability over 0.4 of being selected. However, three of
the choice sets were the Alternative E choice option, indicating that the alternative
choice sets comprise attribute levels that Chinese respondents do not value.
Interestingly, the final two choice sets that had a choice probability greater than 0.4
(choice set 5: alternative A and choice set 4: alternative D) both contain the lowest
freight rate level, the highest level of customer service and the highest level of
documentation accuracy.

6.5.6 Comparative Analysis: Choice Probabilities of South and
North China Respondents
6.5.6.1

South China Choice Probabilities

In addition to assessing the overall choice probabilities, the choice probabilities for
North and South China respondents are also examined. The rationale underlying the
comparative analysis into choice probabilities is to gain further insight into the choice
selection processes of the respondents and to assess the relative impact geographical
location has upon Chinese shippers' selections.

The alternative that has the highest probability among the South Chinese respondents
is Alternative E in Choice Set's 3 and 7. Table 6.7 illustrates the choice probabilities
derived for the South China respondents. An evaluation of the attribute levels
comprising the respective alternatives in the choice sets reveals that moderate to high
freight rates are consistently offered in all the alternatives provided in Choice Sets 3
and 7. Given the emphasis Chinese respondents place upon freight rate, the selection
of alternative E is thus deemed to be highly consistent with the past selection
behaviour exhibited by Chinese shippers. Moreover, the customer service provided in
the given alternatives is predominantly poor.

The high probabilities associated with the respective 'E alternatives' in the choice
model, undoubtedly reflects the South China respondents fail to find an alternative
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(service offering) that complements their needs. In comparing the choice probability
findings with those from the multinominal logit model for South China (refer back to
Table 6.4), it is evident that no choice set offers an alternative with the composition of
attribute levels indicated to be highly preferred by South Chinese shippers.
However, interestingly, the next highest alternative (0.5200) preferred by South
Chinese shippers is Alternative A in Choice Set 1. This alternative succeeds in
providing the South Chinese respondents with all the ports of call they dominantly
value, and a number of additional ports of call. Yet, it fails to provide a low freight
rate or a high level of customer service, hence conflicting with the results of the South
China multinomina llogit model. It appears, therefore, that South China shippers may
in fact be willing to forego a low freight rate and a high level of customer service for
extended port coverage.
Table 6. 7: Choice Probabilities for South China Strata Set
Choice
1
A

0.5200L~

8

0.0400
0.0600
0.0400
0.4000

c
D
E

2
0.000
0.3600
0.2000
0.8000
0.3600

Choice Set - South China Respondents
3
4
5
6
7
0.0400
0.0800
0.3600
0.1200
0.0800
0.000
0.2000
0.0800
0.000
0.1200
0.2000
0.0800
0.2800
0.2800
0.1200
0.2000
0.2800
0.0800
0.1600
0.1200
0.5600 1 0.3600
0.5600 1 =
0.2000
0.4400

8
0.1600
0.1200
0.0800
0.3200
0.3200

9
0.2000
0.0400
0.2000
0.0400
0.5200L=

North China Choice Probabilities

In contrast, the alternative that has the highest probability (0.5238) of selection among
Nmih Chinese respondents is Alternative C in Choice Set 8, shown in Table 6.8. As
would be expected, this alternative features a high number of the attribute levels
identified as of specific value to North Chinese respondents in the multinominal logit
model outlined and discussed in section 6.5. Parallel to the multinomina llogit model
results, the choice alternative favoured by North Chinese respondents has the lowest
freight rate, provides the fastest transit time, and has the highest 1evel o f c us to mer
service and documentation accuracy.

With regard to the ports of call, strong similarities exist between the choice alternative
preferred and the findings derived from the multinominal logit model. The choice
alternative featured all but one (i.e., Dalian) of the dominant North China port calls
identified as being of value in the multinominal logit model. Interestingly, in the case
of New Zealand ports of call, the choice alternative preferred does not include
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Auckland. However, the New Zealand ports of Tauranga and Timaru are present,
consistent with the multinominal logit model findings. Moreover, the New Zealand
ports of Wellington and Lyttelton are also included. It appears therefore, that North
Chinese respondents are willing to trade-off the port of Auckland for a superior
service offering and a service route that calls at other preferred New Zealand ports.
Table 6.8: Choice Probabilities for North China Strata Set
Choice

Choice Set- North China Respondents

1
A
B

0.4762L=

D

0.0238
0.0238
0.000

E

0.4762L~

c

6.5.7

2
0.1667
0.0238
0.0476
0.3571
0.4048

3
0.2143
0.0476
0.0238
0.2619
0.4286

4
0.0714
0.1905
0.0238
0.4762"=
0.2381

5
0.4524
0.0476
0.0714
0.0952
0.3333

6
0.0714
0.0714
0.1905
0.2143
0.4524

7
0.0714
0.1429
0.3333
0.0476
0.4048

8
0.0476
0.0476
0.5238
0.2143
0.1667

9
0.1905
0.0952
0.2143
0.0952
0.4048

Discrete Choice Result Summary

The former section presented the findings derived from the comprehensive analysis
conducted on the discrete choice model data. In an effort to develop an in-depth
understanding of the critical service dimensions influential in Chinese shippers'
selection decisions, a full exploration of the data set was conducted, together with a
comparative analysis on the North China vs. South China samples. In order to ensure
the reliability and validity of the statistical analysis, multiple multinominal logit
models were run across the full data set and the subsequent North China and South
China strata sets.

On the basis of the regression analysis results observed across both the full China data
set and the North and South strata sets, the critical dimensions, that Chinese shippers
consider when selecting a provider of a shipping service to or from New Zealand were
be readily identified. The critical dimensions or selection criteria influential in
determining Chinese shippers' service selections are summarised in Table 6.9.
Specifically, Table 6.9 illustrates the service attributes that are significant in the
forward stepwise m ultinominall ogit models conducted. The rationale for using the
results from the forward stepwise models is due to the consistently higher adjusted p- 2
the models give.
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Table 6.9: Summary of Significant Service Attributes from Forward Stepwise
Regression Models
SERVICE
ATTRIBUTES
Transit Time to NZ

Freigr1t Rate

Schedule Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call China

ALL CHINA

NORTH CHINA

SOUTH CHINA

ns

15 Days*

ns

$US850/dry 20' cont.
$ US 2500/reefer 20' cont.
$ US 60/break bulk***
Always departs and Arrives on
Scheduled Dates*
Weekly*

$US850/dry 20' cont.
$ US 2500/reefer 20' cont.
$ US 60/break bulk***
ns

$US850/dry 20' cont.
$ US 2500/reefer 20' cont.
$ US 60/break bulk***
ns

ns

Fortnightly**

Documentation always highly
accurate
(99.9% accurate)*
ns

Documentation always highly
accurate
(99.9% accurate)***
ns

ns

ns

Sales agents respond quickly
providing accurate
information**
ns

Sales agents respond quickly
providing accurate
information**
ns

Sales agents respond quickly
providing accurate
information**
ns

Hong Kong*
Shanghai**
Xin-gang**
Yantain**
Guangzhou/Huangpu**

Hong Kong**
Guangzhou/Huangpu***
Shanghai**
Mawan**
Xin-gang**
Yantain**
Ningbo*
Shekou*
Dalian*
Xi amen*
Ports of Call NZ
Auckland***
Auckland**
Auckland***
Timaru*
Tauranga**
Lyttelton**
Timaru**
..
*** S1gn1f1cant at 99% level of stat1st1cal confidence (p<0.01 ); ** s1gn1ficant at 95% level of stat1st1cal confidence
(p<0.05); * significant at 90% level of statistical confidence (p<0.1 0); ns = not significant
Note: For any given attribute level - in the instance where the multinominal logit model derived a negative parameter
estimate result, the inverse of the given attribute level is used in the above table in order to construct an accurate
representation of the respondents' preferred shipping service.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
7.0 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION & FURTHER
RESEARCH
7.1

Introduction

This chapter reports on the research undertaken and discusses the key outcomes
generated in response to the primary research question;

"When selecting an industrial shipping service, what are the
influential service attributes Chinese shippers prefer when trading with
New Zealand, and what trade-offs are made between attributes."

This chapter is divided into seven sections. The chapter begins with a summary of the
thesis and details the evolution of the research. A concise summary of the key
research findings is presented in the second section and the key research conclusions
are then outlined.

The fourth section reveals the principal research implications reached in relation to
the initial research question and the literature discussed in Chapter two. The fifth
section in tum delves more deeply into the theoretical implications the research
findings pose. In particular, a comparison is made with the empirical findings derived
from Dixon's (2001) initial research into New Zealand shipper's choice preferences
and Mummalaneni et al. 's (1996) study into the preferences of Chinese purchasing
managers.

The sixth section discusses the managerial implications of this research for AsiaPacific shipping operators. The discussion highlights the major conflicts that arise in
the industrial service design process and examines a number of the practical and
theoretical implications this has for the future development of industrial service
design strategies. The thesis then concludes b y pinpointing areas worthy of further
theoretical and empirical research.
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Figure 7.0: Conceptual Outline of Thesis Discussion

Summary of Thesis (7.2)

Key Research Findings (7.3)

Research Conclusions (7.4)
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Managerial Implications for Asia
Pacific Shipping Operators (7.7)

Limitations of the Research (7.8)

Further Research Opportunities
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Thesis Summ ary and Evolution of Research

The underlying aim of this study is to identify the critical service attributes that
influence Chinese shipper's selection decisions for providers of shipping services to
or from New Zealand. Likewise, the research endeavour to develop a clearer
understanding of the trade-offs between specific service attributes preceding final
selection decisions. Exploratory interviews were fonnulated to initially identify a
broad array of the service attributes that influence the selection decision of Chinese
shippers. On the basis of the interview results and the literature reviewed and outlined
in Chapter two a discrete choice model was designed.
Within the discrete choice model, 10 key service attributes were integrated and
assessed at various predetermined choice levels. Specifically, the fundamental aspects
integral to the service offering - freight rate, transit time and sailing schedules were
incorporated into the discrete choice model, alongside the varying aspects of a
shipping lines customer service (i.e. documentation, reliability, reputation,
performance of sales agents). The service routes to be offered (i.e., the composition of
port calls) were also integrated into the choice model. Additional service, trade and
selection profiles were also gathered, and this provided a solid platform from which to
analyse the characteristics of the Chinese shippers' shipping service preferences and
from which to observe the underlying influences shaping their final selection decision.
The data for the discrete choice model and profiling sections were gathered in person
by the researcher and analysed in sequential stages. General analysis commenced on
the profile-based data. Data frequencies and cross tabulations were performed before
more detailed statistical analysis commenced on the discrete choice model data.
Proportional hazards and stepwise regression methodologies were run on the discrete
choice model data. The analysis approach allowed for general analysis to be
conducted on the full data-set comprising all Chinese shipper responses, before more
specific geographical comparisons between North and South China respondents were
executed. The key findings oft he quantitative stage oft he research reveal that the
service attribute of greatest importance to Chinese shippers is the price/cost of the
freight rate, a result largely inconsistent with prior empirical research in transportation
selection literature.
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Summary of Research Findings

The following section presents a summary of the key research finding
s, drawn from
the research results of the discrete choice model outlined in Chapter
six. The findings
are then further compared with the associated literature and empiri
cal research
discussed in Chapter two. On the basis of the research findings and
the associated
literature review, the major research implications arising from
the findings are
discussed.

7.3. 1 Discrete Choice Result Summary
Counter to expectations, the research findings from the discrete
choice analysis
suggest that, for Chinese shippers, the 'freight rate' is the key
selection criteria
determining the final selection decision. Chinese shippers exhibi
t a bias towards
choice alternatives that provide the lowest freight rate level and, moreo
ver, display a
strong tendency to select Alternative E (I would not choose any servic
e) in choice sets
that consistently have choice alternatives with moderate to high freigh
t rate 1evels.
Hence, when they face service alternatives offering moderate to high
freight rates,
they opt to choose 'no' service at all.
Interestingly, the findings suggest that Chinese shippers are not willin
g to trade-off
freight rate for other improvements in service offerings. The finding
s thus conflict
with prior empirical findings in the freight transportation literature, which
consistently
emphasise that service dimensions are the key deterministic criterion
on which carrier
selections decisions are made. Notably, the findings fail to find suppo
rt Brooks (1990)
research finding, which suggests that 'transit time' in particular has
e valved as the
sole deterministic criterion governing the final selection decision. Only
in the North
China strata set results did transit time emerge to be significantly
valued by
respondents, however, the level of significance associated with the attribu
te was low.
Chinese shippers identify a number of specific port calls to be the next
most important
selection criterion that determines the final selection decisio
n. This finding
specifically emphasises the importance that the shipping service
route has in the
Chinese shippers' final selection decision. The most striking result
derived from the
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discrete choice model is the overwhelming value Chinese shippers place on the
port of
Auckland. Yet, given the stature ofthe pmi of Auckland as New Zealan d's major
hub,
particularly as an 'impor t port', this result is expected. This result also concur
s with
both the results from the trade analysis (refer back to Chapter four) and the
results
derived from the service and trade profiling questions. In addition to Auckla
nd, the
New Zealand ports of Timam and Tauranga are identified to be valued ports
of call,
specifically for North Chinese shippers. Alternatively, South China shippers
identify
the port ofLytte lton as a valued port of call.
Table 7.0 summarises the selection criteria identified as significantly influen
tial in
detennining Chinese shippers' service selections. Specifically, it illustrates the
service
attributes that are significant in the forward stepwise multinominal logit
models
conducted. The rationale for using the results from the forward stepwise models
is due
to the consistently higher adjusted p- 2 the models give.
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Table 7.0: Summa ry of Significant Service Attributes from Forwar
d Stepwise
Regression Models

Frequency 3

-0.45835

0.0140

-0.32937

0.0703

-0.71859

-0.29562

0.0328

-0.61350

0.0003

-0.36746

0.0075

-0.45371

0.0082

-0.37266

0.0551

0.0004

Frequency 2
Xin-gang No

0.62080

0.70711

0.0064

-0.27451

0.0782

-0.88366

<.0001
0.0643

0.0419

0.

-0.27122

0.0825

Note: In the instance were the multinom inallogi t statistics are in brackets *, the
inverse of the given
attribute level has been used in the above table in order to construct an accurate
representation of the
respondents preferred shipping service.

With regard to Chinese ports, the discrete choice model results reveal
that the
respective value held towards a particular port of call is largely a function of,
firstly,
the geographic location of the shipper and, secondly, the spatial proximity
of the
shipper to the port. That is, in the absence of substitution options, a shipper
opts to
select the port of call closest to them. For South China shippers, the South China
ports
of Huangpu/Guangzhou, Yantain, Skekou, Mawan are all valued as key ports
to be
included in a shipping service route. In contrast, and as expected North China
shippers
place high value on the North Chinese ports of Shanghai, Xin-gang and Qingda
o and,
as such, exhibit a strong preference for these respective ports to be included in
a given
service route. These results provide support for the traditional hinterland concep
t, a
phenomena that Charlier (1993) argues still retains considerable relevan
ce in
developing countries (cited in: Hoyle, 1999, p. 1). Furthermore, this result highlig
hts
the interplaying effect service routes have in detennining service selection
and the
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importance of tailoring a service route with a composition of port
calls that are
strongly preferred by shippers.

7.4

Research Conclusions

To achieve competitiveness, differentiation strategies have become
essential in the
provision of shipping services (Panayides and Gray, 1999). Research
in the field of
industrial service management advocates that firms should strive
to possess a
differential advantage, through the creation of superior customer value
(Matthyssens
and Vandenbempt, 1998; Hoffman, 2000). Fundamental to the creatio
n of superior
customer value is comprehending and developing an accurate unders
tanding of
customers' perceptions of service attributes and the related selecti
on criteria
customers adopt when purchasing services comprised of those attribu
tes (Gordon,
Calantone, Benedetto and Kaminski, 1993).
The challenge in designing a service that creates superior value and facilita
tes a strong
competitive edge is in accurately acquiring an understanding
of the web of
interactions that influence customer selection and choice. As LeBla
nc (1987) aptly
notes, 'understanding the decision process of organisational buyers
is a first step in
being able to predict the actions ofthes e buyers' (p.6). It is the exami
nation of aspects
of this decision process that has been the principal focus of this
present research.
Specifically, it has sought to develop a clearer understanding of Chine
se shippers'
choice behaviours and to determine the degree of influence specific
service attributes
have in the final service selection decision.
On the basis of the research findings, the current research study has
established that
two critical service dimensions influence the final selection decisio
ns of Chinese
shippers. The first and most influential service dimension is the compe
titiveness of the
freight rate offered. The choice patterns and decision responses from
the exploratory
research clearly conclude that Chinese shippers are strongly influenced
by the price of
the freight rate. Results also suggest that an overall increase in the
price of freight
rates would cause Chinese shippers to re-evaluate shipping service provid
ers and this,
in tum, may serve to stimulate switching behaviour. Hence, for
shipping line
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operators serving the Chinese market, pncmg strategies and the end pnce
of the
freight rate is pivotal to patronage.
Interestingly, the second critical dimension found to exist is the routing structu
res or
ports of call offered by shipping line operators. The research findings conclu
sively
reveal that Chinese shippers have distinct port of call preferences and that, more
often
than not, the utility attributed to a specific port call is higher than for specifi
c servicerelated dimens ions such as transit time, frequen cy of sailing s and the directn
ess of
sailings. The results suggest that shipping lines operating in the China-New
Zealand
market must look to optimise service routes. Analysis of the researc
h results
recommends that shipping lines structure service routes to include principle
hub ports
(i.e., Shanghai, Auckland, Lyttelton) and a selective number of growing regiona
l ports
(Qingdao, Dalian, Napier). Additionally, it is recommended that shippin
g line
operators minimise the inclusion of additional indirect fringe port calls, in
order to
effectively balance price efficiencies.
The research findings also confi1m that disparities do exist in the choice
criteria
utilised by Western versus Asian based shippers. On the basis of the differe
nces
between the present research study and the research carried out by Dixon
(200 1), it
decisively concluded that it would be a clear mistake to assume that specific
service
attributes hold the same value and thus could be leveraged in a similar manne
r to
create a sustainable competitive advantage in the Chinese market as in
the New
Zealand market. Thus, despite Chao et al. 's (1996) assertion that given
the trend
towards globalisation, it may be reasonable to assume that the decision
criteria of
Chinese purchasing managers are essentially the same as those of their
Western
counterparts, a strong case exists for developing more localised understanding
of
decision-making behaviour.

Specifically, as the research findings suggest, perceptions and levels of unders
tanding
surrounding specific service characteristics may differ substantially. The
current
research results reveal that Chinese shippers attribute low levels of utility to
servicerelated dimensions and traditionally, Western shippers have imposed high
levels of
utility to these. Hence, a key conclusion that has been drawn from this researc
h is that
Chinese shippers/purchasers may lack the knowledge to be able to effectiv
ely judge
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service quality. Not surprisingly, it is suggested that, for shipping line operato
rs to
successfully develop a distinct competitive advantage, an investment of time
and
knowledge sharing must occur. Shipping line operators must alter prior
localised
knowledge structures and facilitate higher levels of expertise, thereby altering
the
perceptions and expectations surrounding service quality.
Finally, from the results of the discrete choice analysis, the research has
provided
shipping line operators competing in the New Zealand-China market
with a
theoretically-optimal service design solution. This solution is based primar
ily on
Chinese shippe rs' discret e choice r esponses, and their curren t and future behavi
our
intentions. Figure 7.1 firstly outlines the underlying decision process the
research
attributes as typical of a Chinese shipper, before detailing the composition
of the
service solution(s) offered by the research.
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Figure 7. 1: Service Design Solution
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7.5

Research Implications: Re-lnforming the Research
Question
The importance of the freight transport choice, specifically in a sea- freight context, is
reflected in the wide array of empirical research that has previously been conducted in
this field (Jerman, Ronald and Constantin, 1978; Brooks, 1985, 1990; Foster and
Strasser, 1990; Matear and Gray, 1993; Kent and Parker, 1998). The review of
literature, as discusse d in section 2 .7.2 in Chapter two, emphas ised that the choice
decision and selection processes of shippers is predominantly governed by shipping
service versus cost dimensions. Under the umbrella of 'shippin g service dimensi ons'
the empirical research suggests that an array of differing service variables interplay to
influence and dete1mine final service selection. Although independent variations exist
between studies, over time the empirical findings indicate that transit time, equipment,
information capability, service reliability, quality of personnel, and service
(unspecified), are the key service dimensions influential in the selection process
preceding shipping service selection (Foster and Strasser, 1990; Cullinane and Toy,
2000).

Furthermore, the more contemporary literature acknowledges how shippers '
preferences towards service and cost dimensions have altered over time. Early
research points to costs as an integral deciding factor in the freight transportation
selection (Friedlaender, 1969), yet it would appear that as the shipping industry
evolved, the fundamental need of shippers altered and subsequently service
dimensions grew to become stronger determinants of carrier selection. Yet, Brooks
( 1985) concedes that while cost/price is not identified as a key selection determinant,
it is considered to be a key indicator for the re-evaluation of carrier options.
In light of prior empirical research findings and the theoretical work surrounding
transportation and carrier choice, an expectation was held that similar service
preferences would extend across countries. Although there is some debate advocated
that the results and preferences in such environments can be generalised to an Asian
context like China (Tiwari, et al. 2003), in most instances, authors believe that
substantial differences do not prevail between Eastern and Western countries (Chao,
1993; Mummalaneni et al. 1996). It was therefore thought that Chinese shippers
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would not substantially differ in expectations surrounding service quality
and
customer service. In a similar manner to their Western counterparts, it was
expected
that Chinese shippers would focus on service as opposed to cost. That is,
it was not
anticipated that the choice preferences exhibited by Chinese shippers would
greatly
differ from prior research findings. A tendency for Chinese shippers to evaluat
e cost
factors secondary to service dimensions was largely expected.
However, as revealed in Chapter

SIX,

the results differ widely from the results

described in prior studies examining shippers' selection decisions (McGinnis,
1980;
Brooks, 1985, 1990; Foster and Strasser, 1990; Kent and Parker, 1999; Chao,
1993;
Mummalaneni et al. 1996). The results refute the findings of Brooks (1990),
Foster
and Strasser ( 1990), Kent and Parker (1999), Dixon (200 1) and, to a degree,
Chao
( 1993). Although some discrepancies were expected, the substantial
difference
observed was not initially anticipated. The next section outlines and review
s the
research implications that arise as a consequence the opposing research finding
s. The
irregularities within the findings are discussed, allowing in turn for the
research
question to be re-informed and the influential service attributes preferred by
Chinese
shippers to be exemplified.

7.5.1 The Choice Criterion for Chinese Shippers: The price
conscious purchaser?
Brooks (1990) asserts that price, as a choice criterion, is only one factor among
the
many that influence the selection of the carrier to be used. In making
a carrier
selection decision, Brooks ( 1990) finds that shippers predominantly integra
te varying
service criterion (transit time, sailing frequency, space availability, and reliabil
ity)
into the decision process, allowing overall evaluations to be constructed upon
which a
direct comparison of carriers can be made. Within her Brooks 's (1990) researc
h, she
reaffiims that price is not widely used as an integral criteria to determine
carrier
selection. She postulates rather that 'transit time' has evolved to becom e
shippe rs'
deterministic selection criterion. However, as Table 7.0 revealed Chinese shipper
s do
not appear to select shippin g service s on the bas is of' transit time' or, in
fact, any
service criterion. The exploratory results reveal that the price of the 'freigh
t rate' is
the key criterion detern1ining carrier selection.
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The discovery that Chinese shippers are willing to trade off all other service-related
dimensions in favour of greater price and cost conditions, is perhaps the single
greatest finding derived from the present research study. Overall, the price conscious
behaviour shown by Chinese shippers not only refutes the findings of Brooks (1985,
1990), it contrasts against the findings of a large proportion of prior research studies.
Notably, the results fail to complement Dixon's (2001) study, which examines New
Zealand shippers' choice preferences towards North Asian shipping services. In
comparing the respective parameter estimates from the two studies, it can be seen that
the importance placed upon service dimensions broadly differs. Hence, in the case for
service design, comparison of the results reveals that international shippers will not
necessarily value the same service dimensions. The validity of developing an optimal
service design strategy in the realm of the international shipping industry may
therefore be compromised on the basis of disparate service preferences.

7.5.2 Service Quality Judgements: A case of limited expertise?
The remammg attributes significantly valued by Chinese shippers in the discrete
choice model are service-related attributes. Customer service, schedule reliability,
transit time and documentation accuracy are all valued by Chinese shippers, however,
at a lesser value. It appears that Chinese shippers are readily willing to make tradeoffs between these service dimensions in order to attain a lower freight rate or greater
port coverage. It should be noted that the attribute of customer service is consistently
valued across all multinominal logit models. Likewise, customer service is also
identified as an area were shipping lines should improve their overall performance.
Taken by value, the attribute of customer service is not considered to be highly
deterministic to the final selection decision. However, its consistent presence within
the results suggests it may grow to become increasingly important to Chinese
shippers. Having examined the importance boundary spanners have in possession
processing services, such as shipping services, it would be appropriate for the role of
customer service to be at least somewhat significantly valued. This is because sales
agents facilitating timely information partake in numerous key boundary spanning
activities. Furthermore, contemporary literature exammmg service selection
emphasises that customer expectations are becoming increasingly divergent.
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Accordingly, this would only intensify the importance of the vendor and, or, people
relationships and, ultimately, the role the boundary spanners come to play (Villalon,
1998).

Furthermore, it is impmiant to highlight that the current research findings also differ
from the results of Mummalaneni et al. (1996). Mummalaneni et al. (1996) examine
Chinese purchasing managers' selection criteria (in relation to a wide variety of
industrial products). Their results reveal that Chinese purchasing managers consider
quality first, followed by on-time delivery and responsiveness to customer needs. It is
of notable interest that, in Mummalaneni et al. (1996), study price is not represented
as a paramount selection criterion for Chinese purchasers. However, what is of
perhaps of the greatest interest is the assertion by Mummalaneni et al. (1996) that
although Chinese managers place the emphasis on quality, their ability to judge
quality may be limited. Consequently, Mummalaneni et al. (1996) suggest that 'when
the purchasing managers lack the necessary expertise and are unable to judge the
product quality, cost/price may become more important to them as a criterion' (p.
121).
Hence, it may be correct to comment that it is perhaps this phenomenon described by
Mummalaneni et al. (1996) that is reflected in the results outlined in Table 7.0. That
is, Chinese shippers lack the necessary expertise or knowledge to look at the more
intangible dimensions of an industrial shipping service and, as a consequence, the
more tangible and functional dimensions, such as price and ports of call determine
selection.

7.5.3 Choice Behaviour of Chinese Shippers
Another factor of the research findings that is not widely investigated within the
transpmiation literature is the issue of the consideration and choice sets utilised by
Chinese shippers. As revealed in Chapter two, purchasing an industrial service is a
complex process in which the industrial buyer/purchaser has to filter through
alternatives in order to settle on an optimal alternative for selection. The examination
of consideration and choice sets thus provides a complementary means of assessing
the choice/selection behaviour of Chinese shippers. The rationale behind this is
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simply that the consideration set structure can serve as an indicator for the tenden
cy to
switch between alternative product/service suppliers, while the choice set
structure
represents an indicator of the readiness to switch between suppliers.
The research findings outlined in section 6.3.1 show that Chinese shippers
utilise a
wide range of shippin g line operators, revealing 1arger than expect ed conside
ration
and choice sets. The implication ofthis offers potential support to the price conscio
us
behaviour exhibited in the discrete choice model results. The larger than
expected
consideration and choice sets suggest that Chinese shippers may have
a strong
tendency to 'shop around' on the basis of price.

7.6

Theoretical Contributions and Implications: Conflict &
Paradox

A number of theoretical contributions have emerged for academic theory
from the
research undertaken and the streams of literature utilised to guide this researc
h. This
section details and discusses the respective contributions that have emerged
from the
research, in addition to highlighting the implications the research has for aspects
of
academic theory.

7. 6.1 Theoretical Contributions
Firstly, a common theme reiterated throughout the course of this thesis, is that
there is
a scarce amount of literature in the area of industrial services, especially in the
AsiaPacific context. This thesis is one of the few research studies known to begin to
bridge
this void. However, moving beyond the paucity of industrial services literatu
re, it is
perhaps more important to highlight that literature examining buyer behavi
our and
choice/selection behaviour in the Asia-Pacific rim is just as elusive. Yet, as
Chapter
two reveals, the theoretical focus on service design brings the three literature
streams
together. That is, the design and development of an optimal industrial service
offering,
inevitably necessitates a competent understanding of customer decision and
choice
behaviour. The challen ge and primary contribution of this research, therefo
re, is to
search through the disparate literatures and conceptualise how best to design
a
theoretically-optimal industrial shipping service.
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Secondly, this research study is one of the few (the researcher is aware of) which
assesses shipping service selection from an Asian shipper' perspective, let alone in a
Chinese context. As outlined in Chapter two, section 2.62, prior research
investigating the selection criteria of shipping services has been dominantly grounded
in an American and European context. The implication of this has meant that the
empirical evidence presented within the literature to date has largely been the choice
criteria from shippers operating in developed countries with developed logistic
networks and infrastructure.
The literature review clearly shows that an
understanding of how this may differ in less developed Asian countries that lack
efficient logistic networks has yet to be fully investigated. From an operational
perspective, it is logical to assume that the varying stages of development may alter
the importance placed upon various dimensions of selection criteria. The research,
thus attempts to make an active contribution to academic theory by identifying the
choice criteria that influencers influential Chinese shippers.
A third theoretical contribution stems from the relatively underdeveloped concept of
designing industrial service encounters to facilitate higher 1evels of customer value
and produce a differential market advantage. It is apparent that the majority of prior
literature focuses on differentiating how industrial services differ from traditional
consumer services (Homburg and Garbe, 1999; Lovelock et al. 1996) or on how
aspects of customer service can be used to differentiate the industrial service
(Gronroos, 2000). This is at the expense of exploring how industrial services can be
designed to create differential advantages in the marketplace.
7.6.2 Theoretical Implications: Choice Criterion - The East vs.
West Contrast?
As mentioned there is a paucity of 1iterature and empirical research examining the
selection criteria of shippers from an Asian or Eastern perspective. This research is
one of the few research studies, which makes an attempt to extend the salient Western
choice criterion into an Asian context. As previously outlined, a fundamental
contribution of this research is that it makes an active contribution to academic theory
by testing the cross-cultural validity of many of the choice criterion examined.
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The research findings here suggest that substantial differences may prevail between
Eastern and Western shippers' choice criteria. Based on a thorough examination of
Dixon's (2001) research results, the perspectives of both New Zealand and Chinese
shippers can be readily compared, whereby the differences between the two
populations are exemplified. The comparative analysis confirms that country
distinctions are prevalent. Table 7.1 comprises the service variables derived from the
stepwise regression analyses performed on the Chinese and New Zealand shippers'
choice data.

Table 7.1 shows that the service attribute of greatest importance to Chinese shippers is
freight rate (Rate 1). Rate 1 refers to the lowest freight rate option presented in the
choice model (US$850/ 20' cant, US$2,5001 20' reefer, US$60/break bulk) revealing,
as previously outlined, that Chinese shippers are highly price conscious. However,
New Zealand shippers do not share this oveti price sensitivity. As Table 7.1 shows, in
contrast to Chinese shippers, New Zealand shippers are not highly price conscious but
influenced heavily by the frequency of the service provided by a shipping line, rather
than opting

for the service with the lowest freight rate. New Zealand shippers
appraise a wide range of service dimensions (frequency, cargo carrying ability,
documentation accuracy). This supports the general consensus of findings from prior
research in the transportation field, which highlight the tendency for shippers to place

more importance on service requirements than cost (Burdg and Daily, 1985; Brooks,
1990).
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Table 7. 1: Comparative Results of the Significant Multinominal Stepwise Regress
ion
Statistics for Chinese and New Zealand shippers

Service Attribute
Rate 1
Auckland No
Shanghai No
Guangzhou Yes
Xin-gang No
Customer Service 2
Yantlan No
Timaru Yes
Frequency 3
Service Attribute
Frequency 3
Auckland Yes
Cargo 2
Frequency 1
Rate3
Accuracy 3
Susan Yes
Wellington Yes
Rate 2
Coverage 3

Chinese Shippers: Present Research (2003)
Parameter Estimate
Wald's Chi-Square
0.88499
22.3046***
-0.88366
41.7871***
-0.36746
7.1381**
0.70711
7.4480*
-0.29562
4.5586**
-0.65571
11.5420**
-0.27451
3.1011*
0.30566
3.5399*
-0.45835
6.0352**
New Zealand Shippers: Dixon (2001)
Parameter Estimate
-0.86093

Wald's Chi-Square
309.0307**

0.62643
-0.27410
0.36485
-0.58443
-0.44722
0.31136
0.30462
-0.29440

283.1144**
178.6118**
74.3086**
70.7143**
37.4845**
37.0548**

0.20457

19.4280**
19.3793**
14.3299**

Note: 1.
2.

"Significance established at p<.001: *Significance established at p<.051evel.
The differences in the power of the Chi Square between the two studies are a resulting factor of the
altering sample frame sizes.
Dixon (2001) N=348: Present Research (2003)- N=67.

7. 7

Managerial Implications

The research reveals a number of managerial-based implications. This section
addresses how the findings from the research have implications for practice. The
managerial implications primarily concern two forms of operators, Asia-Pacific
shipping line operators and port operators serving the market. The managerial
implications for each are outlined in the following sub-sections.

7. 7.1 Implications for Shipping Line Operators
The research findings of this study provide the most accurate and representative
assessment of Chinese shippers choice behaviour known to date. The findings not
only provide the key theoretical inputs integral to the design and development of an
optimal industrial service offering for the New Zealand-China shipping market, they
also provide a better understanding of the Chinese purchasers' selection process. By
analysing the discrete choice preferences of Chinese shippers, there is greater market
knowledge into the service dimensions and port calls they demand. This in tum,
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allows shipping line operators to model demand patterns for Chinese shippers and
therefore potentially improve the future value of their service offerings.
The research findings inform shipping line operators that the price of the freight rate
has a substantial impact upon the choice behaviour of Chinese shippers. It is
reasonable to assume that if an increase in the freight rate transpires, it will facilitate a
change in Chinese shippers' choice behaviour. As the research findings reveal, price
is the principle anchor directing shipping service selection and choice. Therefore, a
change in the price of freight rate is likely to cause Chinese shippers to re-evaluate the
shipping lines within their immediate consideration set. It is apparent that if a
shipping line operator significantly increases freight rate, it would inevitably risk
losing customer patronage, regardless of any distinct advantage it may have held.
With specific ports of call also directing Chinese shipper choice, the research findings
suggest that shipping line operators may have to rethink their routing and service
stmctures. A review of the trading patterns presented in Chapter three and an analysis
of
the choice preferences exhibited by Chinese shippers, demonstrates that it is
necessary for shipping line operators to optimise port calls that strike the right balance
between trade flows and the port preferences of Chinese shippers. This notion of
striking the right balance between trade flows and port preferences could lead to new
operating structures being developed, which not only offer the potential to facilitate
greater port call diversification, but ensure that vessel capacity becomes better
maximised. Greater port diversification and the drive to maximise vessel capacity
may lead to the establishment of a strong competitive advantage in the marketplace
and greater efficiencies in economies of scale.
An interesting implication also exists, suggesting that Chinese purchasers have
difficulty in assessing service quality and service value. As service quality and the
value it derives are important perfmmance characteristics, a strong need exists for the
management of shipping lines to build upon existing Chinese shipper relationships in
order to alter their understanding of service quality. Mummalaneni et al. (1996)
suggest that 'although comparative data is not available, it is reasonable to assume
that the expectations of purchase managers in Western countries are far more stringent
in regard to performance characteristics such as quality and delivery reliability'.
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Hence, it is important for shipping line operators to emphasize dimensions of
service
quality and aspects of just-in-time management practices in their communicatio
ns
with Chinese shippers. Greater emphasis on service characteristics may reduce
the
tendency for Chinese shippers to trade off predominantly on price and, in tum,
may
generate greater levels of patronage between carriers and shippers.

7. 7.2 Port Authorities
The traditional concept of the hinterland as a mechanism for facilitating
trade
movements through regional port cities is clearly evident in the current study.
The
trade analysis presented in chapter three, and the discrete choice analysis
results,
clearly show that ports serving densely populated hinterlands (i.e. Shanghai,
Yantian,
Dalian) handle larger volumes of cargo and that there are the ports highly preferr
ed by
Chinese shippers. However, for port operators there is a word of caution in
light of
China' s rapid development. Since China's open-door policy, the level
of port
development in China has significantly increased, largely in an effort to stream
line
port efficiency and expand international trade. Hence, in national and regiona
l terms,
the character and functions of specific ports are I ikely to change as a result
oft he
differential impact of factors affecting port growth. Within extant maritime literatu
re,
it is frequently acknowledged that 'no port is an isolated phenomenon, but belong
s to
a port group, hierarchy or complex which is functionally interrelated on
a local,
national or international scale' (Hoyle, 1999).
This view reveals that, in the future, traditional hinterland port dominance may
elapse
in China. As China' s logistic and transportation network development progres
ses, port
specialisation may evolve. For example, in densely populated areas with
multiple
ports, port specialisation and differentiation may then arise through functionality.
In
many respects, the emerging development of various ports concentrated within
the
densely populated area of Shenzhen in South China is testament to the increas
ing
focus on port specialisation.
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7. 7.3 Bridging the Acade mic I Practitioner Gap

A frequent criticism among facets of transportation literature is that the research
studies often do not bring academics and practitioners any closer together.
Practitioners often question how theoretically based research can aid strategy
development or market understanding. However, as shown from the present research
sound theoretical assumptions provide practitioners with a more effective means to
explain and understand customer behaviour. The current research was conducted in
close collaboration with a niche shipping line, which operates solely within the New
Zealand-Asia market. By analysing the discrete choice preferences exhibited towards
arbitrary choice sets, a better understanding of the Chinese shippers' choice behaviour
has been achieved. This is because the research results derived highlight more
precisely how Chinese shippers select between competing shipping lines operating in
the market.

7.8

Limitations of the Research

As with many cross-cultural research studies, the current research study has a number
of limitations and this section details these. The section is divided into two sections:
the limitations associated with the research methodology are appraised in the first
section and the limitations related to the multinominallogit model are reviewed in the
second section.

7.8.1

Methodological Limitations

7.8.1.1

Sample Size: Challenges of conduc ting Industr ial Market
Resear ch in China

The most significant limitation associated with the research is the limited number of
responses attained during the quantitative stage of the research. It would have been
highly desirable to have a greater number of Chinese shippers, however, together with
the difficulty of conducting industrial market research in China; time, financial and
logistical constraints, impeded the achievement of a more acceptable number of
responses. Hence, although the findings from the research make sound intuitive as
well as empirical sense, the final sample taken in each region cannot be considered
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representative of the wider populations of exporters, importers and freight f01warders
abundant in China. Furthermore, research is required to enhance the validity and
generalisability of the findings.

7.8.1.2

Region Specificity

The present research investigated the choice preferences of Chinese shippers for New
Zealand to China shipping services. Hence, the findings of the research are potentially
only valuable in the New Zealand-China context. The main limitation of the research
therefore concerns the extent to which the findings are generally applicable to other
Asian countries within the Asia-Pacific rim. There is little doubt that shipping services
between New Zealand and China exhibit distinctive characteristics, and it is for this
reason that some of the findings have been identified as region specific. However, a
some may be applicable to operators in other countries, this is concluded because of
the extent to which the findings are compatible to prior empirical research.
7.8.1.3

Language Barriers

A further limitation of the study is its inherent cross-cultural nature. The cross-cultural
orientation of the research meant that potential language barriers existed, which may
have restricted the level of communication between the researcher and respondent.
However, the language banier was mitigated and overcome through the verbatim
translation of research documents and the consistent and regular use of bilingual
interpreters. In many instances, the level of English exhibited by respondents allowed
the researcher to conduct the research sufficiently in English.
7.8.2

Design Limitations

7.8.2.1

Design Macro's

The multinom inallogit model developed was designed using SAS Version 8, as at the
time of the design process this was the most recent version of SAS available to the
researcher.
SAS Version 8 utilises the autocall macro %mktdes to generate the
experimental design and the autocall macro %mktruns to suggest design sizes. While
the design generated for the research provided a reasonably efficient design in terms
of orthogonality and balance, a higher degree of design efficiency would have been
favourable. Since completion of the multinominal logit model, SAS Version 9 has
been released, offering an alternative autocall macro to %mktnms.
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The autocall %mktex macro integrated in SAS Version 9 'uses a coordinate-exchange
algorithm using both random initial designs and also a partial tabled design
initialisation' (Kuhfeld, 2002). The enhancements ofSAS Version 9 ultimately enable
experimental designs to be optimised more efficiently providing more powerful
designs with greater orthogonality and balance.
7.8.2.2

Questionnaire Length & Cognitive Burden

Discrete choice modelling-based approaches are frequently criticised for the high
level of cognitive burden they can impose on research respondents (Jaeger and
Macfie, 2001). As noted in section 5.4.2, the design of best fit in the research was
reached at the minimum size of 36. This meant that the research respondents were
asked to assess nine pages containing four choice set alternatives, prior to answering a
number of more general questions. Hence, the research questionnaire, at 16 pages,
was considerably long and substantially time consuming. Given that the research
questionnaire was administrated in person, the negativity associated with the added
length was, to an extent, mitigated. In future research, if the administration technique
opted for was different to that of in-person administration, a refinement of the
research questionnaire-content and structure may be required.

7.9

Further Research Opportunities

A variety of areas warranting further research have emerged from the research study.
This section addresses the areas that could benefit from further research. The areas
outlined for further research have emerged predominantly from the key findings of the
research, as well as from the limitations encountered throughout.
Firstly, a replication of this research among a wider cross-section of Chinese shippers
would enhance the validity of the discrete choice model results and present a greater
opportunity to fully explore the nature of Chinese shippers' choice and decision
behaviours. Although the stepwise regression models provided a high degree of fit
with the data, the proportional hazards regression model, in order to run effectively,
required a higher ratio of individual responses. Furthermore, due to the limited
number of individual responses attained, the ability to perform clustering methods and
explore the distinct patterns in the preferences of Chinese shippers was notably
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restricted, However, an investigation of this nature, addressing the distinct patterns in
shipper preferences, would be a valuable area for further research.
Secondly, it is evident that the results of this study provide shipping lines operating in
the Asia-Pacific region (specifically between New Zealand and China) with a unique
dilemma.

The literature suggests that in order to provide customers with better
service, firms must know exactly what the customers sees as being important and
design an offering to meet those needs (Kent & Parker, 1999; Verma et al. 1999;
Pullman and Moore, 1999; Verma et al. 2001; Bolton, Smith and Wagner, 2003).
However, the results drawn from the current study and the study of Dixon (200 1),
highlight that the service dimensions intemational shipping customers demand are not
necessarily valued the same. Hence, developing an optimal service design strategy in
the realm of the international shipping industry presents the industrial marketing
strategist with a formidable paradox. That is, is it optimal to design a service that
meets the needs of only one geographical segment, or better to satisfice and
marginalise service quality in the attempt to serve all geographic segments?
Given the uniqueness of this research paradox, further research dedicated to exploring
this dilemma is required. Adopting a network-based perspective to gain a more
holistic understanding of all the key actors operating in an international shipping
service may hold considerable value to the industrial marketer. Industrial network
research attempts to understand the behaviour and totality of relationships among
businesses engaged in business activities such as distribution, production and the use
of goods and services (Easton, 1992). The need to evaluate industrial networks has
arisen predominantly due to the increasing interconnectiveness of organisations today.
The relationships different organisations forn1 within a network, the strength of these
relationships and the performance of interrelated companies may have a major impact
on the ongoing success of an organisation (Nind and Metha, 1999). It is hoped that
further research examining the industrial network New Zealand-based shipping lines
operate within, will reveal greater insights into the decision-making and choice
behaviours network actors partake in prior to final supplier selection.
An investigation examining service quality dimensions and what they mean to
Chinese purchasers represents a key area for further research. The failure of Chinese
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shippers to hold service characteristics as important is perhaps the single most
intriguing finding of the research. The result in itself points to the need for descriptive
research to dete1mine what Chinese shippers or general Chinese purchasing managers
perceive to be examples of superior service. As an examination of Chinese customers'
service expectations, examining the performance standards customers use in
evaluating service quality would also undoubtedly hold considerable theoretical and
practical value to international marketers. Furthermore, an increased theoretical focus
on the role Chinese culture may have in shaping service quality perception is advised.
Finally, given that the current research findings largely contradict past empirical
research in the transportation field, further research examining the choice criterion of
shippers in other transitional and, or, rapidly developing economies is recommended.
Such investigations may enable the identification of distinctly different choice
behaviour that could guide the design and development of service offerings or
alternatively it may reveal that the economic status of the economy plays a
moderating role in choice behaviour, and this encourages price-orientated decisions to
predominate.
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Appendix A: Statistics New Zealand Explanation Letter
WEJ...L!NGTON

~~~:t:1~~~~ St

PO Box 2922
Phon¢ 0-4-495 4600
bx Q.-4.-495 4610

I. J March 2003

AUCKLAND
Cotnpaq Housr:
70 Symond:<> Street.
Priv:1t~ Bag 92003
Phone Q-.9~357 2!00
Fax 0·9~379 0859

CHRISTCHURCH
Dollan House

401 M:ldras So·('.ct
Priv;;tc Sag 4H I
Pbcne 0-3-374 8700
Fax 0.3.371 8864

OtJ:ice: Christchurch

Ms Mel McAtamney
Department of Marketing
School of Business
PO Box 56
DUNEDIN
Dear Ms McAtamney

SUBJECT- MERCHANDISE TRADE (BY SEA FREIGHT) .FOR CH.INA,
l'EOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF. (REF Cl155lCP)
Thank you for your letter of3 February 2003 and subsequent emails with Craig Pierce
and Gillian Orr. This letter is supplied at your request to provide an explanation as to
why the Chinese pc)!iS of Chi wan, Shekou, Yantain ;md Mawan are not identitiab.lc in
trade data.
Merchand·ise trade statistics are supplied through the New Zealand Customs Service
from doctmlentation compiled by importers and exporters or their agents. Statistics
New Zealand edits some of the key fields, however the overseas port of loading field
is not edited but is as supplied by the importer/exporter or their agent. As such
Statistics New Zealand can offer no warranty that the inhrmation supplied contains
no errors.
The ports of Yantain, Chiwan, Shekou and Mawan are not presently coded and are
theref(Jre not identit!able in the merchandise trade data. Infim11ation is available fen·
imports with China as the country of o1igin, but the finer level of detail you require
f(:Jr your research is not currently available.
'{ours sincerely

f
~

7~1~(,. <:'J
.

;

/

'

"Judith uJghes
Senior Economic Statistician, Overseas Trade
Phone: (03) 964 8376
Fax: (03) 964 8999
Email: Judith.Hughcs@st ats.govt.nz
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Qualitative Interview Protocol and Verbatim

Interview Introduction
Hello my name is Mel McAtamney; I am a Masters Candidate at the University of
Otago in New Zealand. I am very please to be able to meet with you and would like to
thank you very much for giving up your time to help me with my research. I would
like to tell you a little about my Masters research. My research looks at how Chinese
exporters/importers or freight forwarders, who trade directly with New Zealand, select
a shipping service.
Your Company has been chosen as a representative of your industry and for this
interview I simply require you to express your views on the processes you go through
in selecting a shipping service when trading with New Zealand.
I am interested in how your company selects a shipping service. And further in
developing an understanding of what service factors dete1mine which shipping service
you use and how you evaluate (rank) the importance of these different shipping
service factors. Upon completion of this interview I also will provide you with a
written questionnaire. I will work through with you the details of this questionnaire
upon completion of this interview.
Please be assured that In accordance with University of Otago's ethical guidelines for
research, the information obtained during the research process will remain
confidential and anonymous. Responses will be treated in aggregate, individual
opinions will not be linked to your company, and you hold the right to discontinue at
any stage. Further the information you give does not need to be an exact figure,
merely an indicator.
I appreciate greatly your help with my Masters research, and please feel free to ask
any questions if you are unsure of anything.
Shall we now continue with the interview?

Administration of Interview
Upon Completion of Interview
Thank you very much for sharing you knowledge and industry information with me. I
now have a short written survey for you to complete and work through. (Pass over the
survey).

Administration of Pilot Survey
On each page of the questionnaire you will find there are four different shipping
services. What I would like is for you to imagine that you are required to choose one
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of the services to ship goods to or from New Zealand. Once you have made your
choice about which shipping service you prefer the most, you are simply required to
tick the appropriate box at the bottom of each page. Following this there are also some
additional brief information questions for you to fill in, with regard to shipping
service selection.
Upon Completion of Survey

Thank you very much for your time. (Xie Xie)
Present small gift of gratitude- on behalf of the University of Otago.
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Qualitative Interview Script (English)
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

INTERVIEW PROFILE

Company Name
Position within Company
Regional Location of Company

Range of Products Company Exports/Imports

Product Category
Category 1: Machinery

Specific Product Type
Machinery
Aluminium Products
Steel Products, Iron
Motor Vehicles
Car Parts &Equipment
Metal Articles

Category 2: Produce

Produce
Vegetables
Fruit, Nuts
Foodstuffs
Tree's, Plants

Category 3: Textiles

Textiles, Clothing &Yarn
Leather
Sporting Goods
Toys
Cosmetics
Fibre Glass/Cloth
Plastic Goods
Packaging Materials

Category 4: Agriculture

Dairy
Wool
Meat
Hides, Leather
Fish/Seafood
Fertiliser

Tick
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Category 5: Timber
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Timber
Paper Products
Building Products
tools
Pulp
Furniture

Category 6: Other

Chemicals
Works of Art
House wares
Boats
Musical instruments
Wax&oil
Electronics & Computer Equipment
Optical & Medical Equipment
Confectionary
Glass
Reefer General
General

Other

Dominant Markets Company Exports/Im ports to and from

& Estimated Volumes Exported/Imported to and from
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Tick

Market
New Zealand
Australia
United States
Japan
Korea
Indonesia
Thailand
Others

Volume

Market
U.K
Malaysia
Taiwan
Germany
Russia
Canada
Italy

Tick

Volume

Current Port(s) of use and Preferred Port of Choice (New Zealand)

New Zealand
Ports
Auckland
Tauranga
Napier
New Plymouth
Wellington
Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru

Used

Preferred
Choice

New Zealand
Ports
Port Chalmers
Bluff
Unaware

Used

Preferred Choice

Current Port(s) of use and Preferred Port of Choice (China)
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Chinese Ports

Used

Preferred
Choice

North China
Yingkou
Dalian
Qinhuangdao
Tianjin
Tianjin-Xin'gang
others
Central China
Shanghai
Lianyungang
Nantong
Qingdao
Rizhao
Zhoushan
Wenzhou
Ningbo
Others
South China
Xiamen
Shantou
Fuzhou
Haikou
Guangzhou
Hong Kong
Quanzhou
Mawan
Chiwan
Zhuhai-Jiuzhou
Shanwei
Yantian
Others
Wuhan
Huangpu
Nanjing
Nanchang
Qiujiang
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Current Shipping Service Provider

Current Shipping Service of Choice
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KEY QUESTIONS

What factors are considered when selecting a shipping service?

Identify service attributes that are most or least important. Why

Service Attribute

Level of Importance
(General Comments)

Reliability of Arrival Times
Reliability of Departure Times
Care of Cargo
Obedience to Schedules
Real- Time Freight Tracking
Technological Sophistication
Links to Inventory and Computer Systems
Reputation of Shipping Company
Image of Shipping Company
Closeness of Relationship with Shipping Company
Degree of Contact with Shipping Company
Level of customer service
Willingness to Improve
Responsiveness to Customer calls
Performance of Personnel
Handling of lost/damaged cargo
Transit Time
Frequency of Port Calls
Coverage of Ports in China
Coverage of Ports in New Zealand
Freight Rates
Capacity Levels
Flexibility of Cargo
Geographical Coverage
Error free billing
Prompt Claims Settlement
Turnaround Time
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Steps your organisation goes through when selecting a shipping service?

Who is the key decision maker involved in shipping service selection?

Are there any other individuals within the company that assist or influence this
selection process?

NOTES:
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Qualitative Interview Script (Chinese)
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Discrete Choice Model (Chinese)
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Discrete Choice Model (English)

WELCOME
The primary objective of this research if to develop an understanding of Chinese expmiers,
importers and or freight forwarders preferences towards shipping services. Your company has
been chosen as a representative of China as a leading exporter, importer and or freight
forwarder that trades with New Zealand. Your participation in this survey is very important,
not only to the success of the research, but also in helping us to develop better understanding
of how shipping company's can better meet your trading needs.

CHINA

UNIVERSIT

0TAGC

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIATION
Tc Whore Willlllfi};IIOOI
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INSTRUCTIONS
Imagine that you are required to choose one of the four services below, (A- D), to ship your export or
import cargo to New Zealand. Please read the details of each service carefully. Choose the alternative
that you prefer the most and indicate your choice by ticking the appropriate box at the bottom of the

fi

SERVICE A

SERVICES

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

15 Day's

15 Day's

15 Day's

15 Day's

$1,000/ 20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer
Cont, $65/Break Bulk

$1,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer
Cont, $65/Break Bulk

Always departs &
arrives on schedule
Monthly

Always departs &
arrives with 3 days of
scheduled dates
Monthly

$850/ 20' Cont,
$2,500/20' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break
Bulk
Always departs &
arrives on schedule
Weekly

$850120' Cont,
$2,500/ 20' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break
Bulk
Always departs &
arrives with 2 days of
scheduled dates
Weekly

Documentation
inaccurate
(less than 95%
accuracy)

Documentation
inaccurate
(less than 95%
accuracy)

Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Documentation
always highly
accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation
always highly
accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information

Port Service

Indirect

Indirect

Indirect

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information
Indirect

Ports of Call:
China

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Hong Kong
Huangpul Guangzhou
Xiamen

Dalian
Shanghai
Yantain
Fuzhou

Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Ningbo
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen

Qingdao
Hong Kong
Mawan
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Fuzhou

Tauranga
Wellington
Nelson
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Auckland
Napier
New Plymouth
Nelson
Port Chalmers

Tauranga
Wellington
Lyttelton
Timaru

Auckland
Napier
New Plymouth
Timaru

Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Ports of Call: NZ

page (-Y)

I choose Service A

D

I choose Service C

D

D

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 1
1
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

•

SERVICE A

SERVICES

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

25 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

$1,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

$850/ 20' Cont,
$2,500/20' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break Bulk

$1,150/ 20' Cont,

$1,000/ 20' Cont. ,

$2,7001 20' Reefer Cont,

$2,600120' Reefer Cant,

$65/Break Bulk

Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Weekly

Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
on schedule

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9%95% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Weekly

Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

No Global Reputation

No Global Reputation

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Shanghai
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Mawan
Yaintain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xiaman
Fuzhou
Auckland
Tauranga
Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth
Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Dalian

Dalian

Tianjin I Xingang
Xiaman
Fuzhou

Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Auckland
Tauranga
Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth

D
0

I choose Service A
I choose Service C

D

D
0

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 2

2
Transit Time to
NZ
freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service

Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

•

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

15 Day's

20 Day's

15 Day's

20 Day's

$1,150/20' Cont,
$2,700/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

$850/ 20' Cont,
$2,500120' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break Bulk

$1,000/ 20' Cont. ,
$2,600/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

$850/ 20' Cont,
$2,500/ 20' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break Bulk

Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Monthly

Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9%95% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Tianjin I Xingang
Xiaman
Fuzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Mawan
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Huangpul Guangzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Mawan
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
HuangpuiGuangzhou

Dalian
Qingdao
Shanghai
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Xiaman
Fuzhou

Auckland
Tauranga
Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth

Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth
Bluff

Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth
Bluff

Auckland
Tauranga
Bluff

D

I choose Service A

0

I choose Service C

D

D
0

No Global Reputation

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 3

3
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

D

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

15 Day's

15 Day's

15 Day's

20 Day's

$1,150/20' Cont,
$2,700/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs &arrives
on schedule

$1,150/20' Cont,

$1,150/ 20' Cont,

$2,7001 20' Reefer Cont,

$2,7001 20' Reefer Cont,

$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs &arrives
on schedule

$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs &arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

Fortnightly

Monthly

$1,000/ 20' Cont. ,
$2,600120' Reefer Cont,

$65/Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9% 95% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

No Global Reputation

No Global Reputation

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9%95% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information
Indirect

Ports of Call:
China

Dalian
Qingdao
Shanghai
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Xiaman
Fuzhou

Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Shanghai
Ningbo
Hong Kong

Mawan
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xiaman
Fuzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Shekou I Shenzhen
Huangpul Guangzhou

Ports of Call: NZ

Auckland
Tauranga
Bluff

Wellington
Napier
New Plymouth
Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers

Auckland
Tauranga
Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers

Auckland
Tauranga
New Plymouth
Nelson
Timaru
Port Chalmers

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service

D

I choose Service A

D

I choose Service 8

0

I choose Service C

D

I choose Service D

D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 4

4

Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

20 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

15 Day's

$1,000/20' Cont.,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk
Always departs &arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates

$1,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk
Always departs &arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates

$1 ,000/ 20' Cont. ,
$2,600/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

Monthly

Monthly

Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

$850/ 20' Cont,
$2,500120' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break Bulk
Always departs &
arrives with 2 days of
scheduled dates
Fortnightly

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9%95% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information
Indirect

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information
Indirect

Sales agents respond
quickly providing
accurate information
Direct

Port Service

Indirect

Ports of Call:
China

Dalian
Qingdao
Shanghai
Mawan
Yantain
Xiamen
Fuzhou

Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Shanghai
Mawan
Yantain

Ningbo
Hong Kong
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Xi amen
Fuzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Shanghai
Shekou I Shenzhen
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Xi amen
Fuzhou

Wellington
Napier
Timaru
Port Chalmers

Auckland
Tauranga
New Plymouth
Nelson
Lyttelton
Bluff

Wellington
Napier
Nelson
Lyttelton
Bluff

New Plymouth
Nelson
Lyttelton

Ports of Call: NZ

D

I choose Service A

D

I choose Service B

0

I choose Service C

0

I choose Service D

D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 5
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SERVICE A

SERVICES

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

20 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

$850/20' Cont,
$2,500/ 20' Reefer
Cont, $60/ Break Bulk

$1, 150/ 20' Cont,
$2,700120' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

$1, 150/20' Cont,
$2, 700120' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

$1,150/ 20' Cont,
$2,700120' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

No Global Reputation

No Global Reputation

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Ports of Call:
China

Dalain
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Mawan
Yantain

Tianjin I Xingang
Ningbo
Hong Kong
Mawan
Yantain
Xi amen
Fuzhou

Qingdao
Shanghai
Shekou I Shenzhen
Huangpul Guangzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Hong Kong
Yantain
Huangpul Guangzhou
Fuzhou

Ports of Call: NZ

Auckland
Tauranga
Wellington
Napier
Nelson
Lyttelton

New Plymouth
Timaru
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Auckland
Tauranga
Wellington
Napier
Timaru
Port Chalmers

Tauranga
Napier
Lyttelton
Port Chalmers

5
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service

Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly
Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
No Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Bluff

D
0

I choose Service A
I choose Service C

D

D
0

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 6

6
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

•

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

25 Day's

20 Day's

20 Day's

25 Day's

$1,1501 20' Cont,
$2,700120' Reefer Cont,
$701 Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

$1, 150/ 20' Cont,
$2,7001 20' Reefer Cont,
$701 Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

$1,1501 20' Cont,
$2,700/20' Reefer Cont,
$701 Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

$1 ,000/20' Cont.,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)

Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate))
Global Reputation

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

DaHan
Qingdao
Ningbo
Mawan
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xiamen

Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Ningbo
Mawan
Shekou I Shenzhen
Fuzhou

Shanghai
Hong Kong
Yantain
Huangpu/Guangzhou
Xi amen

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Ningbo
Yantain
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Xi amen

Auckland
Wellington
New Plymouth
Lyttelton
Port Chalmers

Tauranga
Napier
Nelson
Timaru
Bluff

Auckland
Wellington
New Plymouth
Nelson
Timaru
Bluff

Auckland
Napier
Nelson
Timaru

D
0

I choose Service A
I choose Service C

D

D
0

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 7
7
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

'

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

25 Day's

15 Day's

20 Day's

20 Day's

$1,150/ 20' Cont,
$2,7001 20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

$1,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

$1,000/20' Cont.,
$2,600/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

$1 ,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cont,
$65/Break Bulk

Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

Always departs & arrives
with 2 days of scheduled
dates
Fortnightly

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9%95% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Direct

Dalian
Shanghai
Hong Kong
Mawan
Shekou I Shenzhen
Fuzhou

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Hong Kong
Mawan
Shekou I Shenzhen
Fuzhou

Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Hong Kong
Mawan
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xiamen

Qingdao
Ningbo
Yantain
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Fuzhou

Tauranga
Wellington
New Plymouth
Nelson
Timaru

Tauranga
Wellington
New Plymouth
Nelson
Timaru

Auckland
Napier
New Plymouth
Lyttelton
Port Chalmers

Tauranga
Wellington
New Plymouth
Lyttelton
Port Chalmers
Bluff

D

I choose Service A

0

I choose Service C

D

D
0

I choose Service B
I choose Service D

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 8
SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

15 Day's

15 Day's

15 Day's

15 Day's

$1,000/ 20' Cont. ,
$2,600/ 20' Reefer Cant,
$65/Break Bulk

$1 ,000/20' Cont. ,
$2,600/20' Reefer Cant,
$65/Break Bulk

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing

Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Monthly

Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Monthly

$850/20' Cant,
$2,500/20' Reefer
Cant,, $60/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Weekly

$8501 20' Cant,
$2,500/20' Reefer
Cont., $60/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
on schedule
Weekly

Documentation

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation always
highly accurate
(99.9% accurate)
Global Reputation

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Indirect

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Indirect

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Indirect

Sales agents fail to
respond, no information
provided
Indirect

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Hong Kong
Mawan
Huangpul Guangzhou
Xi amen

Dalian
Shanghai
Ningbo
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Fuzhou

Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Ningbo
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xi amen

Qingdao
Hong Kong
Mawan
Huangpul Guangzhou
Fuzhou

Tauranga
Wellington
Nelson
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Auckland
Napier
New Plymouth
Nelson
Port Chalmers
Bluff

Tauranga
Wellington
Lyttelton
Timaru

Auckland
Napier
New Plymouth
Lytte!ton
Timaru

8
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

D
0

I choose Service A
I choose Service C

D

D
0

I choose Service B
I choose Service 0

I would not choose any Service
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China to New Zealand Service: Choice Set 9

9
Transit Time to
NZ
Freight Rate

Schedule
Reliability
Sailing
Documentation

Reputation
Customer Service

Port Service
Ports of Call:
China

Ports of Call: NZ

'

SERVICE A

SERVICE B

SERVICE C

SERVICE D

15 Day's

15 Day's

25 Day's

25 Day's

$1,150/ 20' Cant,
$2, 700/20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

$1 ,150/ 20' Cont,
$2,7001 20' Reefer Cant,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Monthly

$1,150/20' Cont,
$2,700/ 20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

$1, 150/20' Cont,
$2,700/20' Reefer Cont,
$70/ Break Bulk
Always departs & arrives
with 3 days of scheduled
dates
Weekly

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Documentation inaccurate
(less than 95% accuracy)

Global Reputation

Global Reputation

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9% 95% accurate)
Global Reputation

Documentation accurate
with few errors (99.9% 95% accurate)
Global Reputation

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Sales agents respond
quickly providing accurate
information
Direct

Dalian
Tianjin I Xingang
Shanghai
Ningbo
Mawan
HuangpuiGuangzhou
Fuzhou

Dalian
Qingdao
Hong Kong
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Xiamen

Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Hong Kong
Yantain
Shekou I Shenzhen
Fuzhou

Shanghai
Ningbo
Mawan
Huangpul Guangzhou
Xi amen

Auckland
Wellington
Lyttelton
Timaru
Bluff

Tauranga
Napier
New Plymouth
Lyttelton
Timaru
Bluff

Auckland
Wellington
Nelson
Port Chalmers

Tauranga
Napier
New Plymouth
Nelson
Port Chalmers

D
0

I choose Service A

D

I choose Service 8

I choose Service C

0

I choose Service D

D

I would not choose any Service
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TRADING PROFILE
1. What goods do you export from or import to China and in what form is this shipped (i.e., 20 Cont, 40
Cont, Reefer or Break Bulk)
(Please tick the appropriate box in the table below ~).

COMMODITY

EXPORT

IMPORT

20'
CONT

40'
CONT

REEFER

BREAK
BULK

Meat
Dairy
Fish I Seafood
Raw Hides/ Skins I Leather Articles
Wool
Wood I Timber
Paper & Products of
Chemicals
Earths, Minerals, Fertilizers
Machinery, Vehicles, Car Parts
Steel Products, Iron
Metal Articles
Electrical & Computer Equip
Glass &Products of
Apparel
Textiles, Clothing, Yarn
Furniture & House/Giftware
Toys
Plastic Goods
Sporting Goods
Wax & Oils
Foodstuffs I Confectionary
Food Industry Products
Fruit & Nuts...
Reefer General
General
Other (Please State)
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PORT PROFILE
1. Which ports do you currently use, and which would you like to use in the future?

(Please tick the appropriate box in the table below ~)
NEW ZEALAND

CURRENTLY USE

CONSIDER USING IN
THE FUTURE

Auckland
Tauranga
Napier
New Plymouth
Wellington
Nelson
Lyttelton
Timaru
Port Chalmers
Bluff
NORTH CHINA
Dalian
Yantai
Qinhuangdao
Tianjin I Xingang
Qingdao
Nantong
Shanghai
Ningbo
Nanjing
Others:
South China
Hong Kong
Mawan
Chiwan
Yantain
Skekou I Shenzhen
Huanpu I Guangzhou
Fuzhou
Xi amen
Others:
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SERVICE PROFILE
1. When shipping goods to or from New Zealand, which shipping company or companies do you use
(currently) and who would you prefer to use in the future?

(Please tick the appropriate box in the table below ~)
I WOULD CONSIDER
USING

I USE

SHIPPING COMPANY

cosco
China Shipping
TOL
NYK line

CMA
HMM
ANL
MOSK
MOL
P & 0 Nedlloyd
PIL
Wallenius Wihelmsen
OOCL
Maersk Sealand
MSC
Other (Please State)

2. What is the current service you receive when shipping cargo to or from New Zealand?
Frequency of Service= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transit Time= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Reliability of s e r v i c e = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Freight R a t e = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Departure Port= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Direct Port Call

D

Indirect Port Call

D

(Please Tick~).

Arrival Port New Z e a l a n d = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Direct Port Call

D

Indirect Port Call

D

(Please

Tick~).
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3. When shipping goods to or from New Zealand, do you use the same shipping companies or switch
between shipping companies?
(Please Tick ../) .

D

D

Use the same Shipping
Companies

Use Different Shipping
Companies

4. What are the most common problems you have with your Shipping Company?
(Please Tick ../ ) .

D
D
D
D
D

Inaccurate documentation

'Bill of Lad ina' released late
Failure to respond to customer calls

D
D
D

Poor service for information
Fail to provide 'Real Time
Freight Tracking'
Cargo is damaged during
transit

Space on vessel cannot be guaranteed

Other

5. What are the key service factors that you Shipping Company can improve on to better meet your
needs?
(Please Tick ../ ) .

D
D
D

D
D

Provide a direct port call

Provide a faster transit time
Provide a more reliable
service

D
D
D

Offer a more competitive freight
rate
Provide accurate
documentation
Provide greater levels of technological
sophistication

Provide better customer service

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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SELECTION PROCESS
1. When selecting a shipping company to ship your cargo to or from China, how strongly do other
organizations/firms influence which Shipping Company you use?
(Please circle the appropriate number on the scale below).

NO
INFLUENCE
Level of Influence

2

SOME
INFLUENCE
3
4
5

STRONG
INFLUENCE

6

7

2. Which organizations/firms have the strongest influence in the shipping selection process?
(Please Tick-Y)

D
D

D

Freiaht Forwarder

D

Consianee

Exoortina Client

D

lmoortina Client

Other (Please State)

3. Please indicate the other individuals in your organization that influence the selection of shipping
services

D

General Manaaer

D

D

Marketina Manaaer

D

D

Other !Please State)

Operations Manaaer

Transport/Logistics Manager

4. Personal Age:

D

20 -

29

D

30 -

39

D

40 -

49

D

50

59

D

60+
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D

INTERVIEWEE PROFILE
1. Company Name:
2. Position in Company:
3. Type of Trader:

D
D

Exporter
Importer

D
D

Freight Forwarder
Consignee

4. Number of years you have been trading with New Zealand:

D
D

Less than 1 year
2- 5 years

D
D

1-2 years
5 or more years

5. Years of experience selecting shipping services

D
D

Less than 1 year
2-5 years

D
D

1- 2 years
5 or more years

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND PATIENCE!
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Appendix C3:
Completion

Thank You Letter- Accompanying Choice Model
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Appendix D:

Statistical Formulae: The Multinominal Logit Model

Under the multinomiallogit model, the probability that an individual will choose one
of them alternatives, ci, from choice set Cis:

exp (U (ci))
p(ciiC)= - - L111 exp (U (cj))
j=l

exp (Xi/3)

Im exp (U(Aj/3))
j=l

[1]
111
where Xi is a vector of the attributes of the i alternative and

parameters (to be estimated by the MNL model). U (ci)

Bis a vector of unknown
= Xi B is the utility for

alternative, Ci, which is a linear function of the attributes. Thus, the probability that an
individual will choose one of the m alternatives, divided ci, is the exponential of the
utility of the alternative divided by the sum of all the exponentiated utilities (Kuhfeld,
2000, p.73).
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